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Preface to ”Digital Workflows and Material Sciences
in Dental Medicine”

The trend of digitalization is an omnipresent phenomenon nowadays –in social life and in

the dental community. Advancement in digital technology has fostered research into new dental

materials for the use of these workflows, particularly in the field of prosthodontics and oral

implantology.

CAD/CAM-technology has been the game changer for the production of tooth-borne and

implant-supported (monolithic) reconstructions: from optical scanning, to on-screen designing, and

rapid prototyping using milling or 3D-printing. In this context, the continuous development and

speedy progress in digital workflows and dental materials ensure new opportunities in dentistry.

The objective of this Special Issue is to provide an update on the current knowledge with

state-of-the-art theory and practical information on digital workflows to determine the uptake of

technological innovations in dental materials science. In addition, emphasis is placed on identifying

future research needs to manage the continuous increase in digitalization in combination with dental

materials and to accomplish their clinical translation.

This Special Issue welcomes all types of studies and reviews considering the perspectives of the

various stakeholders with regard to digital dentistry and dental materials.

Tim Joda

Editor
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Abstract: Dental caries is the most prevalent dental disease worldwide, and neural networks
and artificial intelligence are increasingly being used in the field of dentistry. This systematic
review aims to identify the state of the art of neural networks in caries detection and diagnosis.
A search was conducted in PubMed, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore,
and ScienceDirect. Data extraction was performed independently by two reviewers. The quality
of the selected studies was assessed using the Cochrane Handbook tool. Thirteen studies were
included. Most of the included studies employed periapical, near-infrared light transillumination,
and bitewing radiography. The image databases ranged from 87 to 3000 images, with a mean of
669 images. Seven of the included studies labeled the dental caries in each image by experienced
dentists. Not all of the studies detailed how caries was defined, and not all detailed the type of
carious lesion detected. Each study included in this review used a different neural network and
different outcome metrics. All this variability complicates the conclusions that can be made about the
reliability or not of a neural network to detect and diagnose caries. A comparison between neural
network and dentist results is also necessary.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; caries; images; detection

1. Introduction

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides systems the ability to
automatically learn and improve from experience without being explicitly programmed [1,2]. Machine
learning needs input data, such as images or text, to obtain an output through a model.

Neural networks can be classified according to their typology or network structure or according to
their learning algorithm. According to its topology, we can distinguish, as a characteristic of a network,
the number of layers; the type of layers, which can be hidden or visible; input or output; and the
directionality of the neuron connections. Depending on the typology, we can distinguish monolayer or
multilayer networks.

According to its learning algorithm or how the network learns the patterns, we can distinguish
as characteristics if it is supervised, unsupervised, competitive, or by reinforcement [3]. The model
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in supervised learning is trained, employing a labeled database. By contrast, the expected output
is unknown in unsupervised learning [1,4]. Reinforcement learning is a model that falls between
supervised and unsupervised learning.

The most common form of machine learning is supervised learning. To work with images, it is
necessary, first, to collect a large data set of images, and second, to label each category in each image,
in this case, with caries detected by a dentist. Then the training process begins. During the training
process, the user/modeler feeds the data to network, it passes through the network, and an output
is computed based on the current set of model weights. To obtain the best score of all categories,
an objective function to measure the error is computed. Then the algorithm modifies its internal
parameters to have the highest score of all categories. Finally, after training, the performance of the
system is measured on a different set of images called a test dataset. The validation test serves to test
the ability of the model to obtain good answers on new images (inputs) that it has never seen during
the training process [5].

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of deep and feedforward network. CNNs are
designed to process data that come in the form of multiple arrays as images, and their architecture is
composed of several stages.

Artificial intelligence is used in dentistry to identify and detect different variables from images,
such as teeth, caries, and implants. Deep learning has been demonstrated to be a good collection of
techniques to assist medical practitioners in medical fields such as radiology [6,7].

One of the most frequent activities in dental practice is to detect early caries lesions or to provide
treatment preventing more invasive therapies [8]. The International Caries Detection and Assessment
System (ICDAS) was developed by an international team of caries researchers to integrate several new
criteria systems into one standard system for caries detection and assessment [9]. A workshop was
organized to discuss and reach consensus about definitions of the most common terms in cariology [10].
Full agreement was obtained of the definition of dental caries:

“Dental caries is a biofilm-mediated, diet-modulated, multifactorial, non-communicable,
dynamic disease resulting in net mineral loss of dental hard tissues. It is determined by
biological, behavioral, psychosocial, and environmental factors. As a consequence of this
process, a caries lesion develops”. [10]

The definition of initial caries lesions was also obtained with full agreement and was defined as a
frequently used term for noncavited caries lesions that refer to the stage of severity. Sound enamel/dentin
was defined, with a 100% agreement, as a tooth structure without clinically detectable alterations of the
natural translucency, color, or texture. However, other terms, such as secondary caries/recurrent caries,
residual caries, or “hidden” caries, did not obtain full agreement [10]. During the first two sessions,
ICDAS was formed and, afterwards, those criteria were revised, modified, and called ICDAS II [11].

The visual-tactile detection method is generally used in dental practice, followed by radiographic
caries detection [8]. Bitewing radiography is the most frequent technique in carious lesion detection.
Several studies have compared the performance of CBCT to conventional or digital intraoral radiography,
histology, or micro CT for enamel and dentin caries detection [12,13]. The conclusion was that CBCT
did not improve the accuracy of caries detection [14].

Dental caries is the most prevalent dental disease worldwide, and neural networks and artificial
intelligence are increasingly being used in the field of dentistry. Many studies have contributed to
the field of dental caries detection using neural networks with different dental images. This review
aims to evaluate studies investigating caries detection with artificial intelligence and neural networks.
This literature review analyzed in each study the type of image, the total image database and its
characteristics, the neural network employed to detect caries, the exclusion criterion of images,
and whether the database had been modified before the training process. Then, it was analyzed as to
how caries were defined, what type of caries were detected, and the outcome metrics and values.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Review Questions

(1) What are the neural networks used to detect and diagnosis dental caries?

(2) How is the database used in the construction of these networks?

(3) How are caries lesions defined, and in which teeth are they detected?

(4) What are the outcome metrics and the values obtained by those neural networks?

2.2. Search Strategy

The research questions were elaborated considering each of the components of the PICO(S) [15]
strategy research questions, which are explained as follows: (P) neural networks and caries detection;
(I) caries definition and which teeth are detected; (C) studies with neural network are used to detect
and diagnosis dental caries; (O) outcome metrics and values; (S) neural networks.

An electronic search was performed in the following databases up until 15 August 2020:
MEDLINE/PubMed, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore, and ScienceDirect.

The search strategy used is detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Search strategy.

Database Search Strategy Search Data

MEDLINE/PubMed
(deep learning OR artificial intelligence OR neural network *)

AND caries NOT review
15 August 2020

IEEE Xplore
(deep learning OR artificial intelligence OR neural network)

AND caries AND (detect OR detection OR diagnosis)
15 August 2020

ScienceDirect
(deep learning OR artificial intelligence OR neural network)

AND caries AND (detect OR detection OR diagnosis)
15 August 2020

2.3. Study Selection and Items Collected

M.P.-P. and J.G.-V. performed the bibliographic search and selected the articles that fulfilled
the inclusion criteria. Both authors collected all the data from the selected articles in duplicate and
independently of each other. Disagreements between the two authors were reviewed using full text by
a third author (J.C.P.-F.) to make the final decision. The references of the articles included in this study
were manually reviewed.

The following items were collected: study (journal and year), type of image, total image database,
database characteristics (pixels and examiners), neural network, image exclusion criteria, database
modification (resized pixel), caries definition, caries type detected, teeth in which caries lesions were
detected, outcome metrics (accuracy, sensitivity, specificity), and outcome metrics values.

2.4. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The inclusion criteria were full manuscripts, including conference proceedings, that reported
the use of neural networks for the detection and diagnosis of caries. There were no restrictions on
the language or date of publication. Exclusion criteria were reviews, no dental caries application,
no images, and no neural network employed.

2.5. Study Quality Assessment

The risk of bias from neural networks studies was evaluated by two of the authors (C.M.-M. and C.I.).
To this end, the guidelines presented in the Cochrane Handbook [7] were followed, which incorporates
seven domains: random sequence generation (selection bias); allocation concealment (selection bias);
masking of participants and personnel (performance bias); masking of outcome assessment (detection
bias); incomplete outcome data (attrition bias); selective reporting (reporting bias); and other biases.

3
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The studies were classified into the following categories: low risk of bias—low risk of bias for
all key domains; unclear risk of bias—unclear risk of bias for one or more key domains; high risk of
bias—high risk of bias for one or more key domains.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

The mean, standard deviation (SD), median, and percentage were calculated for several variables.
Statistical calculations were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection

Figure 1 details a flowchart of the study selection. All of the electronic search strategies resulted
in 187 potential manuscripts. A total of 178 studies were excluded because they did not meet the
inclusion criteria. Additionally, a manual search was carried out to analyze the references cited in ten
of the articles that were included in this work. Finally, three more articles were incorporated from the
manual search. In the end, a total of thirteen studies were analyzed.

 

Figure 1. Flowchart.

3.2. Relevant Data about the Image Database and Neural Network of the Included Studies

Table 2 details the main characteristic of the studies included in the manuscript. Included studies
were conducted between 2008 and 2020. All studies were published in English. Regarding the types of
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images, the most used were the periapical, the near-infrared light transilluminations, and the bitewings,
each one appearing twice in each of the studies (16.66% in each study). The rest of the images used
by a single study were panoramic radiographs, radiovisiography, intra-oral, in vivo with an intraoral
camera and, and X-ray images (8.33%). Only two studies did not detail the type of image employed.

Image databases also varied from 87 to 3000 images, with a mean of 669.27 images, a standard
deviation of 1153.76, and a median of 160 images. Seven (58.33%) of the included studies labeled
the dental caries in each image by experienced dentists. Of those seven articles that used experts to
indicate caries, five (71.42%) indicated that they use two experts (n = 2), one (14.28%) employed one
expert, one employed four experts, and one employed 25 examiners. Three studies (25%) did not
indicate the number of examiners.

Three studies detailed the exclusion criteria of the images. Six of the included studies detailed
how images were standardized by resizing the number of pixels.

3.3. Relevant Data about Caries of the Included Studies

Table 3 details the main characteristic of carious lesion detection and outcome metrics of the
included studies. Three studies (23.07%) detailed how caries are defined in their studies. One study
explained that a caries lesion was considered where a radiolucent area appears on the structure.
The other two considered the caries definition that follows the ICDAS II classification system.
Seven (53.84%) of the included studies detailed the type of caries detected: three studies detected occlusal
caries, while the other four studies detected proximal, enamel, and dentinal lesions; pre-cavitated
lesions; and initial caries. Six of the included studies did not detail the type of caries detected by their
neural network or define what they considered as caries.

Regarding the teeth where caries lesions are detected, seven studies (53.84%) did not detail in
which teeth caries were detected, four studies (30.7%) employed molar and premolar teeth, and two
(15.38%) of the included studies used posterior extracted teeth.

Eight of the included studies analyzed accuracy, obtaining the following outcomes: a range from
68.57 to 99% (mean ± SD of 90 ± 7%, median of 89%), a precision range from 0.615 to 0.987 (mean ± SD
of 0.801 ± 0.263), and an AUC from 0.74 to 0.971 (mean ± SD of 0.815 ± 0.1).

5
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Table 2. Main characteristics of image database and neural network.

Authors
Neural

Network
Task

Image
Total Image

Database

Database
Characteristics

(Pixels and
Examiners)

Neural Network Image Exclusion Criterion

Database
Modification
(Resized and

Other)

Journal Year

Schwendicke
et al. [16]

Classification
Near-infrared

light
transillumination

226

Pixel: 435 × 407 × 3.
Examiners: two

(clinical experience,
8–11 years)

Resnet18, Resnext50 -
Resized pixel:

224 × 224
Journal of Dentistry 2020

Geetha
et al. [17]

Classification
Intra-oral

digital
radiography

105
Pixel: Examiners:

a dentist
ANN with 10-fold

cross validation
-

Resized pixel:
256 × 256

Health Information
Science and Systems

2020

Casalengo
et al. [18]

Segmentation
Near-infrared
transillumination

217
Pixel: Examiners:

by experts

CNN trained on a
semantic

segmentation task
-

Resized pixel:
256 × 320

Journal of Dental
Research

2019

Moutselos
et al. [19]

Segmentation
and

classification

In vivo with
an intraoral

camera
87 -

DNN Mask R-CNN,
which extends

Faster R-CNN by
adding an FCN for

predicting
object masks.

1. Teeth with hypoplastic
and/or hypomineralized.

2. Teeth with sealants on
the occlusal surfaces.

-
Conf Proc IEEE Eng

Med Biol Soc
2019

Lee et al. [20] Classification Periapical 3000
Pixel: Examiners:

four calibrated
board-certified dentists

CNN

1. Moderate-to-severe
noise, haziness,
distortion,
and shadows.

2. Full crown or
large partial
inlay restoration.

3. Deciduous teeth.

Resized pixel:
299 × 299 Other:

standardized
contrast between
gray/white matter

and lesions.

Journal of Dentistry 2018

Sornam
et al. [21]

Classification Periapical 120 -
Feedforward

Neural Network
- -

IEEE International
Conference on Power,
Control, Signals, and

Instrumentation
Engineering

(ICPCSI-2017)

2017
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors
Neural

Network
Task

Image
Total Image

Database

Database
Characteristics

(Pixels and
Examiners)

Neural Network Image Exclusion Criterion

Database
Modification
(Resized and

Other)

Journal Year

Singh
et al. [22]

Detection
Panoramic

radiographs
93 -

Radon
Transformation (RT)
and Discrete Cosine

Transformation
(DCT).

-
Resized pixel:

500 × 500

2017 8th International
Conference on

Computing,
Communication and

Networking
Technologies (ICCCNT)

2017

Srivastava
et al. [23]

Segmentation Bitewing 3000
Pixel: Examiners: by

certified dentists

FCNN (deep fully
convolutional

neural network)
- -

NIPS 2017 workshop
on Machine Learning

for Health (NIPS
2017 ML4H)

2017

Prajapati
et al. [24]

Classification Radiovisiography 251 - CNN -
Resized pixel:

500 × 748

5th International
Symposium on

Computational and
Business Intelligence

2017

Berdouses
et al. [25]

Detection and
classification

- 103 Pixel: Examiners: two - - -
Computers in Biology

and Medicine
2015

Devito
et al. [26]

Detection Bitewing 160 Pixel: Examiners: 25
Multilayer

perceptron neural
- -

Oral Med Oral Pathol
Oral Radiol Endod

2008

Kuang
et al. [27]

Segmentation X-ray images -
Pixel: 1000 × 800

Examiners: -
Back propagation
Neural Network

- -

Second International
Symposium on

Intelligent Information
Technology Application

2008

CNN: Convolutional neural network.
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Table 3. Main data about caries of the included studies.

Authors
Type of
Study

Caries
Definition

Caries Type
Detected

Teeth Outcome Metrics
Outcome
Metrics
Values

Schwendicke
et al. [16]

in vitro -
Occlusal and/or
proximal caries

Premolar and
molar

AUC, sensitivity,
specificity,

and positive/negative
predictive values

0.74, 0.59, 0.76,
0.63, and 0.73

Geetha
et al. [17]

in vitro

Loss of
mineralization

of these
structures

(radiolucent)

- -
Accuracy,

false positive rate,
ROC, and precision

0.971, 0.028,
0.987

Casalengo
et al. [18]

clinical - -
Upper and lower

molars and
premolars

IOU/AUC
72.7/83.6 and

85.6%

Moutselos
et al. [19]

Classified
from 1 to 6
using the
ICDAS II

classification
system.

Caries on occlusal
surfaces

- Accuracy 0.889

Lee
et al. [20]

in vitro -

Dental caries,
including enamel

and dentinal
carious lesions

Premolar, molar,
and both premolar

and molar

Accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, PPV,

NPV, ROC curve,
and AUC

82, 81, 83, 82.7,
81.4

Sornam
et al. [21]

in vitro - - - Accuracy 99%

Singh
et al. [22]

in vitro - - - Accuracy 86%

Srivastava
et al. [23]

in vitro - - -
Recall/Precision/

F1-Score
0.805/0.615/0.7

Prajapati
et al. [24]

in vitro - - - Accuracy 0.875

Berdouses
et al. [25]

in vitro ICDAS II

Pre-cavitated
lesion and
cavitated

occlusal lesion

Posterior
extracted

human teeth
Accuracy 80%

Devito
et al. [26]

in vitro -

sound, enamel
caries,

enamel-dentine
junction caries

and,
dentinal caries

Premolar
and molar

ROC 0.717

Kuang
et al. [27]

in vitro - Initial caries - Accuracy 68.57%

ICDAS: The International Caries Detection and Assessment System.

3.4. Study Quality Assessment

Evaluation of selection bias: All studies blinded image data.
Evaluation of performance bias: None of the studies indicated a blinding of staff or assessors.
Assessment of detection bias: All study results were blinded.
Evaluation of attrition bias: Not all of the studies reported complete results. Berdouses et al. [25]

detailed all the results analyzed in the present review.
Evaluation of notification bias: Not all of the studies provided detailed information about the

neural network parameters. Lee et al. [20] provided all the information.
Figure 2 shows a detailed description of the risk assessment of bias in the included studies.
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Figure 2. Assessment of risk of bias of included studies.

4. Discussion

The goal of this review is to visualize the state of the art of neural networks in detecting and
diagnosing dental caries. The way in which each of the studies analyzes caries (definition, type, tooth),
as well as the parameters of each neural network (type of network, characteristics of the database,
and results), were studied.

A good definition of what is meant by caries and the type of caries lesions to be analyzed is
essential to compare and analyze the results obtained in each study. Studies included in this review that
detailed the use of ICDAS II obtained an accuracy between 80 and 88.9% (mean ± SD of 85.45 ± 6.29%),
while the study that defined caries as a loss of mineralization of these structures (radiolucent) obtained
an accuracy of 97.1%. However, 76% of the studies included in the present review did not detail how a
caries lesion is defined.

Another bias factor is related to the training dataset. Images employed during the training process
must be labeled by experts. Seven (58.33%) of the included studies indicated that examiners were
used to label the images, although the experience and the number of those examiners varied from one
study to another. Some studies analyzed the relation between caries detection and dentist experience.
Bussaneli et al., concluded in their study that the experience of the examiner is not determinant to
occlusal lesions in primary teeth but influenced the treatment decision of initial lesions [28]. However,
when an artificial intelligence is trained with human observer’s scores, the system can never exceed
the trainer and, therefore, the performance depends on the quality of the input.

An important fact for artificial intelligence technology is the overfitting. Burnham and Anderson
describes “the essence of overfitting is to have unknowingly extracted some of the residual variation
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as if that variation represented underlying model structure” [29]. A model is overfitted when it is
so specific to the original data that trying to apply it to data collected in the future would result in
problematic or erroneous outcomes and therefore less-than-optimal decisions [30].

The included studies in this review that detailed the use of examiners to obtain an accuracy ranged
from 80 to 97% (mean ± SD of 88.7 ± 8.55%). The best result was obtained in the study that used
only one examiner, and, therefore, the same criteria in caries detection was always used, followed by
the study where four experts analyzed the images. Finally, the worst result in terms of accuracy was
obtained by the study with two examiners. Regarding the experience of the examiners, only one study
detailed the number of years of experience. However, these results were not completely related to the
number of examiners; other factors such as neural network, dataset, and caries definition must be kept
in mind. In this sense, the results detailed in Table 3 must be analyzed with caution, since each of the
networks used in the studies has a different purpose, which means that the results are not comparable
between them. The data analyzed in a general way helps us to get an idea about what percentages of
accuracy, on average, are obtained in caries detection and diagnosis studies using neural networks.

One of the limitations of this review is that studies using artificial intelligence with different
tasks have been taken into account. This means that, although the studies obtain the same metrics,
they cannot be compared with each other. The reason is that each artificial intelligence is designed for
one thing that makes comparison of results impossible. From each to future reviews, it is recommended
to include studies whose artificial intelligence has the same purpose. The use of a large dataset is
crucial for the performance of the deep learning model. It is possible to improve the technical capability
employing a technique called data augmentation. This technique artificially inflates the training
database by oversampling or data warping. Oversampling creates synthetic instances and adds them
to the training dataset. However, data warping transforms the existing images [31].

The study from Geetha et al. [17] presents the highest accuracy of all the studies included in
the present review. However, this study is a special case because the authors built their own feature
extractor, which is rare nowadays, and used a very shallow neural network with only one hidden
layer. Authors of that study used only 105 images and did 10-fold cross-validation, and, therefore,
their model was not evaluated on a hold-out test set.

A great variety of architectures has been found in the studies included in this literature review.
ResNets are residual networks that are CNNs designed to allow thousands of convolutional layers.
Mask R-CNN is an extension of Faster R-CNN by adding a branch for predicting segmentation masks
on each Region of Interest (ROI) [5]. Semantic image segmentation is the task of classifying each
pixel in an image from a predefined set of classes, which has several applications in medical images.
Six (50%) of the included studies detailed that, before starting the training process, they homogenized
the size of the images (Table 2).

Shokri et al., analyzed the effect of filters on detecting proximal and occlusal caries employing
intraoral images and concluded that the lowest accuracy in caries diagnosis was noted for the detection
of enamel lesions on original radiographs (52%). However, this in vitro study induced caries by
a demineralizing solution, and therefore induced carious lesions were more regular than those
that developed naturally [32]. Belém et al. [33] analyzed the accuracy of detection of subsurface
demineralization by different imaging modalities and concluded that original images had an accuracy
of 73% and a sensitivity of 62%. Kositbowornchai et al. compared the accuracy of detecting occlusal
caries lesions on original images and obtained a mean Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
of 0.75 [34]. Here, two of the studies analyzed enamel lesions with an accuracy of 82% and a ROC
curve of 0.717. The studies that analyzed occlusal lesions in this review obtained an accuracy of 80 and
88.9%, and a precision of 45.3%.

Several studies analyzed the precision in the detection of caries depending on the type of image
used. Schwendicke et al., concluded in their systematic review that fluorescence-based images showed
a significantly higher accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity in detecting initial lesions than conventional
radiographic images, and generally that radiographic caries detection is especially suitable for detecting
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dentine lesions and cavitated proximal lesions [8]. Here, two of the studies employed near-infrared
transillumination images and obtained similar outcome metrics to the other studies with different
image types.

Supervised learning is one where the learning process of the algorithm from the training dataset
can be considered to be a process supervised by a teacher. The correct answer is previously known,
and the algorithm iteratively makes its predictions at the same time as it is corrected by the teacher.
Seven (58.33%) of the included studies labeled the dental caries in each image by experienced dentists.
However, in addition to knowing the number of examiners and their experience, it is very important
to know what the intra-examiner agreement is, that is, to know if the examiner’s answers are the
same if the categorization of the images is repeated a second time. It is also very important to know
the inter-examiner agreement, that is, for the same image, how many examiners provide the same
answer. None of the included studies mentioned the inter- and intra-examiner agreement. Intra- and
inter-examiner agreement is evaluated by calculating Cohen’s Kappa. According to Bulman and
Osborn [35], values of Cohen’s Kappa between 0.81 and 1.00 indicate almost perfect agreement.

Other graphical methods such as ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve or Bland-Altman
plot can be employed to obtain information on those samples in which there is less agreement.

It is important to emphasize that manual labeling by experts provides a reference that is necessary
for training and evaluating the model but does not necessarily represent ground truth [18]. The use of
a histologic gold standard method is indispensable for the validation of a caries diagnostic method.
None of the studies included in the present review mentioned the reference standard employed.

A quality analysis of the included studies was done using the Cochrane Handbook tool, which was
employed to assess the risk of bias, concluding that in most domains, no data were given related to the
transparency of the studies. This ensures that the data collected and analyzed have been managed in a
controlled manner, avoiding all possible methodological errors. The criteria for allocation masking and
randomization were not detailed in all of the studies, which is considered to be an unclear risk of bias.
The present systematic review focused on the use of artificial intelligence in carious lesion diagnostic
and detection; the bias is located in the lack of a reference standard and the inclusion of studies with
different algorithms. However, the data presented above cannot be analyzed in isolation. Inter- and
intra-examiner agreement must be taken into account in studies involving multiple examiners in order
to obtain comparable and reliable results. This is a fundamental parameter to correctly define the
variables that the neural network has to learn. That is, good agreement between examiners is essential
to obtain good results once the image passes through the neural network. None of the studies using
multiple examiners and included in this review detailed the concordance mentioned above in their
respective studies. Neither was there a single parameter to compare the results obtained by the neural
network, nor common parameters for the database. All these factors complicate the conclusions that
can be made about the reliability or not of a neural network to detect and diagnose caries.

To be able to know if the neural networks give certain results, it is necessary to make a comparison
with the results provided by the dentists, who should also have similar training and experience in
order for comparisons to be made between them.

The diagnostic performance of artificial intelligence models varies between the different algorithms
used and is still necessary to verify the generalizability and reliability of these models. For this, it would
be necessary to use the ability to compare the results of the tasks of each algorithm before transferring
and implement these models in clinical practice.
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Abstract: The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to evaluate the clinical performance
of tooth-borne partial and full-coverage fixed dental prosthesis fabricated using hybrid polymer and
ceramic CAD/CAM materials regarding their biologic, technical and esthetical outcomes. PICOS
search strategy was applied using MEDLINE and were searched for RCTs and case control studies by
two reviewers using MeSH Terms. Bias risk was evaluated using the Cochrane collaboration tool and
Newcastle–Ottawa assessment scale. A meta-analysis was conducted to calculate the mean long-term
survival difference of both materials at two different periods (≤24, ≥36 months(m)). Mean differences
in biologic, technical and esthetical complications of partial vs. full crown reconstructions were
analyzed using software package R (p < 0.05). 28 studies included in the systematic review and
25 studies in the meta-analysis. The overall survival rate was 99% (0.95–1.00, ≤24 m) and dropped
to 95% (0.87–0.98, ≥36 m), while the overall success ratio was 88% (0.54–0.98; ≤24 m) vs. 77%
(0.62–0.88; ≥36 m). No significance, neither for the follow-up time points, nor for biologic, technical
and esthetical (88% vs. 77%; 90% vs. 74%; 96% vs. 95%) outcomes was overserved. A significance was
found for the technical/clinical performance between full 93% (0.88–0.96) and partial 64% (0.34–0.86)
crowns. The biologic success rate of partial crowns with 69% (0.42–0.87) was lower, but not significant
compared to 91% (0.79–0.97) of full crowns. The esthetical success rate of partial crowns with 90%
(0.65–0.98) was lower, but not significant compared to 99% (0.92–1.00) of full crowns.

Keywords: bonding; CAD/CAM; composite resin cement; dental; hybrid polymer; indirect;
meta-analysis; systematic review

1. Introduction

Over the past two decades, metal-free computer-aided design/computer aided manufacturing
(CAD/CAM) materials, including ceramics and composites, have been widely used in dentistry [1].
In the restorative clinical field, these materials have been gaining importance due to their biologic and
esthetical properties resulting in favorable treatment outcomes in order to satisfy increased demands
and expectations of patients and dentists [2,3].

The improvements in oral health during the last decades, have promoted less aggressive dental
preparations changing the conventional indications and workflows of these restorations and adapting
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it for these metal-free materials [4,5]. The current state of the art of dental treatments accompanied
by life changes in terms of time efficacy and patient care demands, have fostered the introduction of
faster and cost-efficient digital clinical workflows using CAD/CAM technology facilitating high quality
restorative treatments [6,7]. These workflows allow designing and manufacturing of chairside partial
or full-contoured monolithic restorations, such as inlays, veneers, single crowns (SCs) or multi-spans
fixed dental prostheses (FDPs), with esthetically favorable appearance, accurate marginal adaptation
in a cost and time efficient production manner [3,8].

Digital technologies also enabled the development of high-performance materials like Lithium
disilicate (LD), Lithium aluminosilicate ceramic reinforced with lithium disilicate glass–ceramic
(LD-LAS), hybrid-polymer ceramic (HPC) and resin-matrix ceramics (RMC) including resin-based
ceramics (RBC) and polymer infiltrated ceramic network (PICN) resins [9–11].

LD is one of the of the most commonly used chairside material due to its great clinical performance
and high acceptance by patients, technicians and dentists. LD-LAS covers the same indication range as
LD ceramics, while showing comparable flexural strength tests results, making it a high load-bearing
material with excellent esthetic properties [12,13]. The group of hybrid materials (HPC, RMC, RBC and
PICN) are of growing interest due their mechanical resistibility and high elasticity. These materials are
based on a ceramic like hybrid ceramic also known as resin-matrix-ceramics, resin-based ceramics or
nanoceramics, presenting promising results, as they follow esthetic trends combined with minimally
invasive preparations in modern clinical workflows [11,14].

The gold standard in SCs and FDPs is still ceramic fused to metal. This “conventional” approach
often presents esthetic shortcomings, requires a more aggressive tooth preparation and extended
technical production time. Therefore, metal-free options have gradually become a favorite alternative
compared to metal-ceramic restorations [15,16]. However, when using metal-free materials, clinicians
should keep in mind the limited evidence that these materials present in terms of long-term performance,
survival and complication rates and carefully evaluate the indication and processing technique in each
unique clinical case [14].

The wide range of new hybrid polymer and ceramic CAD/CAM materials that are offered in the
dental industry to manufacture tooth-borne restorations implies the need for an evidence-based study
that evaluates the current clinical behavior of these materials. Therefore, the aim of this systematic
review and meta-analysis was to analyze the clinical behavior of partial and full fixed restorations out
of hybrid polymer and ceramic CAD/CAM materials. This present systematic review was performed
in order to answer the PICO question defined as follows: In patients receiving tooth-borne partial or
full crowns, are survival and clinical success rates of monolithic CAD/CAM restorations comparable to
those of conventionally manufactured?

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Search Strategy

A preliminary search was conducted prior to the definition of the final PICO question, focusing on
material choice (glass ceramic multiphase (e.g., Enamic); polymeric multiphase (e.g., Lava Ultimate));
Indication (tooth and implant-borne single-unit restoration and reconstruction design (crown vs.
partial crown single unit).

The PICO question was then chosen as follows: P-population: tooth-borne partial or full crowns;
I-intervention: Monolithic CAD/CAM restorations; C-control: conventionally produced/manufactured
restorations (natural teeth); O-outcome: survival and clinical success (fracture, debonding, behavior);
S-study designs: randomized control trials (RCT) and case–control studies.

The following MeSH terms, search terms and their combinations were used in the PubMed
search: ((((((((dental crowns [MeSH]) OR (dental restoration permanent [MeSH]) OR (full crown) OR
(partial crown) OR (table top))))) AND ((((computer-aided design [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted
design [MeSH]) OR ((computer-aided manufacturing [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted manufacturing
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[MeSH]) OR (cerec [MeSH]) OR (CAD/CAM) OR (rapid prototyping))))) OR ((((ceramics [MeSH])
OR (dental porcelain [MeSH]) OR (polymers [MeSH]) OR (monolithic))))) AND ((((survival analysis
[MeSH terms]) OR (survival rate [MeSH Terms]) OR (survival))))) OR ((((success) OR (failure) OR
(dental restoration failure [MeSH terms]) OR (complications [MeSH terms]) OR (clinical behavior) OR
(adverse event) OR (chipping) OR (debonding)))). The search strategy according to the focused PICOS
question is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Search strategy according to the focused question (PICO).

Focused
Question
(PICO)

In Patients Receiving Tooth-Borne Partial or Full Crowns, Are Monolithic CAD/CAM
Restorations Comparable to Conventionally Manufactured Restorations in Terms of Survival and

Clinical Success Rates?

Search
strategy

Population
Tooth-borne partial or full crowns.
#1—((dental crowns [MeSH]) OR (dental restoration permanent [MeSH]) OR (full
crown) OR (partial crown) OR (table top))

Intervention

Monolithic CAD/CAM restorations.
#2—((computer-aided design [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted design [MeSH]) OR
((computer-aided manufacturing [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted manufacturing
[MeSH]) OR (cerec [MeSH]) OR (CAD/CAM) OR (rapid prototyping))
#3—((ceramics [MeSH]) OR (dental porcelain [MeSH]) OR (polymers [MeSH]) OR
(monolithic))

Comparison
Conventionally manufactured restorations.
#4—((porcelain-fused to metal) OR (lost-wax technique))
#5—(dental alloys [MeSH])

Outcome

Survival (rates) and/or clinical success.
#6—((survival analysis [MeSH Terms]) OR (survival rate [MeSH Terms]) OR
(survival))
#7—((success) OR (failure) OR (dental restoration failure [MeSH Terms]) OR
(complications [MeSH Terms]) OR (clinical behavior) OR (adverse event) OR
(chipping) OR (debonding))

Search
combination(s)

(#1) AND (#2 or #3) AND (#6 or #7)

The following terms were used in the EMBASE search: (‘dental crowns’/exp OR ‘dental restoration
permanen’/exp OR ‘full crown’/exp OR ‘partial crown’/exp OR ‘table top’) AND (‘ computer-aided
design’ OR ‘computer-assisted design’ OR ‘computer-aided manufacturing’ OR ‘ computer-assisted
manufacturing’ OR ‘cerec’ OR ‘CAD/CAM’ OR ‘rapid prototyping’) OR (‘ceramics’ OR ‘dental porcelain’
OR ‘polymers’ OR ‘monolithic’) AND (‘survival analysis’ OR ‘survival rate’ OR ‘survival’) OR (‘success’
OR ‘failure’ OR ‘dental restoration failure’ OR ‘complications’ OR ‘clinical behavior’ OR ‘adverse event’
OR ‘chipping’ OR ‘debonding’) NOT [medline]/lim AND [embase]/lim.

The following terms were used in the Web of Science and IADR abstracts search: ((((((((dental
crowns [MeSH]) OR (dental restoration permanent [MeSH]) OR (full crown) OR (partial crown) OR
(table top))))) AND ((((computer-aided design [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted design [MeSH]) OR
((computer-aided manufacturing [MeSH])) OR (computer-assisted manufacturing [MeSH]) OR (cerec
[MeSH]) OR (CAD/CAM) OR (rapid prototyping))))) OR ((((ceramics [MeSH]) OR (dental porcelain
[MeSH]) OR (polymers [MeSH]) OR (monolithic))))) AND ((((survival analysis [MeSH Terms]) OR
(survival rate [MeSH Terms]) OR (survival))))) OR ((((success) OR (failure) OR (dental restoration
failure [MeSH Terms]) OR (complications [MeSH Terms]) OR (clinical behavior) OR (adverse event)
OR (chipping) OR (debonding)))).

2.2. Information Sources

A systematic electronic literature search was conducted in PubMed MEDLINE, EMBASE and
Web of Science (ISI—Web of Knowledge), including Google Scholar and IADR abstracts until 16 May
2018. The search aimed for English language clinical trials and case–control studies published in the
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last five years, performed on human and published in dental journals. Search syntax was categorized
in a population, intervention, comparison and outcome study design; each category assembled using a
combination of Medical Subject Heading [MeSH Terms].

2.3. Study Selection and Eligibility Criteria

To minimize the potential for reviewer bias, two reviewers (N.A.-H.H. and T.J.) independently
conducted electronic literature searches and the study selection. Both reviewers studied the retrieved
titles and abstracts and disagreements were solved by discussion. Forty-eight selected studies were
then obtained in full texts, and the decision of inclusion of studies was made according to preset
inclusion criteria.

The following inclusion criteria were chosen for the articles included in this systematic review: (1)
RCTs and case control studies; (2) Studies with observation of a follow-up period of ≥1 year; (3) Studies
that considered either hybrid polymers or ceramic CAD/CAM materials.

Articles meeting one or more of the following criteria were excluded: (1) In vitro or in situ studies;
(2) Studies with a follow-up period less than one year; (3) Studies testing materials other than hybrid
polymers or ceramic CAD/CAM materials. For quantitative analyses (meta-analysis), studies lacking a
control group or standard deviation values were excluded (Figure 1).

up period of ≥1 

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the systematic search results.

2.4. Data Extraction and Collection

After screening the data, extracting, obtaining and screening the titles and abstracts for inclusion
criteria, the selected abstracts were obtained in full texts. Titles and abstracts lacking sufficient
information regarding inclusion criteria were also obtained as full texts.

Full text articles were selected in case of compliance with inclusion criteria by the two reviewers
using a data extraction form. Two reviewers (N.A.-H.H. and T.J.) independently collected the following
data from the included articles for further analysis: demographic information (title, authors, journal
and year), study specific parameter (study type, number of treated patients, number of restorations,
Ratio (restorations/patient), follow-up and drop-out), materials tested (type and commercial name,
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manufacturing process, luting agent, failure, survival and success rate), means and standard deviations
of the clinical parameters (biologic, technical and esthetical failures).

The authors of the studies were contacted in case of unpublished data. These studies were only
included if the authors provided the missing information. In order to assess the clinical performance
and outcomes of the restorations, the selected studies based their evaluations on the modified United
States Public Health service (USHPS) [17] criteria and the FDI World dental federation criteria [18].

For the extraction of the clinical outcomes, the relevant data of the included studies were divided
into three subgroups according to their evaluated outcomes, based on the USHPS criteria and the
FDI criteria: The USHPS criteria are based on an evaluation of the clinical characteristics of color,
marginal adaptation, anatomic form, surface roughness, marginal staining, secondary caries and
luster of restoration which is evaluated on three levels form the best to worst outcome, Alpha, Bravo
and Charlie.

The FDI criteria are based on three levels that were scored into five points (Clinically very good,
clinically good, clinically sufficient/satisfactory, clinically unsatisfactory, clinically poor): (A) Esthetic
properties that evaluate the surface luster, the staining, color match and translucency and the esthetic
anatomic form; (B) Functional properties based on the assess of fracture of material and retention,
the marginal adaptation, the occlusal contour and wear, the approximal anatomic form, the radiographic
examination and the patient’s view; (C) Biologic properties measure the postoperative sensitivity
and tooth vitality, the recurrence, the tooth integrity of caries, the periodontal response, the adjacent
mucosa and the oral and general health.

2.5. Risk of Bias Assessment

The risk of bias assessment was evaluated using the Cochrane collaboration tool for randomized
studies, evaluating bias risks such as sample size calculation, random sequence generation, adequate
control group, materials usage following the manufacturers’ instructions, tests execution by a single
blinded operator, adequate statistical analysis, allocation concealment, completeness of outcome data,
selective reporting and other bias. Each parameter reported by the included studies was recorded.
Articles that included only one to three possible risks of bias of these items were considered at low risk
for bias; four or five items, at medium risk for bias; and six to nine items, at high risk for bias.

In case of a high or unclear risk of bias the study was assigned to a judgment of risk of bias.
The Newcastle–Ottawa assessment scale was applied for non-randomized studies, for the selection of
the study groups, the comparability of the groups and the ascertainment of outcome or interest.

2.6. Data Analyses

The statistical analysis was performed with the software package R, Version 3.5.3 (R Core Team
2013) [19]. Both survival and success ratios were analyzed performing a meta-analysis using the logit
transformation method. Results of the random effects model were reported and forest plots were
drawn. Funnel plots were also produced in order to detect a possible publication bias. Overall, survival
and success ratios were analyzed as well as biologic, technical and esthetical successes. The restorations
instead of patients were used as the statistical unit. Studies that lacked the required information of the
sample size or the follow-up time were excluded from the statistical analysis. All materials had to be
pooled because of sample size considerations or missing information. The meta-analysis was done
with studies reporting a follow-up time of at least 24 months.

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection

Of 795 potentially relevant studies, 48 were selected for a full-text analysis, 28 were included in the
systematic review and 25 considered in the meta-analysis. Eight full text articles were selected using
electronic databases and 20 further were retrieved throughout manual search. From the 25 studies
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included in the meta-analysis, 12 studies were randomized controlled trial, 14 prospective and
2 retrospectives (Krejci et al. 1992; Taskonak et al. 2006; Frankenberger et al. 2008; Frankenberger et al.
2009; Dukic et al. 2010; Fasbinder et al. 2010; Manhart et al. 2010; Azevedo et al. 2012; Esuivel-Opshaw
et al. 2012; Murgueitio et al. 2012; Schenke et al. 2012; Taschner et al. 2012; Gehrt et al. 2013; Reich
et al. 2013; Akin et al. 2014; D’all’Orologio et al. 2014; Dhima et al. 2014; Guess et al. 2014; Guess et al.
2014; Selz et al. 2014; Seydler et al. 2015; Baader et al. 2016; Botto et al. 2016; Mittal et al. 2016; Özsoy
et al. 2016; Santos et al. 2016; Rauch et al. 2018) [20–46].

3.2. Study Characteristics

The characteristics of the included studies are presented in Table 2. The included articles were
published between 1992 and 2018. A total of type of 28 studies including 1150 patients and 2335
reconstructions with a mean follow-up time of 4.5 years (min–max: 1–18 years) were evaluated.
Materials included were composites, feldspathic ceramic, leucite reinforced glass ceramic, veneered
and non-veneered lithium disilicate, veneered and monolithic zirconia and alumina. Processing
techniques were stone dies incremental techniques and poured with dental stone, indirect die cast
method, framework laminated with a veneering with lost-wax glaze technique, chairside and labside
CAD/CAM techniques, vacuum injection mold techniques. Used luting agents were adhesive bonding
systems, resin cements (Panavia, Multilink, Variolink, Tetric, Multibond) and glass ionomer luting
cements (Ketac).

Table 2. Quality assessment of included studies using the Newcastle–Ottawa scale.

Study
Selection Comparability Outcome

Numbers of Stars (Out of 8)
1 2 3 4 1 1 2 3

Botto et al. 2016 – ⋆ – – ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 5
Guess et al. 2014 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Dhima et al. 2014 – – – – ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 4
Dukic et al. 2010 – – – – ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 4

Azevedo et al. 2012 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Gehrt et al. 2013 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Guess et al. 2014 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Rauch et al. 2018 ⋆ ⋆ – – – ⋆ – – 3
Reich et al. 2013 ⋆ ⋆ – – – ⋆ – – 3
Santos et al. 2016 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Santos et al. 2013 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8

Taschner et al. 2012 ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 8
Taskonak et al. 2006 ⋆ ⋆ – ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ – 6

Krejci et al. 1992 – ⋆ – – – ⋆ – – 2

⋆: Each star corresponds to the subsection of quality assessment criteria.

3.3. Risks of Bias in Individual Studies

Quality and risk bias assessment of the RCTs is summarized in Figure 2 and for the case control
and cohort studies reviewed in Table 1.

The Cochrane collaboration tool showed an overall low risk of bias in all the included studies.
Some studies did not report enough information about the sequence generation process to allow an
evaluation of either “low risk” or “high risk” (Mittal et al. 2016, Frankenberger et al. 2009). Others
did not describe the allocation concealment or provide enough detail (Mittal et al. 2016, Dondi
dall’Orologio et al. 2014, Ozsoy et al. 2016, Frankenberger et al. 2009). Just one study showed a high
risk for the blinded outcome (Beder et al. 2016). According to the NOS scale, one study scored 2 points,
two obtained 3 points, two 4 points, one 5 points, and finally seven studies obtained 8 points. These
scores reflect an adequate quality of the studies included in this review.
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≤24 months (m); and ≥36 months (m) (Table 

Figure 2. Summary of the Cochrane collaboration tool for assessing risk of bias for randomized
controlled trials.

3.4. Meta-Analysis

Meta-analyses were performed based on 25 studies. The overall survival and success ratios
of partial and full crowns were obtained using forest and funnel plots at two different time ranges:
(a) ≤24 months (m); and (b) ≥36 months (m) (Table 3).
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Table 3. Characteristics of included studies.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Mittal et al.
2016 [36]

J Clin Ped
Dent

RCT 50 50 1
36

Months
0

IRC (indirect
resin composite)

vs. SSC (stainless
steel crowns)

IRX (Composite
3-M Espe) SSC

IRC (Dual cure
resin cement
RelyX) SSC
(luting glass

ionomer cement
Fuji I)

IRC (3)
SSC (2)

IRC (82.9%)
SSC (90.7%)

IRC (100%)
SSC (95%)

Modified FDI
criteria’

Dental chair side
treatment time

and postoperative
acceptability

Marginal integrity
IRC < SSC

Time/esthetic:
IRC > SSC

Botto et al.
2016 [23]

Am J Dent Retrospective 47 93 93/47
5–18
years

13 onlays
feldspathic
porcelain

(Vitadur Alpha),
78 onlays, 2 inlays

IPS-Empress

RelyX 6 (6.5%) 87 (93.5%) 81 (93%)

Gender, age, tooth
preparation,

number, type,
extent, location,

quality and
survival of the

restorations,
ceramic materials,

luting resin
cements,

parafunctional
habits, secondary

caries and
maintenance

therapy, marginal
adaptation,
marginal

discoloration,
occlusal surfaces

Baader et al.
2016 [22]

J Adhes Dent RCT 34 68 2 6.5 years 16 patients
Vita Mark II;

Cerec 3D
Indirect cast

RelyX
With/without

enamel etching

16:11 RXU PCCs
and 5 RXU+E PCCs
failed. The reasons

for this were
fractures of

restorations (3 RXU,
4 RXU+E),

debonding of PCCs
with no possibility
of recementation

(4 RXU),
one endodontic

treatment followed
by renewal of the

restoration (1 RXU)
and one renewal of

the PCC due to
caries at another site

of the tooth,
necessitating a

full-crown
preparation (1 RXU)

RXU of 60% and
for RXU+E of

82%,
–

Modified USHPS
postoperative

hypersensitivity,
anatomic form,

marginal
adaptation,
marginal

discoloration,
surface texture
and recurrent

caries.
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Seydler et al.
2015 [44]

J Prosthet
Dent

RCT 60 60 1 2 years 0

veneered zirconia
(VZ) group were
made of zirconia

frameworks
veneered with

CAD/CAM-
produced lithium
disilicate ceramic;

monolithic
lithium disilicate
(MLD) ceramic

MLD crowns
were milled

(Cerec MC XL;
Sirona Dental

Systems) from a
block (IPS e.max

CAD; Ivoclar
Vivadent AG)

VZ crowns were
milled from a
zirconia blank

(IPS e.max
ZirCAD; Ivoclar
Vivadent AG);

the veneer
structure was

milled from an
IPS e.max CAD

lithium disilicate
blank (both,

Cerec MC XL;
Sirona Dental

Systems).

(Multilink;
Ivoclar Vivadent

AG
none 100

USHPS The
quality of

marginal fit, color
and technical and

biologic
complications
were recorded.

D’all’
Orologio

et al. 2014
[24]

Am J Dent RCT 50 150 8 years
30

restoration,
10 patients

100 with the new
restorative

material, 50 with
the composite as
control, XP Bond

ceram.x Duo
Esthet.X

bonding system
(XP Bond)

7% There were eight
failures in the

experimental group
and four failures in
the control group
here were two key
elements of failure:

the presence of
sclerotic dentin and

the relationship
between lesion and

gingival margin.

93%

Retention,
Sensitivity,

Marginal Integrity,
Caries, Contour

Akin et al.
2014 [20]

J
Prosthodont

RCT 15 30 2 2 years 0
all-ceramic

crowns

fabricated with
CAD/CAM and

heat-pressed (HP)
techniques

Variolink
II/Syntac; Ivoclar

Vivadent
0 100

Porcelain fracture
and partial

debonding that
exposed the tooth

structure,
secondary caries,

extraction of
abutment teeth
and impaired

esthetic quality or
function were the
main criteria for

irreparable failure.
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Guess et al.
2014 [32]

Int J
Proshodont

Prospective
clinical
study

25 86 86/25 7 years 11 patients

all-ceramic
veneers with

overlap (OV) and
full veneer (FV)

preparation
designs

Leucite-reinforced
glass-ceramic
veneers (IPS

Empress, Ivoclar
Vivadent)

(Variolink II,
Ivoclar Vivadent

One OV restoration
fractured (Figure 2a).

cohesive ceramic
fracture and crack

formation within the
restoration material

were noted in
12 patients.

100% for FV
restorations and

97.6% for OV
restorations.

0.85 (CI: 0.70 to
1.00) for the FV
restorations and
0.70 (CI: 0.45 to
0.95) for the OV

restorations

USPHS criteria

Selz et al.
2014 [43]

Clin Oral
invest

RCT 60 149 >2 5 years
In-Ceram

Alumina crowns

62 Panavia,
59 Super-Bond
C&B; 28 Ketac

Endodontic
treatment was

carried out on 7.4%
of all abutment teeth
and 5.4% revealed
secondary caries.

Unacceptable
ceramic fractures
were observed in
7.4%. Debonding

was a rare
complication (1.3%).

91.6% for Super
Bond C&B-,

87.4% for Ketac
Cem- and 86.3%

for Panavia
F-bonded

82,2 Panavia, 88.7
Super-Bond C&B;

80.1 Ketac

secondary caries,
clinically

unacceptable
fractures,
root canal

treatment and
debonding.

Özsoy et al.
2016 [38]

JAST RCT 60 67 >1 2 years 2 teeth
indirect

composite onlays
and overlays

indirect
composite

(Gradia, GC,
Japan)

Variolink II 100

Anatomy,
marginal

adaptation,
marginal

discoloration,
color match,

surface roughness,
caries

Dhima et al.
2014. CAVE:

Tooth &
implant-

borne [25]

J Prosthet
Dent

Retrospective 59 226 226/59 5 years
Ceramic single

crown
95%

Dukic et al.
2010 [26]

Oper Dent
Prospective

study
51 71 71/51 3 years Ind. comp

35 Ormocer,
Admira,

36 Grandio

Grandio with
Voco Bifix QM

0 100
No significance

Ormocer/Grandio
Modified USHPS

Azevedo
et al. 2012

[21]
Braz Dent J

Prospective
study

25 42 42/25 1 year 0

23 etched,
non-etched,

19 etched (Filtek
Supreme XT; 3M

ESPE)

stone dies by the
incremental

technique using a
LED device with
power density of

1000 mW/cm2

Etched group
(ETR)—selective

enamel
phosphoric-acid
etching + RelyX
Unicem clicker;
2. Non-etched

group
(NER)—RelyX

Unicem

0 100

More than 99% of
the scores were

considered
clinically excellent
(Alpha 1) or good
(Alpha 2). Only
3 scores (0.9%)

were classified as
clinically sufficient

(Bravo): 2 from
ETR group

(MS = 1, Figure 3;
SE = 1) and 1 from

NER group
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Fasbinder
et al. 2010

[28]

J Am Dent
Assoc

Prospective
study

43 62 62/43 2 years 1.6%

lithium disilicate
(IPS e.max CAD,
Ivoclar Vivadent,
Amherst, N.Y.)

all-ceramic
crowns.

chairside
computer-aided

design/computer-
aided

manufacturing
(CAD/CAM)

system (CEREC 3,
Sirona Dental

Systems,
Charlotte, N.C.)

e.max CAD
Crystall./Glaze
paste (Ivoclar

Vivadent) with
shade tints

Multilink
Automix, Ivoclar

Vivadent OR:
experimental
self-adhesive,
dual-curing
cement (EC)

developed by
Ivoclar Vivadent.

0 100 Modified USHPS

Frankenberger
et al. 2008

[29]
J Adhes Dent

Controlled
clinical

trial
34 96 96/34 12 years 40%

Leucite-reinforced
glass ceramic IPS

Empress

according to the
manufacturer’s

instructions

4 cements:
Dual Cement

(n = 9), Variolink
Low (n = 32),

Variolink Ultra
(n = 6) and Tetric

(n = 49) (all
Ivoclar Vivadent).

16% (15/96) without
dropout

58
86%

luted with
dual-cured resin

composites
revealed

significantly fewer
bulk fractures

Surface roughness
(loss of gloss),
color match

(improving with
time), marginal

integrity (distinct
deterioration with
marginal fractures
in two cases with

charlie scores after
12 years), tooth

integrity (enamel
cracks, one case

rated Delta), inlay
integrity

(continuous
deterioration over

time,
predominantly
chipping of the

ceramic,
two charlie and
two delta scores)

and
hypersensitivity
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Frankenberger
et al. 2009

[30]
Dent Mater RCT 39 98 98/39 4 years 3%

Cergogold glass
ceramic inlays

One dental
ceramist

produced all
inlays according

to the
manufacturer’s
instructions and

recommendations
within 2 weeks
after impression

taking.

Multibond and
Definite Ormocer
resin composite

Definite
Multibond/Definite

(n = 45)
Syntac/Variolink

Ultra
(n = 53)

21 restorations had
to be replaced due

to inlay fracture
(n = 11), tooth
fracture (n = 4),

hypersensitivities
(n = 3) or marginal

gap formation
(n = 3).

77 survival rate
89.9%,

significantly
changed

over time: color
match, marginal
integrity, tooth
integrity, inlay

integrity,
sensitivity,

hypersensitivity
and X-ray control
Color match was

inferior for
Variolink,

but only at the
2-year recall

(Mann–Whitney
U-test, p < 0.05),

marginal integrity
was inferior for

Variolink,
but only at the 0.5
and 1-year recall
(Mann–Whitney
U-test, p < 0.05)
and proximal
contacts were
inferior in the
definite group,

but only at
baseline

criteria marginal
integrity, tooth

integrity and inlay
integrity

Gehrt et al.
2013 [31]

Clin Oral
invest

prospective
study

41 104 104/41 9 years
4 patients,
10 crowns

lithium-disilicate
crowns

frameworks were
laminated by a
prototype of a

veneering
material

combined with
an experimental
glaze. lost-wax

technique

adhesively luted
(69.2%) or

inserted with
glass–ionomer
cement (30.8%).

adhesively luted
(IPS Ceramic

etchant/Monobond
S/dual-cured
Variolink II,

Ivoclar Vivadent)
and 32 (30.8%)
crowns were
inserted with

glass–ionomer
cement

(Vivaglass,
Ivoclar Vivadent)

4 (4.3%)
97.4% after 5

years and 94.8%
after 8 years

There were five
rated technical
complications
(5.3%). Three
crowns (3.3%)
suffered from

minor chipping
of the veneering
material. Major

chippings did not
occur. There were

four biologic
complications

(4.3%).
Two anterior
crowns (2.1%)

had to be treated
endodontically

94.7 months after
insertion.

Biologic
complications
such as loss of

vitality joined by
declined

endodontic
condition,

endodontic dis-
ease and

occurrence of
caries & Technical

complications
such as loss of

retention, minor
chipping
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Guess et al.
2014 [32]

Int J
Proshtodont

Prospective
Study

25 80 80/25 7 years
42

restorations

40 lithium
disilicate pressed

PCRs (IPS
e.max-Press,

Ivoclar Vivadent)
and 40 leucite-

reinforced
glass–ceramic

CAD/CAM PCRs
(ProCAD, Ivoclar

Vivadent).

computer-aided
design/computer-

assisted
manufacture
(CAD/CAM)

ProCAD, Ivoclar
Vivadent; Cerec 3

InLab, Sirona

hybrid composite
resin material
(Tetric/Syntac

Classic, Ivoclar
Vivadent)

1 restoration
100% for pressed
PCRs and 97% for
CAD/ CAM PCR

No secondary
caries,

endodontic
complications or

postoperative
complaints were

ob- served.
Minimal cohesive
ceramic fractures
(Figure 2a,b) were

noted in 5
patients, but all

affected
restorations

remained in situ
0.84 (CI:

0.70–0.98) for the
pressed PCRs and

0.58 for the
CAD/CAM PCRs

(CI: 0.38–0.78).

modified United
States Public

Health Service
(USPHS)

Murgueitio
et al. 2012

[37]

J
Prosthodont

Prospective
study

99 210 210/99 3 years ?

leucite-reinforced
IPS Empress
Onlays and

Partial Veneer
Crowns

the
manufacturer’s

instructions using
the vacuum

injection mold
technique for

leucite-reinforced
ceramic material
(IPS Empress).

Variolink II,
Ivoclar Vivadent

The mode of failure
was classified and

evaluated as
(1) adhesive,
(2) cohesive,

(3) combined failure,
(4) decementation,
(5) tooth sensitivity

and (6) pulpal
necrosis 33%

96.66%

Increased
material
thickness

produced less
probability of
failures. Vital

teeth were less
likely to fail than

nonvital teeth.
Second molars
were five times

more susceptible
to failure than

first molars.
Tooth sensitivity
postcementation
and the type of

opposing
dentition were
not statistically

significant in this
study.

USPHS
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Publication
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Journal
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(N)
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(n)
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(n/N)
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Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing
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Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Esuivel-Ipshaw
et al. 2012

[27]

J
Prosthodont

RCT 32 37 37/32 3 years
1

restoration

(1) metal-ceramic
crown (MC)
made from a
Pd–Au–Ag–
Sn–In alloy

(Argedent 62) and
a glass- ceramic

veneer (IPS
d.SIGN veneer);

(2) non-veneered
(glazed) lithium

disilicate
glass–ceramic

crown (LDC) (IPS
e.max Press core

and e.max Ceram
Glaze); and

(3) veneered lithia
disilicate

glass–ceramic
crown (LDC/V)

with
glass–ceramic

veneer (IPS
Empress 2 core
and IPS Eris).

Variolink II,
Ivoclar Vivadent

0? 100?

between years 2
and 3, gradual

roughening of the
occlusal surface

occurred in some
of the

ceramic-ceramic
crowns, possibly

caused by
dissolution and

wear of the glaze.
Statistically
significant

differences in
surface texture

(p = 0.0013) and
crown wear

(p = 0.0078) were
found at year 3

between the
metal-ceramic

crowns and the
lithium-disilicate-

based crowns.

tissue health,
marginal integrity,
secondary caries,
proximal contact,
anatomic contour,
occlusion, surface

texture,
cracks/chips

(fractures), color
match, tooth

sensitivity and
wear (of crowns

and opposing
enamel). Numeric
rankings ranged
from 1 to 4, with
4 being excellent

and 1 indicating a
need for

immediate
replacement.

Manhart
et al. 2010

[35]

Quintessence
Int

RCT 89 155 155/89 3 years

Artglass
inlays

(35%) and
Charisma

inlays
(21%)

Resin composite

The inlays were
postcured in a

light oven
(Uni-XS, Heraeus

Kulzer)

adhesive system
Solid Bond

(Heraeus Kulzer)

five Artglass and 10
Charisma inlays

failed mainly
because of

postoperative
symptoms,

bulk fracture and
loss of marginal

integrity

5 Artglass and
ten Charisma

inlays had to be
(3 years)

Small Charisma
inlays exhibited a

statistically
significant better
performance for
the “integrity of
the restoration”

parameter
(p = 0.022).

Modified USPHS

Rauch et al.
2018 [39]

Clin Oral
invest

Prospective 34 41 41/34 10 years
15

restorations

monolithic
lithium disilicate

crowns

chairside
CAD/CAM
technique.

Multilink Sprint,
Ivoclar Vivadent

5 five failures
occurred due to one

crown fracture,
an abutment

fracture,
one endodontic
problem, a root
fracture and a

replacement of one
crown caused by a

carious

24/29

Due to the small
amount of
technical

complications
and failures,
the clinical

performance of
monolithic

lithium disilicate
crowns was
completely
satisfying.

Modified USHPS
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Reich et al.
2013 [40]

Clin Oral
invest

Prospective
clinical

trial
34 41 41/34 4 years

12
restoration

lithium disilicate
crowns

chairside
CAD/CAM

technique (Cerec)

Multilink Sprint
(Ivoclar-Vivadent)

1 failure
96.3% after 4 years

according to
Kaplan–Meier

28

The
complication-free
rate comprising
all events after

4 years was 83%,
whereas the rate
dropped down to

71% after 4.3
years

Modified USHPS

Santos et al.
2016 [41]

Clin Oral
invest

Prospective
clinical

trial
35 86 86/35 5 year

17.91%
restoration

sintered Duceram
(Dentsply

Degussa) and
pressable IPS

Empress (Ivoclar
Vivadent).

poured with
dental stone type

IV (Durone,
Dentsply).

Variolink II,
Ivoclar Vivadent

8 failures Four IPS
restorations were

fractured,
two restorations

presented secondary
caries (one from IPS

and one from
Duceram) and two

restorations showed
unacceptable defects

at the restoration
margin and needed
replacement (one
restoration from

each ceramic
system).

56

87% significant
differences in

relation to
marginal

discoloration,
marginal integrity

and surface
texture between
the baseline and
five-year recall

for both systems

Modified USHPS

Schenke
et al. 2012

[42]

Clin Oral
invest

RCT 29 58 58/29 2 years 0

ceramic blocks
(Vita 3D Master
CEREC Mark II,

CAD/CAM
designed and

machined with
the CEREC III
system (Sirona

CEREC III
Software Version

3.0 (600/800),
Sirona, Bensheim,

Germany)

an indirect
method on a die

cast

RelyX Unicem
with/without

enamel etching
4 failures 54

Statistically
significant

changes were
observed for

marginal
adaptation (MA)

and marginal
discoloration

(MD) between BL
and 2 years,

but not between
the two groups
(RXU, RXU+E).

Percentage of alfa
values at BL for
MA (RXU, 97%

and RXU+E,
100%) and for

MD (RXU, 97%
and RXU+E, 97%)

decreased to
RXU, 14% and

RXU+E, 28% for
MA and to RXU,
50% and RXU+E,
59% for MD after

24 months.

Modified USHPS

29
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Table 3. Cont.

Author/
Publication

Year
Journal

Study
Type

Patients
(N)

Restoration
(n)

Ratio
(n/N)

Follow-
Up

Drop- Out Material
Manufacturing

Technique
Luting Agent Failure Survival Success Outcome

Taschner
et al. 2012

[45]
Dent Mater

Prospective
controlled

clinical
study

30 83 83/30 2 years 0 IPS-Empress

at a commercial
dental laboratory

according to
manufacturer’s

instructions

Group 1:
43 inlays/onlays
were luted with

RX; group 2:
40 inlays/onlays
were luted with
Syntac/Variolink
II low viscosity

(SV, Ivoclar
Vivadent).

1 82/83 restorations

Indirect
restorations luted
with RX showed
lower tooth and

marginal integrity
compared to the

multistep
approach.

Surface roughness,
Color match,

Anatomic form,
Marginal integrity,

Integrity tooth,
Integrity inlay,

Proximal contact,
Changes in
sensitivity,

Radiographic
check, Subjective

satisfaction

Taskonak
et al. 2006

[46]
Dent Mater

Prospective
clinical

trial
15 40 40/15 2 years

lithia-disilicate-
based all-ceramic

(Empress II)
FDP/Crowns

(20 FDPs/
20 crowns)

10 (50%)
catastrophic failures

of FPDs occurred

marginal
adaptation, color
match, secondary
caries and visible
fractures in the

restorations

Krejci et al.
1992 [34]

Quintessence
Int

Prospective
clinical

trial
10 10 1 1.5 years 0

IPS/Empress
Inlays

According to
manufacturer’s

instruction

Dual curing
composite,

Dual cement,
Vivadent, Inc.

0 100
1 hypersensitivity,
Discoloration at

the marginal
Modified USHPS

Azevdo
et al. 2012

[21]
Braz Dent J

Prospective
clinical

trial
25 42 42/25 1 year 0

Indirect resin
composite

The composite
resin restorations
were built over

plaster casts
using the

incremental
technique with a
LED device for
light-curing the

increments

1. Etched group
(ETR)—selective

enamel
phosphoric-acid
etching + RelyX
Unicem clicker;
2. Non-etched

group
(NER)–RelyX
Unicem RelyX

0 100

More than 99% of
the scores were

considered
clinically

excellent (Alpha
1) or good (Alpha

2) (Figure 2).
Only 3 scores
(0.9%) were
classified as

clinically
sufficient (Bravo):
2 from ETR group
(MS = 1, Figure 3;

SE = 1) and 1
from NER group

(SE).

Modified USHPS
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3.5. Survival Ratios

As for the survival ratios it could be observed that at the time frame up to 24 m the estimated
survival is 99%, while after at least 36 m it dropped to 95%. Forest and funnel plots ≤24 m revealed
homogeneous results (heterogeneity I2 = 47%, p = 1.00) and low suspicion for a publication bias, while
forest and funnel plots ≥36 m demonstrated heterogeneous results (heterogeneity I2 = 93%, p < 0.01)
and a slight suspicion of a publication bias (Figures 3–7).

unnel plots ≤𝐼2
plots ≥ 𝐼2

–

≤ ) forest plot ≥36 
≤24 ) funnel plot ≥36 months.

) Forest plot ≤24 months; (
≥3 ≤ 24 ≥36

Figure 3. Survival ratios of all included specimens. (A) Forest plot ≤24 months; (B) forest plot
≥36 months; (C) funnel plot ≤24 months; (D) funnel plot ≥36 months.

unnel plots ≤𝐼2
plots ≥ 𝐼2

–

≤ ) forest plot ≥36 
≤24 ) funnel plot ≥36 months.

) Forest plot ≤24 months; (
≥3 ≤ 24 ≥36

Figure 4. Success ratios of all biologic, technical and esthetical aspects. (A) Forest plot ≤24 months;
(B) forest plot ≥36 months; (C) funnel plot ≤24 months; (D) funnel plot ≥36 months.
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Figure 5. Success ratios of all biologic aspects. (A) Forest plot for partial and (B) full crowns; (C) funnel
plot for partial and (D) full crowns.

 

Figure 6. Success ratios of all technical aspects. (A) Forest plot for partial and (B) full crowns; (C) funnel
plot for partial and (D) full crowns.
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Figure 7. Success ratios of all esthetical aspects. (A) Forest plot for partial and (B) full crowns; (C) funnel
plot for partial and (D) full crowns.

3.6. Success Ratios of All Biologic, Technical and Esthetical Aspects

The estimated success ratio at ≤24 m was 88% (95% COI: 0.54–0.98), while after at least 36 m it
dropped to 77% (95% COI: 0.62–0.88). Forest plot ≤24 m revealed not strongly homogeneous results
(heterogeneity I2 = 97%, p = 0.16). However, heterogeneity is not statistically significant. Funnel
plot ≤24 m showed very small and extremely large values. Forest plot ≥36 m demonstrated highly
heterogeneous results (I2 = 95%, p< 0.01). The plot illustrates the studies with the remarkably noticeable
results. The wide range and heterogeneity of included material types (composites, feldspathic ceramic,
leucite reinforced glass ceramic, veneered and non-veneered lithium disilicate, veneered and monolithic
zirconia and alumina), processing techniques and luting agents did not allow any further statistical
analysis as regards to an analysis for the material type only.

3.7. Success Ratios of All Biologic Criteria

The estimated success ratio at ≤24 m was 88% (95% COI: 0.58–0.97), while after at least 36 m it
dropped to 75% (95% COI: 0.56–0.88). Results of the forest Plot <24 m presented very heterogeneous
results (I2 = 96%, p < 0.01). The funnel Plot <24 m showed, apart from the before mentioned two
studies the distribution of published results, a slight skew in favor of high success rates, indicating a
possible publication bias.

For forest plot >36 m (I2 of 97%, p < 0.01) these study results were also very heterogeneous, and a
large dispersion could be observed. In general, the results of the funnel Plot >36 m presented great
variability among the published studies.

3.8. Success Ratios of All Technical Criteria

After 2 years the estimated success ratio was 90% (95% COI: 0.74–0.97), while after 3 years it
dropped to 74% (95% COI: 0.50–0.89). Forest plot <24 m presented (I2 of 93%, p < 0.01) heterogenous
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results and after 3 years (I2 of 97%, p < 0.01). The funnel plot after 2 years showed a tendency towards
overproportioned high success rates studies.

3.9. Success Ratios of All Esthetical Criteria

The success ratios are very high at 24 m 96% (95% COI: 0.87–0.99) and dropped very slightly
after 36 m 95% (95% COI: 0.78–0.99). Forest plot <24 m presented (I2 of 86%, p = 0.08) statistically
insignificant heterogenous results and after 3 years (I2 of 97%, p < 0.01) heterogenous results, because
of 3 studies showing only 8%–25% success rates, while all other included studies presented ≥72%.
Funnel plot did not show any bias during the first 2 years, while the 3 mentioned studies presented
very low success rates, many others shower too high success rates. The overall results did not show
any bias.

The biologic success rates of full crowns were much higher than those of partial crowns. Forest
plot of partial (I2 of 97%, p < 0.01) and full (I2 of 92%, p < 0.01) crowns showed very heterogeneous
studies, while funnel plots exhibited a possibility of publication bias for partial and low possibility of
bias for full crowns, even though there was a slight hint of too high success rates.

The technical success rates of full crowns were much higher and significantly different (p < 0.05)
compared to partial crowns. Forest plot showed heterogeneous results for partial crowns (I2 of 98%,
p < 0.01) and homogeneous results for full crowns (I2 of 66%, p = 0.63). Funnel plot for partial crowns
showed a rather unlikely publication bias, the variation is very high, for full crowns the results were all
in the expected range, with an asymmetric distribution. Higher success rates were often demonstrated
as statistically expected. A publication bias seems to be possible.

The esthetical success of partial crowns was also higher compared to full crowns, but not as high
as it was for biologic and technical success rates. Forest plot of partial crowns (I2 of 97%, p < 0.01)
revealed heterogeneous results with three studies showing low success rates, the funnel plot exhibited
at both sides a high prevalence of studies in the upper and lower end of the graph with more studies
presenting high results. The forest plot of full crowns (I2 of 93%, p < 0.01) showed also heterogeneous
results, because of the two studies Esquivel-Ipshaw et al. and Taskonak et al. reporting low results.
The funnel plot showed many results with high success rates and three with low results. Because of
the sample size it was not possible to conclude if a bias was possible or not.

4. Discussion

This systematic review including meta-analysis was conducted to evaluate the clinical short- and
long-term survival rates and biologic, technical and esthetical success ratios of partial and full crowns
using hybrid polymer and ceramic CAD/CAM materials.

Some data were reported on CAD/CAM processing methods regarding survival and clinical
survival rates. However, to best of author’s knowledge, no similar systematic review based on hybrid
polymer and ceramic materials on survival and complications rates has been published yet. Since
these materials have been developed recently, their indications and clinical applicability are still being
studied. In the present review, the existence of a great variety and heterogeneity of hybrid polymer
and ceramic materials and their indications has been observed.

The meta-analysis of this study was performed for mean long-term survival rates and for biologic,
technical and esthetic complication ratios for partial vs. full crown reconstructions at two different
follow-up periods. Due to the variety of the CAD/CAM materials, their differing compositions and the
lack of homogeneity, the variable “material” could not be included in the meta-analysis. This finding
was also observed in the systematic review by Alves de Carvalho et al. [47]. investigating clinical
survival rates in single restorations using CAD/CAM technologies with a minimum follow-up of
three years, describing a great variety of studies analyzing different materials. Their results are in
agreement with the present systematic review related to the heterogeneity caused by the variety of the
materials assessed [47]. The review of Rodrigues et al. included studies on CAD/CAM materials for
single crown, multiple- unit or partial ceramic crown with a 24 to 84-month follow-up based on the
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longevity and failures rates, suggesting that the longevity of CAD/CAM restorations is lower compared
to the conventionally fabricated restorations [48], as they presented a 1.84 higher failure rate during a
follow-up period of 24 to 84 months. However, the results of the present systematic review showed
that when partial and full crown reconstructions made of hybrid polymer and ceramic CAD/CAM
materials were analyzed, the overall survival rate was 99% (0.95–1.00) up to 24 months and dropped to
95% (0.87–0.98) at ≥36 months.

These results were assessed based on the restoration type, given higher success rates for the overall
clinical performance in full crown reconstructions compared to partial crowns. Similar data were
found for survival rates of full crowns, estimated 5-year survival rate for leucite or lithium-disilicate
reinforced glass ceramic (96.6%) and sintered alumina and zirconia (96%) were similar [16]. For partial
restorations, our results are also in agreement with the literature, Sampaio FBWR et al. found estimated
survival rates for CAD/CAM of 97% after five years [49].

Current trends for material selection in tooth-supported single restorations showed that,
both clinicians and patients are favoring esthetic and nonmetallic restorations. However, for full crowns,
literature is still supporting the porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns as the gold standard, with results of
5-year survival rates exceeding 95% [16,50]. Furthermore, in terms of longevity, the literature showed
that full and partial CAD/CAM ceramic crowns have lower long-term survival compared to the ones
produced through conventional techniques [48]. Analyzing the results of other studies of full ceramic
crowns, the literature provided data on leucite or disilicate reinforced ceramics survival rates of 96.6%
and 95%, respectively [16], these results are comparable to those found in this review.

The other large CAD/CAM processed material group was zirconia, showing a 5-year survival of
91.2% (82.8–95.6%) [16]. Digital developments, new materials and advanced processing techniques
enabled the minimal invasive approach in dentistry throughout partial restorations. Partial crowns
have been widely used for years, as composite resins were a less predictable treatment option for direct
restorations. Among other factors, the longevity of partial restorations depended on the restorative
material, the patient and the experience of the clinician. Previous reviews show survival rates of 92%
and 95% at five years and 91% at 10 years, (Morimoto et al.) or in a more recent study the survival rate
data for inlays was 90.89% and 93.50% in a follow-up period of one to five years [51].

Gold alloys have served as gold standard for partial crowns for years [52]. However, the increasing
price of gold and the high esthetic demands of patients have caused advancement of materials such
as hybrid polymer and ceramic CAD/CAM materials. The current evidence of gold restorations is
limited, suggesting a survival rate of 95.4% observed in a retrospective, clinical study studying 1314
gold restorations; whereas inlays had a failure rate of 4.7% after more than 20 years [53]. Another
study evaluated 391 posterior gold inlays during a mean follow-up period of 11.6 years and observed
82.9% of success rate and a 6.4% failure rate [52].

The development, evolution and improvement of composite resins, high strength ceramics and
adhesive techniques have allowed the development of hybrid materials to compensate the deficiencies
and limitations of gold alloys. In this regard, a systematic review evaluating 5811 restorations showed
a survival rate of feldspathic porcelain and glass–ceramics for five-year follow-up of 95% and at the
10-year follow-up of 2154 restorations, a survival rate of was 91% [54].

In addition to ceramics and gold alloys composite resin materials have been increasingly used
due to improvements in the composition and thereby related mechanical properties. Previous reviews
on resins were inconclusive whether longevity and survival rates of resins are higher compared to
ceramics [55]. However, a recent review on CAD/CAM materials for full and partial crowns that
included resin-matrix ceramic showed an estimated survival rate after five years of 82.5% [47,49].

Survival rates are a reliable indicator to assess clinical performance. However, after placement
and during exposure to the oral cavity restorations can present complications compromising their
longevity, survival and clinical success. The clinical performance based on the overall success ratio of
biologic, technical and esthetical aspects was 88% (0.54–0.98; ≤24 m) vs. 77% (0.62–0.88; ≥36 m) for
the different follow-up periods. The meta-analysis could not find any significance regarding both
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follow-up time (≤24 m or ≥36 m) and their biologic, technical and esthetical (88% vs. 77%; 90% vs.
74%; 96% vs. 95%) outcome. However, it presented a significant difference in the technical clinical
performance between full 93% (0.88–0.96) and partial 64% (0.34–0.86) crowns, in favor of full crown
reconstructions (p < 0.05). Biologic and esthetical success rates of full crowns (91% (0.79–0.97) vs.
99% (0.92–1.00)) were comparable to those of partial crowns (69% (0.42–0.87) vs. 90% (0.65–0.98)).
This meta-analysis suggests that in case of possible technical failure a full crown reconstruction should
be preferred compared to a partial crown.

Restoration failures are considered as such when they need repair or replacement, the general
assessment of these failures can also be considered in terms of success rates. The success rates, assessed
by biologic, technical and esthetical aspects showed a decrease in success from 24 to 36 months.
Compared to previous reviews the present data were higher compared to ceramic, zirconia and
CAD/CAM single crown reconstructions reported in previous studies [16,48,56].

This study assessed the failures as either biologic, technical and esthetic complications, although
during the analysis of the included studies, the lack of homogeneity of the results did not allow
for its specific analysis resulting in an overall complications analysis. Considering tooth-supported
restorations complications, the success ratio of biologic complications decreased in case of caries
occurrence, loss of pulp vitality, endodontic treatment, tooth fracture and hypersensitivity. The present
study showed a biologic success rate of 88% at the follow-up period ≤24 m and 75% at ≥36 m. The most
frequent biologic complication reported in the literature was caries and loss of pulp vitality. Comparing
full and partial restorations higher biologic complications rates (21% more) were observed in partial
reconstructions. Considering the characteristics of partial restorations, in terms of indications and
dental preparation, full crowns could hide biologic complications. Therefore, caries can be diagnosed
more easily in partial crowns compared to full crowns and could explain the results obtained in this
study. The biologic complications for full crowns were lower in metal-ceramic restorations than in full
ceramic reconstructions [16,57].

Technical complications include ceramic fracture, cracks, core failure, chipping, problems with
microleakage and the loss of retention. Ceramic chipping has been described as the most common
technical complication, finding similar ranges for metal ceramics and fully ceramic crowns with no
statistic differences between materials. However, the overall technical complication rates in the present
study were higher compared to conventional and other CAD/CAM materials [16,57].

Missing clinical workflows and lacking experience with these newly developed materials could
have an influence in the complications derived from bonding techniques and microleakage, factors
such as polymerization of resin cement, degradation of adhesive, enzymatic degradation of bonding of
these materials composition could explain the higher failure rates compared to conventional groups or
metal-ceramic restorations regarding biologic and technical complication rates [51].

The technical complications in partial restorations are increasing during the follow-up assessment
and between groups showing less complications for full coverage restorations. Considering the design
and the manufacturing process, the complications could have been due to defects of the thickness and
the roughness of the final preparations milled by CAD/CAM chairside units. Some partial crowns are
designed and milled using chairside devices, lacking a verification of material thickness throughout
the technician. Technical complications may also result in esthetical problems, such as discoloration
or wear of glace. The results of the review for esthetic were higher at 36 months and however lower
compared to the other studies. Considering the posterior localization of the restorations, it is possible
that the results are due to the fact that materials are biomimetic, and patients do notice esthetical
failures less than in the anterior sites.

Given these data, the results for the CAD/CAM crowns of hybrid polymer and ceramics are
comparable regarding the 5-year success rates performance with other materials.

A tendency for lower failure rate for glass-matrix ceramics and polycrystalline ceramics
compared to leucite and feldspathic ceramic could be observed. The high survival rate of glass-
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matrix ceramics—followed by resin-matrix ceramics and polycrystalline ceramics—should, however,
be considered with caution due to shorter follow-up periods of the latter materials.

Dual curing agents are preferred for ceramic and resin-matrix ceramic inlays in order to compensate
for the light transmission throughout the restoration and to allow complete polymerization even at the
bottom of the cavity, where the access of LED curing light is limited [58]. Despite the wide diversity
of included materials, most studies used chemically polymerized or LED polymerized dual curing
agents. In studies where chemical and dual curing cements were compared, the dual curing systems
achieved better results and presented lower failure rates compared to only chemical luting agents.

According to the findings of this systematic review, a great heterogeneity of the methodological
data between studies with lack of properly comparations (control and study groups), no homogeneous
restoration material type groups and a short follow-up examination was observed. More homogeneous
studies with the more comparable materials, manufacturing techniques and CAD/CAM software
system with a control groups in a split-mouth randomized controlled study design should be conducted.

The density of published high survival rates is statistically slightly conspicuously high. In the
lower section, there is the study by Baader et al. 2016, which stands out regarding the low survival
ratios. However, further small studies, which published a low outcome are lacking.

5. Conclusions

Summary for success rates and different follow-up times including all biologic, technical and
esthetical parameters could be listed as follows:

- All success rates decreased after 36 or more months compared to 24 months;

- The esthetic success rates were greatest, followed by the almost identical rate of technical and
biologic success rates;

- There were no significant differences at the 95% level between the two follow-up times nor
between the biologic, technical and esthetic aspects;

- Both the biologic, technical and esthetic success rates were higher for full crowns than for
partial crowns;

- The technical success rate of full crowns was statistically significantly higher than that of
partial crowns;

- The esthetic success rates are greater than the biologic or technical ones, but neither for the full
crowns nor for the partial crowns these comparisons were of significance.
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Abstract: (1) Background: Intraoral optical scanning (IOS) has gained increased importance in
prosthodontics. The aim of this in vitro study was to analyze the IOS accuracy for treatment with full
crowns, considering possible influencing factors. (2) Methods: Two tooth morphologies, each with four
different finish-line designs for tooth preparation and epi- or supragingival locations, were digitally
designed, 3D-printed, and post-processed for 16 sample abutment teeth. Specimens were digitized
using a laboratory scanner to generate reference STLs (Standard Tessellation Language), and were
secondary-scanned with two IOS systems five times each in a complete-arch model scenario (Trios 3
Pod, Primescan AC). For accuracy, a best-fit algorithm (Final Surface) was used to analyze deviations
of the abutment teeth based on 160 IOS-STLs compared to the reference STLs (16 preparations × 2
IOS-systems × 5 scans per tooth). (3) Results: Analysis revealed homogenous findings with high
accuracy for intra- and inter-group comparisons for both IOS systems, with mean values of 80%
quantiles from 20 ± 2 µm to 50 ± 5 µm. Supragingival finishing lines demonstrated significantly
higher accuracy than epigingival margins when comparing each preparation (p < 0.05), whereas
tangential preparations exhibited similar results independent of the gingival location. Morphology
of anterior versus posterior teeth showed slightly better results in favor of molars in combination
with shoulder preparations only. (4) Conclusion: The clinical challenge for the treatment with full
crowns following digital impressions is the location of the prospective restoration margin related to
the distance to the gingiva. However, the overall accuracy for all abutment teeth was very high; thus,
the factors tested are unlikely to have a strong clinical impact.

Keywords: fixed prosthodontics; full crown; tooth preparation; intraoral optical scanning (IOS);
digital dentistry

1. Introduction

Continuous technical development has expanded opportunities in reconstructive dentistry
and prosthodontics [1]. In particular, intraoral optical scanning (IOS), computer-aided design,
and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) have fostered complete digital workflows for the
treatment of fixed dental prostheses (FDPs) [2]. IOS has become indispensable in everyday dental
practice, in university education [3,4], and in dental laboratories [5–7].

Digital impressions have been proven to be more time-efficient compared to conventional
impressions, and a majority of patients have preferred the digital impression technique rather than the
conventional approach with plastic materials [8–10]. At the same time, IOS has simplified the process
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chain between dentist and dental technician. Complete digital workflows have rendered various work
steps superfluous such as tray preparation, disinfecting, shipping of the conventional impression,
and further preparations for the fabrication of gypsum dental casts [11]. IOS technology offers new
possibilities for clinical routine in selected indications, especially in the field of fixed prosthodontics.
By taking a digital impression, the intraoral situation is visually recorded with neither the mucosa
nor the teeth needing to be physically touched. This prevents possible gingival displacement or tooth
movement from the application of conventional elastomeric impression material [12–14]. IOS is also
advantageous for the treatment of periodontally compromised dentitions with recessions, enlarged
interdental spaces, and dental undercuts (such as pontics or cantilevers), which make an accurate
impression difficult [15]. Additionally, IOS opens the door to chairside CAD/CAM systems that
could offer treatment protocols with single-unit restorations in one clinical session [16]. In contrast to
conventional impressions, technical factors must be taken into account when using a digital approach.
IOS requires a direct line of sight on the object in order to create 3D surface files, which are known
as standard tessellation language (STL) [17]. Additional studies have shown that a supragingival
preparation margin in the impression is more accurate [17,18].

Besides the technical development related to digital impressions, the finish-line design for tooth
preparation has remained a crucial aspect for the abutment tooth [19,20]. Are the same finish-line
designs applicable for full-crown restorations, or are adjustments required to facilitate the application
of IOS? The challenge is now to analyze the existing parameters of tooth preparation in order to
identify the best design for an accurate IOS and further STL processing for clinically acceptable
restorations, while considering minimal invasiveness combined with modern materials and adhesive
luting technology [21].

The aim of this in vitro study was to analyze the influence of different finish lines for complete
crown preparations, their locations related to the gingival margin, and tooth morphology on the
accuracy of digital impressions. The null hypotheses tested were that the IOS accuracy does not
depend on the finish-line design (tangential, narrow chamfer, wide chamfer, and shoulder), the gingival
positioning of the finishing line (epi- and supragingival), or on tooth morphology (incisor and molar);
secondly, there is no difference in performance between the IOS systems used (Trios 3 Pod, 3Shape,
Copenhagen, Denmark and Cerec Primescan AC, Dentsply Sirona, Bensheim, Germany).

2. Materials and Methods

A maxillary dental training model was used as reference (Dental Model AG-3, Frasaco, Tettnang,
Germany). A maxillary central incisor (FDI 11) was selected to represent the anterior tooth morphology,
while a first maxillary molar (FDI 16) was chosen to represent posterior sites. Based on a standardized
complete crown preparation, two typodonts were manually prepared with a supragingival finishing
line, 0.4 mm chamfer, and a 4–6◦ convergence angle. Substance removal was incisal 2.0 mm,
palatal 1.0 mm, and labial 1.0–1.5 mm for tooth 11, and occlusal 1.5 mm and labial 1.0 mm, palatal
1.0 mm, and interdental 1.0 mm for the molar. All practical work steps were performed by the same
operator (S.B.), a postgraduate prosthodontic resident, and each step was supervised by a senior
clinician and board-certified prosthodontist (J.M.).

Both prepared typodonts were digitized with a laboratory desktop scanner (Series 7, Institute
Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland), and these served as the basis for the digital designs of the
virtual modifications to create the test specimens, involving four different finish-line designs for
both morphologies. These designs were digitally computed with the software Geomatic Design X
(3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC, USA) and saved as STL files. The following finish-line designs were applied:
tangential, narrow chamfer (0.4 mm), wide chamfer (0.8 mm), and shoulder (0.8 mm). Each design
was applied in an epigingival or a 1.0 mm supragingival position, resulting in a total of eight tooth
preparations for the anterior and another eight for the posterior region. Figure 1 displays the study
setup with 16 different specimens (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Trial setting: Four different preparation designs in anterior and posterior regions separated
for epi- and supragingival finishing lines.

Finally, the 16 virtual tooth preparations were 3D-printed for the production of standardized
replicas (3D-Printer Objet260 Connex2, Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The color of the rubber-like
material used was a mixture of Vero White Plus RGD 835 and Tango Black Plus FLX 980. This mixture
resulted in the color DM8515 (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). All 3D-printed teeth were mounted in
the reference model and manually finalized with diamond burs (Intensive SA, Montagnola, Switzerland)
and Sof-Lex discs (3M ESPE AG, Saint Paul, MN, USA) to achieve an exact finishing line and a smooth
surface. In order to avoid potential deviations due to printing errors and to visualize the manual
corrections, all teeth were removed from the reference model and digitized with the same laboratory
desktop scanner that was used for the initial digitalization.

Successively, all 16 3D-printed teeth were remounted in the reference model and scanned
by one experienced operator (S.B.) with two IOS systems (Trios 3 Pod and Cerec Primescan AC).
Each preparation, including adjacent teeth, was captured five times in order to minimize potential
scanning errors. The scans were carried out according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

For accuracy of analysis, a total of 160 IOS-STLs (16 specimens × 2 IOS-systems × 5
scans = 160 STLs) were then superimposed to the corresponding original reference STLs with the
software Final Surface (GFaI e.V., Berlin, Germany). A best-fit algorithm was applied for deviation
analysis in order to minimize the distances between the two surfaces being compared. Here, the distance
to the surface of the IOS-STL to be examined was considered for all surfaces of the matching reference
STL. Scanning data beyond 2 mm from the finishing lines were digitally cut to guarantee an accurate
fine registration. Trimmed scan data obtained from five scans by each IOS were paired, and these pairs
were inspected (STL-1 vs. STL-2, STL-1 vs. STL-3, STL-1 vs. STL-3, etc.). Deviations between polygons
formed by the point cloud constituting the two superimposed scans were calculated, and the distance
data of all superimposed pairs were summarized [22].

Numerical variables of interest were descriptively analyzed with sample means for 80% quantiles
including standard deviation. Since the IOS-STLs under investigation appeared with a plus or minus
of data points compared to the reference STLs, the use of 80% quantiles ensured error minimization
regarding “too small” and “too large” areas for deviation analysis. Statistics were carried out using R
4.0.3 (The R Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), and a significance level was set at 0.05.

3. Results

Trios 3 Pod and Primescan AC could successfully capture all selected preparations as tangential,
narrow and wide chamfer, and shoulder, respectively (Figure 2). Intra- and intergroup analyses
comparing both IOS systems revealed homogenous results with high accuracy representing mean
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values of 80% quantiles ranging from 20 ± 2 µm to 50 ± 5 µm throughout all tested abutment teeth
(Tables 1 and 2). Supragingival finishing lines demonstrated significantly higher accuracy than
epigingival margins when comparing preparation designs against each other (p < 0.05), whereas
tangential preparations exhibited similar results independent of the gingival location of the finishing
line. Morphology of anterior versus posterior teeth showed slightly better results in favor of molars in
combination with shoulder preparations only.

Figure 2. 3D color mapping depicting sample abutment teeth in position FDI 11 with epi-/supragingival
0.4 mm chamfer captured with Trios 3/Primescan AC and superimposition to the corresponding
references (Final Surface, GFaI e.V., Berlin, Germany).

Table 1. Anterior tooth morphology: Deviation (in µm) of IOS-STLs compared to the reference
STLs summarizing mean values of 80% quantiles, including standard deviations (SD) of the different
preparation designs separated for epi- and supragingival finishing lines (a–f p < 0.05).

Trios 3 Pod Primescan AC

Epigingival

Tangential 34 ± 6 35 ± 5
Chamfer 0.4 mm a 38 ± 4 b 40 ± 6
Chamfer 0.8 mm c 42 ± 5 d 45 ± 6

Shoulder e 48 ± 5 f 50 ± 5

Supragingival

Tangential 30 ± 1 31 ± 2
Chamfer 0.4 mm a 28 ± 3 b 26 ± 2
Chamfer 0.8 mm b 29 ± 3 d 30 ± 3

Shoulder e 40 ± 6 f 39 ± 5
(a p = 0.0036, b p = 0.001, c p = 0.0013, d p = 0.0008, e p = 0.0008, f p = 0.0025)
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Table 2. Posterior tooth morphology: Deviation (in µm) of IOS-STLs compared to the reference
STLs summarizing mean values of 80% quantiles, including standard deviations (SD) of the different
preparation designs separated for epi- and supragingival finishing lines (a–f p < 0.05).

Trios 3 Pod Primescan AC

Epigingival

Tangential 30 ± 4 31 ± 4
Chamfer 0.4 mm a 40 ± 6 b 39 ± 4
Chamfer 0.8 mm c 39 ± 4 d 41 ± 5

Shoulder e 34 ± 4 f 36 ± 5

Supragingival

Tangential 29 ± 3 30 ± 3
Chamfer 0.4 mm a 28 ± 3 b 32 ± 3
Chamfer 0.8 mm c 27 ± 2 d 27 ± 1

Shoulder e 21 ± 2 f 20 ± 2
(a p = 0.0018, b p = 0.0128, c p = 0.0018, d p = 0.001, e p = 0.0013, f p = 0.0006)

4. Discussion

The aim of this in vitro study was to analyze IOS accuracy for complete crown restorations,
considering maxillary incisor and molar tooth morphologies with four different finish-line designs
(tangential, narrow chamfer, wide chamfer, and shoulder) in epi- and supragingival margin
positions. The results demonstrated that all specimens were successfully digitized with high accuracy
independently of the IOS device used. However, the supragingival finishing lines were captured
significantly better than the epigingivally located margins. Therefore, the hypothesis that IOS accuracy
does not depend on any of the factors listed above was partially rejected.

IOS technology offers new possibilities for clinical routine in selected indications, especially in
the field of fixed prosthodontics with all the advantages mentioned above. In the present study,
the position of the finishing line with respect to the gingiva showed differences between epi- and
supragingival margins. IOS recorded the supragingival preparations more precisely. Two further
investigations have also demonstrated higher reproducibility for supragingival finishing lines [17,18].
Divergent literature states that the supra- and epigingival margins can be scanned without significant
differences. In that mentioned in vitro study, supragingival finishing lines were made visible by
gingival retraction [23]. The significant difference between the epi- and supragingival margins could be
attributed to the absence of gingival retraction. Sufficient soft-tissue management is a crucial success
factor and, therefore, should be ensured in clinical routine.

Based on the results of this in vitro investigation, it can be recommended that, to ensure a
higher predictability of digital impression-taking in clinical routine, the finishing line must be clearly
visible, with healthy gingiva surrounded a full 360◦. Therefore, complete-crown finishing lines
should be prepared supragingivally whenever possible using IOS [19,24], including proper soft-tissue
management during impression taking, which remains a crucial success factor for any kind of
impression technique [25] until future technology can provide novel IOS possibilities for scanning
through tissue and liquids.

Today, IOS requires a direct line of sight on the object being scanned, and a minimal distance of
0.5 mm between adjacent teeth seems to be the critical threshold for the optical resolving power [17].
Otherwise, the IOS software takes over to calculate the preparation margins virtually, instead of
capturing the intraoral situation with optical precision. Not all surfaces of a tooth seem to be
recorded with the same accuracy; for example, distal and lingual surfaces have shown the lowest
accuracy [26,27]. Finally, the complexity of the geometry to be scanned has an impact on the accuracy
as well. Supragingival complete crown preparations have demonstrated significantly better results
than intracoronal inlay preparations using different IOS systems [28]. For more complex preparations,
e.g., for post copings or adhesive attachments, capturing with IOS is currently not feasible.

However, what are the limitations of digital impressions for treatment with complete crown
restorations? Do any influencing factors affect the successful use of IOS in clinical routine?
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Based on the results of the present trial, conventional crown preparation designs can be applied
with a digital capturing by IOS while considering minimal invasiveness. It is possible to focus on
the desired requirements for single-unit restorations in everyday clinical practice. The anatomical
position and morphology of the area to be restored must be analyzed first. Moreover, the selected
material has to be considered when selecting the preparation characteristics. Basically, the following
parameters have been summarized for metal-based complete crowns: (i) convergence angle between
two opposing prepared axial surfaces in the range of 10◦ to 22◦; (ii) retentive vertical surfaces of at
least 3 mm and a height-to-diameter ratio of at least 0.4 to provide adequate resistance form; (iii) teeth
should be reduced uniformly to facilitate esthetic dental work, as well as anatomically to keep the
teeth’s characteristic geometric shape and to avoid pulp trauma [19].

The translation from in vitro to in vivo always involves difficulties. The presented trial setting
reflects ideal and constant conditions. The clinical real-world scenario has to tackle multi-factor
challenges such as irregular tooth preparations in terms of design and distance to the gingival margin,
different dental surfaces, perfused soft tissue, saliva and sulcus fluids, limited access in the oral cavity,
and patient movement. It was also not possible to work with gingival retraction in this in vitro setting.
This study was carried out in a stable single-jaw setting using a typodont model with ideally prepared
artificial abutment teeth. The absence of saliva, tongue, mouth opening, and individual patient
anatomy simplified IOS scanability [29]. The impact of mouth opening, in particular, needs be further
investigated for mandibular impressions in vivo. During IOS, patients must maintain an extensive
mouth opening for a longer time compared to the conventional approach. This could lead to slight
deformations of the mandible [30,31]. With the conventional method, the mouth must only initially
be opened wide; however, during the setting time of the material, the patient can almost rest in a
relaxing position. In vivo, this could lead to deviations in scanning accuracy between anterior and
posterior areas, which could not be detected in this in vitro setting. Additionally, only two IOS devices
were used, which reduces the power of generalization, and the operators could not be blinded for the
intervention and the type of scanner used. For further studies, it would be useful to include a greater
variety of IOS scanners and also to perform subgingival preparations in vivo, where appropriate
soft-tissue management could be applied.

5. Conclusions

Within the limitations of this study, the following can be concluded:

(1) the overall accuracy for all abutment teeth was very high, without significant differences in the
performance of 3Shape Trios 3 Pod versus Cerec Primescan AC;

(2) the supragingival finishing lines were captured significantly better than the epigingivally
located margins using IOS. If the clinical situation allows, a supragingival margin should
be chosen accordingly;

(3) the tooth morphology seems to be a negligible factor for IOS accuracy in terms of single-unit
complete crown restorations.
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Abstract: Background: The aim of this randomized controlled trial was to evaluate the capability of

an IOS (Intra Oral Scanner) device, used in standardized conditions, to detect margins of abutments

prepared with knife-edge finishing line located at three different levels in relation to the gingival

sulcus. Methods: sixty abutment teeth for treatment with full crowns were selected and randomly

divided in three groups accordingly to the depth of the finishing line: Group A: supragingival

margin; Group B: 0.5–1.0 mm into the sulcus; Group C: 1.5–2.0 mm into the sulcus. Temporary

crowns were placed for two weeks and then digital impressions (Aadva IOS 100, GC, Japan) were

made of each abutment. As controls, analog impressions were taken, poured, and scanned using a

laboratory scanner (Aadva lab scanner, GC, Japan). Two standard tessellation language (STL) files

were generated for each abutment, subsequently processed, and superimposed by Exocad software

(Exocad GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), applying the “best-fit“ algorithm in order to align the scan

of the conventional with the digital impressions. The distances between each preparation margin

and the adjacent gingival tissue were measured. Four measures were taken, two interproximally

and buccally, for a total of six measures of each abutment considering three modes of impressions.

The data were statistically evaluated using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each site

and the Bonferroni test. Results: there was no difference between the two kinds of impression in

Group A in both sites, in Group B a difference of 0.483 mm and 0.682 mm at interproximal and

buccal sites, respectively, and in Group C 0.750 mm and 0.964 mm at interproximal and buccal

sites, respectively. The analysis performed on a site level (mesial/distal/vestibular) for the depth

of both vertical preparations revealed significant differences (p < 0.0001). After a post hoc analysis

(Bonferroni), vestibular sites of the shallow vertical preparations resulted in significantly lower values

compared to the other sites prepared deeply. Conclusions: the results showed that the location of the

margin is an important factor in making a precise and complete impression when IOS (Intra Oral

Scanner) is used. Moreover, deep preparation into the sulcus is not recommended for IOS (Intra Oral

Scanner) impressions.

Keywords: knife-edge preparation; IOS; superimposition; digital impression; subgingival margins

1. Introduction

Key factors for long-term clinical success in fixed prosthodontics are respect of func-
tion, biocompatibility, marginal and internal fit, fracture resistance, and appealing esthetics.
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In particular, a marginal gap, at the level of the restorative finish line, has a highly detrimen-
tal effect on the quality of the restoration, inducing micro-leakage, cement dissolution by
oral fluids, and biofilm accumulation, with consequences such as caries or endodontic and
periodontal problems [1–4]. Up to now, the precision of marginal fit has been reported up to
200 microns and beyond [5–8], although a precise, scientifically validated evaluation of the
maximum acceptable marginal gap has never been provided; the threshold of 120 microns,
defined by McLean, has been considered as a reference in dental literature since 1971 [9]. It
is generally accepted that all subsequent clinical and laboratory work steps influence the
overall success of a fixed restoration, from tooth preparation to cementation [10]. Here,
the final impression is one of the most important steps to achieving the final marginal
adaptation of the restoration, independent on the material and technique selected. In
conventional impression procedures, the final result is strongly affected by dimensional
distortions of impression materials and gypsum [11,12], to the extent that half of misfits
have been considered to be ascribed to the impression procedure and to the production of
the gypsum cast, the other half being mainly related to the production techniques of the
prosthesis [13,14]. The introduction of the digital impression by using intraoral scanning
(IOS) has changed the restorative scenario in prosthodontics by the acquisition of anatomic
information without the use of physical impression materials, transforming shapes into
digital files [15–18].

One of the most critical steps during impression taking, both conventional and digital,
is detecting the finish line, in particular for subgingival tooth preparation. In this context,
adequate soft tissue management without inflammation is mandatory for a successful
impression, supported by gingival displacement to expose the finish. In the conventional
impression procedure, this is usually obtained using gingival retraction cords or materials
which temporarily modify the marginal soft tissue, with the purpose of detecting the
necessary sub-gingival anatomic information and of widening the gingival sulcus without
tearing the subtle light material margin, due to its low consistency [19]. Following the
digital impression technique, it is not different to the conventional approach. In both cases,
the detection of the finish line relies on a clean, healthy gingival sulcus, proper soft tissue
displacement, and clear visibility of the prepared tooth anatomy.

The aim of this randomized controlled clinical trial was to test the capability of an
IOS device (Aadva IOS 100, GC, Japan) used in standardized conditions, to detect margins
of abutments prepared with knife-edge finishing line located at three different levels in
relation to the gingival sulcus.

The null hypothesis was that there was no difference in the capability of the IOS based
on the vertical position of the prepared finish line.

2. Experimental Section

In this study, 60 patients (28 female and 32 male) with a mean age of 45 (±20.5)
years (range 18–69) in need of a tooth-borne single crown in posterior sites were recruited.
The present prospective clinical trial was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Uni-
versity of Siena (n.18895). For each included individual, a signed written consent was
obtained after clear information about the study. Guidelines of the CONSORT statement
were followed.

Inclusion Criteria: age ≥ 18 years; single full crown in posterior sites (maxilla or
mandible); periodontally healthy or successfully treated; general good health.

Exclusion criteria: presence of any active infection; severe periodontal inflammation;
presence of chronic systemic disease; smoking more than 15 cigarettes per day; brux-
ism habits.

2.1. Randomization/Allocation Concealment/Masking of Examiners

Included patients were recruited between May and November of 2018 in the Depart-
ment of Fixed Prosthodontics at the University of Siena and randomly divided into three
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groups of twenty each (3 × n = 20) according to the location depth of the finishing line
made on the prepared abutments in relation to the sulcus:

Group A: supragingival margin.
Group B: margin 0.5–1.0 mm into the sulcus.
Group C: margin 1.5–2.00 mm into the sulcus.
Treatment assignment was noted in a detailed registration and treatment assign-

ment form. Allocation concealment was performed by opaque, sealed, and sequentially
numbered envelopes. The statistician generated the allocation sequence by means of a
computer-generated random list and instructed a different subject to assign a sealed en-
velope containing the type of IOS. The opaque envelope was opened before IOS selection
and communicated to the operator (EFC—Edoardo Ferrari Cagidiaco). Blinding of the
examiner was maintained throughout all experimental procedures (Figure 1).

–
–

—

 Figure 1. Flow diagram.

2.2. Clinical Setting

Abutment tooth preparations of Group A were performed following the generally
accepted recommendations for CAD/CAM (Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided
Manufacturing)-restorations with supragingivally located margins in order to remain
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visible [20]. In Group B, the margins were placed 0.5–1.0 mm into the sulcus and in Group
C, the margins were placed around 1.5–2.0 mm in depth. Clinical pictures were taken of
each quadrant and the corresponding preparations (Figure 2).

–
–

 

the manufacturer’s guidelines (Aadva 

(Ex’lance, GC)

Figure 2. The abutment after preparation.

All abutments received a temporary crown for 2 weeks [21,22] and then the final
IOS impressions were made. The impression site was prepared according to the double
retraction cord technique: the first, thinner cord (Ultrapack #00; Ultradent, South Jordan,
UT, USA) was gently placed into the gingival sulcus, followed by the insertion of a second,
wider-diameter cord (Ultrapack #1; Ultradent, South Jordan, UT, USA) at a more coronal
level, visible around the preparation margins. IOS was initially performed according to the
manufacturer’s guidelines (Aadva IOS 100, GC Co., Tokyo, Japan): firstly, the upper arch
was scanned, followed by the lower arch, and then the bite registration was performed. A
total of twenty scans of each group (A, B, and C) were collected and saved in the standard
tessellation language (STL) format (Figure 3a).

–
–

the manufacturer’s guidelines (Aadva 

(Ex’lance, GC)

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Digital impression (a)Analogic impression. The deep preparation is evident (b).

Any scanning shot considered incorrect or showing evident defects was discarded.
As the control, a conventional impression was made using polyvinyl siloxane (Ex’lance,

GC) (Figure 3b).
The viscoelastic properties of the material facilitate the detection of the area below the

gingival margins. Impressions were cleansed, disinfected, poured in Type IV Dental Die
Stone (FujiRock, GC, Tokyo, Japan), and finally scanned by a laboratory scanner (Aadva
lab scanner, GC, Tokyo, Japan), generating STL files of the control protocol.

2.3. Software Measurements

Each STL file generated by both the IOS and the lab scanner was processed by the
same dental master technician, using the Exocad software (Exocad GmbH, Darmstadt,
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Germany), applying the “best-fit“ algorithm in order to align the scan of the conventional
with the digital impression (Figure 4a).

he “best fit“ algorithm in order to align the scan of the conventional 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. The two digital casts before being superimposed (a). The two digital casts after being
superimposed (b). The abutment after being sovraimposed (c).

The superimposition of the STL files allowed measurement of the distance between
each preparation margin and the adjacent gingival tissue, after making a section of each
abutment in either the mesial-distal or buccal-lingual direction (Figure 4b,c).

The straight distance between the most coronal part of the gingival margin and the
apical finish line of the preparation were used as distances to be recorded, and both vertical
distances (made by conventional and digital impressions) were measured and recorded.
The most coronal part of the gingival tissue was always the same, and the most apical part
into the sulcus varied accordingly for each impression. Four measures were taken, two
interproximally (mesial and distal) and buccally (buccal), for a total of six measures of each
abutment considering three modes of impressions.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

All the data were collected and processed statistically. Descriptive statistics (means,
standard deviations, 95% confidence intervals) were performed on the studied parameters
using Stata 15-IC (IBM, NY, USA). The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to analyze the
media each measure.

Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each site and the Bonferroni test were
conducted to assess the overall statistical significance of the differences among the groups
(p > 0.05).
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3. Results

Table 1 shows the results for the mean distance of the prepared root that cannot be
detected with the digital impression compared to the conventional one.

Table 1. Statistical results for the mean distance of the prepared root that cannot be detected with the
digital impression compared to the conventional one.

n = 20
Juxtagengival Margins

Group A

Subgengival Margins
(within 1.5 mm)

Group B

Deepest Margins
(1.5–2.0 mm)

Group C

Interproximal
margins

0 0.682 0.964

Buccal margins 0 0.483 0.750

There was no difference between the two kinds of impression in Group A in both sites,
in Group B a difference of 0.483 mm and 0.682 mm at the interproximal and buccal site
respectively, and in Group C 0.750 mm and 0.964 mm at the interproximal and buccal site
respectively (Figure 5a,b and Figure 6a,b).

–

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Differences in preparation reading of the two impressions in the mesial and distal areas (a,b).

–

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. After waxing up the two crowns it is evident the difference in depth (a,b).
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The difference between the depth of the sulci, analyzed according to the two vertical
preparations (Group B /<1 mm vs. Group C /1.5–2.0 mm), was statistically significant, with
a difference of 0.28 mm (SE—Standard Error: 0.5; IC—Interval of Confidence: 95% −0.4–0.2)
(p < 0.00).

The analysis performed on a site level (mesial/distal/vestibular) on the depth of both
vertical preparations revealed significant differences (F = 12.15; p < 0.0001) (Tables 2 and 3).
After a post hoc analysis (Bonferroni) the vestibular site of the Group B vertical prepa-
ration was always statistically inferior to the other sites prepared deeply (Group C)
(Tables 4 and 5).

The number of intraoral scans rejected from the study due to evident errors was 2 for
Group A, 3 for Group B and 4 for Group C, respectively; and, essentially, were the first
scanning shots made by the operator. However, 20 scanning shots for each group were
finally performed and evaluated.

Table 2. The analysis performed on a site level (mesial/distal/vestibular) on the depth of both
vertical preparations.

Site Mean Std. Dev. Freq.

Bmesial 0.66 0.27 20

Bdistal 0.73 0.28 20

Bbuccal 0.48 0.12 20

Cmesial 1.01 0.30 20

Cdistal 0.92 0.27 20

Cbuccal 0.78 0.15 20

Total 0.76 0.29 120
One-way measure site, bonferroni tabulate: B (Group B) and C (Group C). Bmesial: Mesial site group B, Bdistal:
Distal site group B; Bbuccal: Buccal site group B; Cmesial: Mesial site group C; Cdistal: dDistal site group C;
Cbuccal: Buccal site group C; Std.Dev: Standard Deviation; Freq.:Frequency.

Table 3. Analysis of variance.

Source SS df MS F Prob > F

Between groups 3.55666457 5 0.711332913 12.15 0.0000

Within groups 6.6717138 114 0.058523805

Total 10.2283784 119 0.058523805

Bartlett’s test for equal variances: chi2(5) = 21.8654 Prob > chi2 = 0.001.

Table 4. A post hoc analysis (Bonferroni).

Row Mean-|
Column Mean

Bmesial Bdistal Bbuccal Cmesial Cdistal

Bdistal 0.07

1.000

Bbuccal −0.18 −0.24

0.357 0.027

Cmesial 0.36 0.29 0.53

0.000 0.004 0.000

Cdistal 0.26 0.19 0.44 −0.10

0.014 0.211 0.000 1.000

Cbuccal 0.12 0.05 0.30 −0.23 −0.14

1.000 1.000 0.002 0.045 1.000
Measure, by depth. Two-sample t test with equal variances.
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Table 5. Statistical data about differences between the two types of impressions.

Group Obs Mean Std. Err. Std. Dev [95% Confidence. Interval]

Group B 60 0.62295 0.0325056 0.2517873 0.5579064 0.6879936

Group C 60 0.9044833 0.0340743 0.263938 0.8363009 0.9726658

Combined 120 0.7637167 0.0267633 0.293177 0.7107227 0.8167106

Difference −0.2815333 0.0470921 −0.3747886 −0.1882781
diff = mean(Group B)−mean(Group C); t = −5.9784. Ho: diff = 0 degrees of freedom = 118 Ha: diff < 0 Ha:
diff = 0 Ha: diff > 0. Pr(T < t) = 0.0000 Pr(|T| > |t|) = 0.0000 Pr(T > t) = 1.0000; Std.Err—standard error;
Std.Dev—standard deviation.

4. Discussion

The restorative finishing line of full crowns can be designed according to various
geometries, mainly horizontally or vertically oriented, and as shoulder, chamfer, and knife
edge preparations, with mixed typologies based on the angulation of the marginal zone.
When a partial crown is prepared for an esthetic restoration a horizontal margin is usually
prepared, such as a shoulder design, with a sharp external angle. The presence of this sharp
angle facilitates the check of the distance between the finish line and adjacent tooth, as well
as the distance between the finish line and the soft tissues. However, the preparation of an
abutment for a digital impression must consider limitations due to the digital impression
device [23].

Based on the results of this clinical trial, the null hypothesis, that there was no dif-
ference in the capability of the IOS independent of the vertical position of the prepared
finish line, was rejected (p < 0.005). It was pointed out that the deeper into the sulcus the
position of the margin is, more of the part of the prepared root will be lost during the
digital impression.

Several clinical parameters were kept under control to ensure uniformity in order to
reduce the risk of bias in this RCT. All the soft tissues around preparation margins were in
similarly healthy condition; the operator was a long-time experienced user of IOS and each
patient received detailed instructions before performing the digital impression.

The accuracy of digital impression systems has been extensively studied in recent
years [20,23]. However, the wide majority of studies were performed in vitro and designed
to detect differences among different scanners [23].

The problem is that the in vitro laboratory conditions often differ from real, daily
clinical situations [24]. The clinical use of IOS can be heavily complicated by factors such
as: humidity of the oral environment, saliva flow, soft tissue presence and health condition,
possible movements of the patient, scanning procedure and technique, limited access of
the scanning probe to posterior teeth (for instance, hampered by lips and cheeks), and
the varying translucency of enamel and dentine [25]. However, the results of this study
showed that when all the aforementioned factors were controlled as fully as possible during
impression taking, the depth of the finishing line inside the sulcus can negatively influence
the final quality and accuracy of the digital impression.

A possible explanation for this finding is related to the discrete nature of intraoral
scans. Unlike conventional impressions, which record a continuous surface, digital scans
sample the surface at discrete intervals. A continuous surface is then generated in the
software by ‘joining the dots’ according to the “stitching” algorithm. If the sample density
of information is too low relative to the topology of the region (e.g., in a small patch of the
impression near the gingival crevice and containing an angular crown margin too), the
generated 3D surface will not replicate the true anatomy.

The results of this study clearly pointed out limitations in taking a predictable digital
impression when a margin placed 1.5–2 mm into the sulcus was used and showed the need
for a coronally positioned finishing line in order to catch the margins.
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It was stated that low quality of impressions and insufficient preparations were the
greatest obstacles for the production of high-end dental restorations [26]. In this context,
IOS seems to be a logical step to prevent many possible errors.

However, it must be considered that performing a preparation is a common procedure
in general dental practice, as a necessary prerequisite for the fabrication of fixed prosthetic
restoration, and influences overall success substantially. During preparation, biological and
technical necessities often oppose each other and therefore sometimes make it a difficult
procedure for the dentist. Additionally, in daily practice the cervical margin is often located
equigingivally and/or subgingivally and the positioning of the margin can be a serious
obstacle to taking a perfect digital impression [27].

When the finishing line is located in the sulcus and the IOS is used, a certain amount
of prepared root can’t be captured [28]. The prepared root which is not captured in the
digital impression and that remains uncovered by the margin of the crown will be covered
by a long epithelium attachment the same type of periodontal attachment formed after
scaling and root planning [29].

The skill of the operator and the role of temporary crowns may help to address margins
positioned more in depth into the sulcus.

However, few scientific data are available regarding the capability of IOS to catch
margins located deeply into the sulcus. Consequently, the results of this randomized clinical
trial strongly suggest the use of IOS in combination with supragingival preparations only.

It has to be emphasized that only one IOS device has been evaluated in this study;
therefore, these results cannot be directly translated to other trials using different IOS
devices. Similar clinical studies with a wider number of IOS are desirable.

5. Conclusions

Based on the results of this clinical study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The deeper the position of the finishing line into the sulcus, it is more difficult to

capture the margin using IOS.
2. Digital impression is not recommended when crowns’ margins are positioned deep

(1.5–2 mm) into the sulcus.
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Abstract: This clinical study was designed with the aim of fabricating four ceramic crowns using
the conventional method and digital methods with three different intraoral scanners and evaluate
the marginal and internal fit as well as clinician satisfaction. We enrolled 20 subjects who required
ceramic crowns in the upper or lower molar or the premolar. Impressions were obtained using
digital scans, with conventional impressions (polyvinyl siloxane and desktop scanner) and three
different intraoral scanners (EZIS PO, i500, and CS3600). Four lithium disilicate glass-ceramic crowns
were fabricated for each patient. In the oral cavity, the proximal and occlusal adjustments were
performed, and the marginal fit and internal fit were evaluated using the silicone replica technique.
The clinician satisfaction score of the four crowns was evaluated as per the evaluations of the
proximal and occlusal contacts made during the adjustment process and the marginal and internal
fit. For statistical analysis, the differences among the groups were analyzed with one-way analysis
of variance and Tukey HSD test as a post-test; Pearson correlation analysis was used for analyzing
the correlations (α = 0.05). There was a significant difference in the marginal and internal fit of
the ceramic crowns fabricated using three intraoral scanner types and one desktop scanner type
(p < 0.001); there was a significant difference in the clinician satisfaction scores (p = 0.04). The clinician
satisfaction score and marginal fit were significantly correlated (absolute marginal discrepancy and
marginal gap) (p < 0.05). An impression technique should be considered for fabricating a ceramic
crown with excellent goodness-of-fit. Further, higher clinician satisfaction could be obtained by
reproducing the excellent goodness-of-fit using the intraoral scanning method as compared to the
conventional method.

Keywords: marginal and internal fit; intraoral scanner; conventional method; ceramic crown;
digital workflow

1. Introduction

In the processes of fabricating and restoring prostheses, it is crucial to take impressions
accurately [1–3]. The use of conventional impression material for taking impressions causes the
patient discomfort, such as gagging; further, there may be various problems, such as the possibility
of deformation of the impression material and contamination by the saliva and blood in the oral
cavity [3,4]. In contrast, the use of an intraoral canner for taking a digital impression is a method that
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obtains impressions via direct scanning [5,6]. Moreover, it is possible to correct it and check the bite,
looking at the three-dimensional (3D) virtual cast displayed in real time on the monitor [7]. In the
conventional method that uses impression material, dental stone, investing material, and alloy, etc.,
there are differences in the expansion and contraction rate of each material; therefore, the goodness-of-fit
of the prostheses may differ, depending on the proficiency of the dental technician [8]. However,
prosthesis fabrication using an intraoral scanner offers the advantage in that the work process can
be standardized [9]. Furthermore, digital impression taking is unlikely to cause the deformation of
the impression material, and the additional scan and work are easy [9]. In addition, compared to
conventional impression taking, this method involves a lower cost and less time; thus, this method
tends to be used increasingly [10].

An intraoral scanner is an essential tool in chairside computer-aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system because it allows the acquisition of a virtual cast directly from
the patient’s oral cavity without the need for any additional work process [11–15]. In the dental
clinic, where quick fabrication is necessary, lithium disilicate ceramic material is preferred because
it takes less milling time and less crystallization time [16]. The lithium disilicate ceramic crown is
superior to a zirconia crown in terms of better aesthetics, faster fabrication, and easier post-processing
process [17,18].

The accuracy of the impression obtained from the patient’s oral cavity is important for the
fabrication of a well-fitting prosthesis [13–16]. The deformation of the impression may lead to poor
marginal and internal fit of the prostheses along with inaccurate working cast fabrication [13,14].
This may cause issues, such as plaque deposits in the oral cavity, secondary caries, cement dissolution,
and periodontal disease [13]. Furthermore, the poor internal fit may cause loss of the retention force of
the prostheses and lower fracture resistance [14,16]. In general, it is judged that the clinically allowable
marginal fit of the fixed prostheses is 100–120 µm [17–20]. Previous studies fabricated zirconia coping,
using an intraoral scanner, and reported about 100 µm as the marginal fit [21,22]. Many earlier trials
have shown various results of the marginal fit [23–26]; however, few studies have studied the marginal
and internal fit of the crowns fabricated using various intraoral scanners.

Several studies have compared the conventional method to the digital method [27–31]. However,
the results were different and inconsistent [29–31]. Some studies have demonstrated superior accuracy
of the conventional method [23–25], and some have shown better results using the digital method [27,28].
However, most previous studies were in vitro trials that performed extraoral evaluations, and various
conditions that might be reflected in the oral cavity (obstacles, such as saliva, limited scan space,
tongue, and cheek) have not been reflected [23–25]. Thus, in vivo studies conducted directly in the
oral cavity with the conventional method of impression taking and intraoral scanning are continuously
needed. In addition, most previous studies have compared the marginal and internal fit of the crowns
fabricated using the conventional and digital method. There is insufficient research on the comparison
of the ceramic crowns fabricated with different intraoral scanners [23–25].

In the present clinical study, we fabricated four ceramic crowns for each patient using the
conventional method and the digital method using three different intraoral scanners and compare the
marginal and internal fit of the ceramic crowns with respect to clinician satisfaction. The first null
hypothesis is that there would be no differences in the marginal and internal fit of the prostheses
fabricated using the conventional and digital methods. The second null hypothesis is that the marginal
and internal fit of the ceramic crowns and clinician satisfaction were not correlated.

2. Materials and Methods

The present clinical test was conducted after obtaining approval from the IRB of the Kyungpook
National University Dental Hospital (Approval Number: KNUDH-2019-02-02-02). The present clinical
study was conducted from April 2019 to April 2020. Twenty subjects (10 women and 10 men)
who required a ceramic crown on the upper or lower molar or premolar were enrolled. Of the
participants, those with poor oral hygiene or more than one crown; those with parafunctional activities,
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such as bruxism, clenching, and grinding; those with acute or chronic temporomandibular joint
dysfunction sensation or mental abnormalities; and those with serious medical conditions; as well
as those who were a pregnant or breastfeeding were excluded. Based on the pilot experiment,
training was provided for all the processes involved in the fabrication of ceramic crowns; using power
software (G*Power version 3.1.9.2; Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany),
20 participants were selected for the analyses (actual power = 96.1%; power = 95%; α = 0.05).

All the subjects were trained for intraoral scanning, crown design using CAD software, and all
digital workflows, including the CAM process in advance. All the intraoral processes were prepared
by one skilled dentist. The dentist was blinded to the information about the type of crown. Abutment
teeth were ground as per the standard crown treatment guidelines [32]. All the abutment teeth were
ground, using diamond rotary cutting instruments (852.FG.010; Jota AG, Rüthi, SG, Switzerland) to
have 0.5-mm supragingival finish line, 2-mm occlusal reduction, and 6-degree convergence angle;
the line range was rounded.

Impressions were obtained, using a conventional impression (desktop scanner) and three intraoral
scanner types for each patient (Figure 1). All the scanners used in the present clinical study were
calibrated immediately before performing scanning, and scanning was done under uniform conditions
of ambient light and surface condition of the dried tooth by a single skilled operator. The same
skilled dentist (J.-H.L.) conducted all the clinical tests, and four ceramic crowns were fabricated for
each patient.

 

α

 

Figure 1. Intraoral scanning.

Group 1: Conventional impression (polyvinyl siloxane (PVS) (Aquasil Ultra; Dentsply Sirona, Bensheim,
Germany) (PVS group)

Group 2: Intraoral scanner (EZIS PO; DDS, Seoul, South Korea) (EZIS PO group)

Group 3: Intraoral scanner (i500; MEDIT, Seoul, South Korea) (i500 group)

Group 4: Intraoral scanner (CS3600; Carestream Dental, Atlanta USA) (CS3600 group)

For the PVS Group, an impression was taken, using PVS impression and a double-arch tray
(Dual Arch Impression Tray; 3M, MN, USA) in the oral cavity. For the material of the obtained impression,
a working cast was fabricated, using Type IV dental stone (FUGIROCK; GC, Leuven, Belgium).
The fabricated working cast was scanned with a desktop scanner (E1; 3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark)
and converted to an STL file. All the processes of the working cast fabrication, desktop scanning,
and ceramic crown fabrication were performed by a skilled dental technician. For Intraoral Scan Groups,
three intraoral scanner types were used, including EZIS PO, i500, and CS3600. All the digital scans were
performed as per the manufacturers’ instructions. All the intraoral scanning processes were performed
by a skilled dentist (J.-H.L.).
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In the scan file obtained from each group, the cement space was set at 80 µm in the dental
CAD software (EZIS VR; DDS, Seoul, Korea), and the crown was designed for the anatomical shape
(Figure 2). After the design preparation was complete, crowns were fabricated, using four-axis milling
equipment (EZIS HM; DDS, Seoul, Korea). For the crown material, lithium disilicate glass-ceramic
block (IPS e.max CAD; Ivoclar Vivadent AG, Schaan, Liechtenstein) was used. The milled ceramic
crown was cleaned using the method recommended by the manufacturer, and it was crystallized and
finished. Four ceramic crowns were fabricated for each patient, and 80 ceramic crowns were fabricated
for 20 patients.

 

 

Figure 2. Computer-aided design of a crown.

Four crowns were tried for each patient intraorally and adjusted to enable optimum proximal and
occlusal contacts. The marginal and internal fit for the adjustment and cementation in the oral cavity
was subjected to clinical evaluation. The marginal fit was checked for appropriateness by probing with
a dental explorer (5 XTS™ EXPLORER; Hu-Friedy, Chicago, IL, USA), and the internal fit was checked
with silicone paste (Fit Checker; GC, Tokyo, Japan). After trying that in by putting the silicone paste,
it was hardened under the patient’s bite force (Figure 3), and the transparent region of the silicon was
marked on the intaglio surface of the crown, using graphite and adjusted with a diamond rotary cutting
instrument. Finally, the occlusal contacts of the ceramic crown were adjusted. Using articulating paper
(AccuFilm II; Parkell, Inc., Farmingdale, NY, USA), the regions of earlier contacts or interference were
checked during the centric occlusion and eccentric occlusion and carefully removed, using diamond
rotary cutting instruments. Using shim stock foil, proximal, and occlusal contacts were checked,
and the final grinding was performed as per the recommendation of the manufacturer of the lithium
disilicate glass-ceramic.

 

 

Figure 3. Taking silicone film for checking the fit.
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For each patient, the marginal and internal fit of four ceramic crowns was evaluated, using the
silicone replica technique. After all the adjustments were made, silicone indicator paste (Fit Checker;
GC, Tokyo, Japan) was injected into the intaglio surface of each crown, and the position of the crown
was maintained at the patient’s bite force till the end of the silicon polymerization process. After the
hardening of the silicone indicator paste, the ceramic crown was removed, and a light-body PVS
impression was (Aquasil Ultra; Dentsply Sirona, Bensheim, Germany) was injected in the intaglio
surface of the crown and hardened for five minutes to support the thin silicon layer. The silicon in which
the space between the ceramic crown and the abutment tooth was duplicated was cut from the crown
in the medial-mesiodistal and buccolingual directions, and the gap was evaluated at 60×magnification
with an industrial video microscope system (IMS 1080P; SOMETECH, Seoul, Korea). With respect
to the position of measurement, marginal fit (absolute marginal discrepancy and marginal gap) and
internal fit (chamfer, axial, angle, and occlusal gap) were measured (Figure 4). In the internal fit,
the chamfer gap was evaluated at the central point of the chamfer region, and the angle gap was
assessed at the central point of the angle region. The axial gap was evaluated at the central point
between the chamfer gap and the angle gap, and the occlusal gap was measured at the center of the
occlusal region and the central point of the axial gap.

 

 

α

− − −
− − − − α

Figure 4. Schematic showing measurement positions for marginal and internal fit. a, Absolute marginal
discrepancy. b, Marginal gap. c, Internal gap.

One prosthetic dentist evaluated the quality of the four crowns for each patient based on the
clinician satisfaction score. The order of the four crowns was set based on the evaluations of the proximal
and occlusal contacts performed in the adjustment process and the marginal and internal fit. The crown
showing the best quality was assigned four points and that with the lowest quality was scored one
point. The best ceramic crown was chosen and cemented as per the standard prosthetic protocol.

All the data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). First,
the normality of the data was investigated using Shapiro–Wilk test. The data were normal, and the
equality of dispersion was evaluated using the Levene test. As per the result, the differences among
the groups were analyzed using One-way ANOVA and Tukey HSD test as a post-test (α = 0.05).

Moreover, in order to analyze the correlations between the marginal and internal fit and the
clinician satisfaction score, Pearson correlation analysis was used. The correlations were divided
as per the size of the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), as reported previously [33]. The results
of the correlation analysis among the variables were explained through the following criteria by
the previous studies [14,16,33]: perfect (PCC = +1 or −1), strong (PCC = +0.7–+0.9 or −0.7–−0.9),
moderate (PCC = +0.4–+0.6 or −0.4–−0.6), and weak (PCC = +0.1–+0.3 or −0.1–−0.3) (α = 0.05).
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3. Results

There were significant differences in the marginal and internal fit of the ceramic crowns fabricated
using three intraoral scanner types and one desktop scanner type (p< 0.001; Figure 5; Table 1). There was
no significant difference in the marginal gap as per the three intraoral scanner types (p > 0.05; Figure 5;
Table 1). There was a higher value for the gap of the marginal fit (absolute marginal discrepancy and
marginal gap) in the desktop scanner as compared to that in the three intraoral scanner types (p < 0.001;
Figure 5; Table 1). There was a significant difference in the internal fit based on the three intraoral
scanner types and the desktop scanner (p < 0.001); however, no special tendency was observed among
the groups (Figure 5; Table 1).

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of the marginal and internal fit of ceramic restorations. (A) Marginal fit.
(B) Internal fit. Same uppercase letters (A, B, C) are not significantly different (p > 0.05).

Table 1. Comparison of the discrepancy (µm) of ceramic crowns fabricated with the intraoral scanners
and conventional impression technique.

Measurement
Position

Discrepancy (Mean ± SD)

F pIntraoral Scanner Group Conventional
Impression
TechniqueEZIS PO i500 CS3600

Absolute
Marginal

Discrepancy
61.6 ± 11.5 A 67.4 ± 10.2 A,B 71.3 ± 13.5 B,C 78.4 ± 6 C 8.758 <0.001 *

Marginal Gap 49.1 ± 8.8 A 49.1 ± 7.7 A 56.5 ± 12.7 A 68.4 ± 8.3 B 17.771 <0.001 *

Chamfer Gap 65.9 ± 12.7 A 101.9 ± 6.9 B 78.5 ± 18.8 C 99.5 ± 9.3 B 36.483 <0.001 *

Axial Gap 49.2 ± 10.6 A 58 ± 10 B 71.6 ± 8.6 C 71.3 ± 8.3 C 26.547 <0.001 *

Angle Gap 102.8 ± 12.9 A,B 122.4 ± 11.2 C 95.7 ± 12.8 A 111.2 ± 9 B 19.505 <0.001 *

Occlusal Gap 104.5 ± 11.6 A 133.5 ± 11 B 80 ± 13.9 C 103.7 ± 9.9 A 69.547 <0.001 *

* p < 0.05; significance was determined using one-way ANOVA. Different letters (A, B, C) indicate that the difference
between the groups was significant, as determined using Tukey’s HSD post hoc test (p < 0.05).

There were significant differences in the clinician satisfaction score of the ceramic crowns fabricated
with three intraoral scanner types and one desktop scanner type (p = 0.04; Figure 6; Table 2). The value
of the clinician satisfaction score was lower in the desktop scanner as compared to that in the three
intraoral scanner types (p < 0.001; Figure 6; Table 2), while there were no significant differences as per
the three intraoral scanner types (p > 0.05; Figure 6; Table 2).
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Figure 6. Comparison of clinician satisfaction score of ceramic restorations. Same uppercase letters
denote that the difference was not significant (p > 0.05).

Table 2. Comparison of the marginal and internal fit of ceramic crowns fabricated with the intraoral
scanners and conventional impression technique.

Intraoral Scanner Group
Conventional Impression Technique F p

EZIS PO i500 CS3600

Clinician satisfaction
(Mean ± SD, Score)

2.6 ± 1.2
A,B 2.8 ± 0.9 B 2.6 ± 1.1

A,B 1.9 ± 1 A 2.909 0.04 *

* p < 0.05; significance was determined using one-way ANOVA. Different letters (A, B, C) indicate that the difference
between the groups was significant, as determined by Tukey’s HSD post hoc test (p < 0.05).

Clinician satisfaction score and marginal fit (absolute marginal discrepancy and marginal gap)
had a significant correlation (p < 0.05; Table 3). The clinician satisfaction score and absolute marginal
discrepancy showed a weak negative correlation (p = 0.015; PCC = −0.271; Table 3); the clinician
satisfaction score and marginal gap showed a general negative correlation (p < 0.001; PCC = −0.403;
Table 3).

Table 3. Correlation coefficient between the clinical satisfaction score and the marginal and internal fit.

Clinician Satisfaction

Absolute Marginal
Discrepancy

Marginal Gap Chamfer Gap

p PCC p PCC p PCC

0.015 −0.271 <0.001 −0.403 0.207 -

Axial Gap Angle Gap Occlusal Gap

p PCC p PCC p PCC

0.166 - 0.526 - 0.457 -

4. Discussion

The present clinical study aimed to fabricate ceramic crowns using the conventional method and
the digital method with three different intraoral scanners and compare the marginal and internal fit of
the ceramic crowns with clinician satisfaction. Thus, the first null hypothesis stated that there would
be no differences between the marginal and internal fit of the ceramic crowns fabricated using the
four methods and clinician satisfaction; however, this hypothesis was false for all the ceramic crowns
(p < 0.001). The second null hypothesis stated that there would be no correlation between the marginal
and internal fit of the ceramic crowns and clinician satisfaction; this hypothesis was partially dismissed
only with respect to the correlation between the marginal fit and clinician satisfaction (p < 0.001).
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In Chairside CAD/CAM workflow, the use of an intraoral scanner is essential [11,12]. However,
previous studies did not investigate the impact of the type of intraoral scanner in the clinical environment
on the marginal and internal fit of the ceramic crown. The present results suggest that conventional
impression and intraoral scanner type may affect the marginal and internal fit of the ceramic prostheses
and the clinician’s satisfaction score; thus, clinicians should consider the method for acquiring a virtual
cast for the fabrication of an excellent ceramic crown.

Most previous studies report the goodness-of-fit of the prostheses based on the type of the
restoring material [13,14]. Moreover, these studies mostly evaluated if the marginal fit could be applied
in the clinical setting [15,16]. In many previous studies, the clinically allowable range of the marginal
fit is assumed to be a value from 100 µm to 120 µm [17–19], and a range of 50–100 µm is recommended
for the internal fit [20–22]. In the present trial, all the ceramic crowns that were fabricated using
the conventional method and the digital method with three different intraoral scanners were in the
clinically allowable range of marginal fit. However, the internal fit (angle and occlusal gap) had a value
exceeding the gap of 100 µm except for CS3600 Group.

Many previous studies have compared the marginal fit and internal fit of the prostheses that
was fabricated as per various dental CAD/CAM workflows. Ortorp A. et al. reported poorer
marginal fit in the digital workflow (222.5 ± 124.6 µm) as compared to that in the conventional
workflow (118 ± 49.7 µm) [23]. Varol S. et al. reported poorer marginal fit in the digital workflow
(86.17 ± 27.61 µm) as compared to that in the conventional workflow (77.26± 29.23µm) [24]. In a similar
manner, Bayramoglu E. et al. reported poorer marginal fit in the digital workflow (120.4 ± 54.5 µm)
as compared to that in the conventional workflow (75.4 ± 16.6 µm) [25]. However, Massignan Berejuk
H. et al. reported poorer marginal fit in the conventional workflow (11.56 ± 8.74 µm) as compared
to that in the digital workflow (1.85 ± 1.50 µm) [26]. Previous studies have shown different results.
Several earlier researches have reported superior marginal fit of prostheses fabricated using the
conventional method in a working cast with a physical impression material than that with an intraoral
scanner [23–25]. However, recently, the use of chairside CAD/CAM workflow has increased, and many
intraoral scanners have recently been developed [27,28]. Thus, most recent studies have reported
better marginal fit of prostheses fabricated using an intraoral scanner than that of those fabricated
using the conventional method [27,28]. In keeping with these results, in the present study, the method
for fabrication with three kinds of intraoral scanner showed better marginal and internal fit of the
prostheses than the conventional method. As per a systematic review of the multi-unit fixed dental
prosthesis fabricated using the digital workflow, Russo LL et al. reported that studies of a single crown
fabricated with the digital workflow are generally conducted; however, few studies of a multi-unit
fixed dental prosthesis have been performed, and it is important to perform additional studies to
confirm the clinical reliability of the findings [29]. Thus, in addition to the evaluation of the single
ceramic crown conducted in the present study, it is necessary to perform a study on the multi-unit
fixed dental prosthesis.

In the present clinical study, we found a significant correlation between the clinician satisfaction
score and the marginal fit (absolute marginal discrepancy and marginal gap) (p < 0.05). However,
there was no correlation between the clinician satisfaction score and the internal fit (p> 0.05) because the
marginal fit was recognized as the most important factor in the process wherein clinicians check the
prostheses in the oral cavity. Many previous studies have reported that marginal fit is an important
element that influences the prognosis of the fixed dental prosthesis [13,20–26]. Based on the present
results, clinicians can use the intraoral scanning method rather than the conventional method for the
fabrication of ceramic crowns with excellent goodness-of-fit and realize high clinician satisfaction by
reproducing the excellent goodness-of-fit obtained using the intraoral scanning method.

Previous studies have shown a difference in the scanning accuracy based on the intraoral scanner
used [11,12]. In the present study, there were significant differences in the marginal fit and internal
fit of the ceramic crowns that were fabricated, based on the three intraoral scanner types (p < 0.001);
however, all values were within the clinically allowable range (within 120 µm), and there were no big
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differences. Moreover, there were no significant differences in the clinicians’ satisfaction among the
ceramic crowns fabricated with the three intraoral scanner types (p > 0.05). It is judged that there
was no impact on the clinician satisfaction because all the ceramic crowns fabricated with the three
intraoral scanner types were in the clinically allowable range (within 120 µm). Further, it is necessary
to conduct additional studies to evaluate the three intraoral scanner types used in the present study
and examine the impact of the scanning accuracy on the marginal fit and the internal fit.

The present clinical study has certain limitations. It is necessary to conduct additional studies on
various intraoral scanners other than those used in the present study. Moreover, it is crucial to perform
additional studies using materials other than the lithium disilicate glass-ceramic material that was
used in the present clinical study, such as zirconia. We believe that it is important to conduct a study of
the multi-unit fixed dental prosthesis. Finally, additional studies on the prognosis should be conducted
as a continuation of the present clinical study.

5. Conclusions

Based on the findings of this clinical study, the following conclusions were drawn:

1. There was an impact on the marginal and internal fit of the ceramic crowns based on the type of
intraoral scanner that was used; however, there was no difference in the clinicians’ satisfaction
with the prostheses.

2. The ceramic crowns fabricated using an intraoral scanner showed superior marginal fit and
internal fit as well as higher clinician satisfaction than those fabricated using the conventional
method with PVS impression.

3. The excellent marginal fit of the fabricated ceramic crowns can achieve high clinician satisfaction.

4. Thus, clinicians should consider the use of the impression method for fabricating a ceramic crown
with excellent goodness-of-fit and can realize high clinician satisfaction by reproducing excellent
goodness-of-fit using the intraoral scanning method rather than the conventional method.
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Abstract: Purpose. To compare the reliability of five different intraoral scanners (IOSs) in the capture
of implant scanbodies (SBs) and to verify the dimensional congruence between the meshes (MEs)
of the SBs and the corresponding library file (LF). Methods. A gypsum cast of a fully edentulous
maxilla with six implant analogues and SBs screwed on was scanned with five different IOSs
(PRIMESCAN®, CS 3700®, MEDIT i-500®, ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®, and Emerald S®). Ten scans
were taken for each IOS. The resulting MEs were imported to reverse engineering software for 3D
analysis, consisting of the superimposition of the SB LF onto each SB ME. Then, a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of the deviations between MEs and LF was performed. A careful statistical
analysis was performed. Results. PRIMESCAN® showed the highest congruence between SB MEs
and LF, with the lowest mean absolute deviation (25.5 ± 5.0 µm), immediately followed by CS
3700® (27.0 ± 4.3 µm); the difference between them was not significant (p = 0.1235). PRIMESCAN®

showed a significantly higher congruence than MEDIT i-500® (29.8 ± 4.8 µm, p < 0.0001), ITERO
ELEMENTS 5D® (34.2 ± 9.3 µm, p < 0.0001), and Emerald S® (38.3 ± 7.8 µm, p < 0.0001). CS 3700®

had a significantly higher congruence than MEDIT i-500® (p = 0.0004), ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®

(p < 0.0001), and Emerald S® (p < 0.0001). Significant differences were also found between MEDIT
i-500® and ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® (p < 0.0001), MEDIT i-500® and Emerald S® (p < 0.0001),
and ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® and Emerald S® (p < 0.0001). Significant differences were found among
different SBs when scanned with the same IOS. The deviations of the IOSs showed different directions
and patterns. With PRIMESCAN®, ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®, and Emerald S®, the MEs were included
inside the LF; with CS 3700®, the LF was included in the MEs. MEDIT i-500® showed interpolation
between the MEs and LF, with no clear direction for the deviation. Conclusions. Statistically different
levels of congruence were found between the SB MEs and the corresponding LF when using different
IOSs. Significant differences were also found between different SBs when scanned with the same IOS.
Finally, the qualitative evaluation revealed different directions and patterns for the five IOSs.

Keywords: Intraoral scanner; Scanbody; Mesh; Library; Congruence; Quantitative evaluation
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1. Introduction

Digital technologies are revolutionising the world of dentistry [1]. The introduction of
intraoral scanners (IOSs) [2,3], cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) [4], computer-assisted
design and computer-assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM) software [5], milling machines [6],
and three-dimensional (3D) printers [7], together with new highly compatible and aesthetic ceramic
materials [8], are transforming workflows in dentistry.

The digital prosthetic workflow is divided into four phases: the acquisition of data with a scanner,
which allows obtaining a mesh (ME), i.e., a surface reconstruction of the scanned model; the processing
of the ME within CAD software, for designing the prosthetic restorations; the fabrication of the
restorations by milling or 3D printing; and finally, the clinical application [1,5,9]. All these steps
determine the quality of the clinical result [9,10].

In fixed implant prosthodontics, in particular, the 3D position of the implant is captured through
the use of a transfer device, the scanbody (SB), which is screwed on the fixture and scanned with an
IOS [11]. This scan, together with that of the master model without SB, the antagonist and the bite are
sent in standard tessellation language (STL) format to the dental laboratory, which uses CAD software to
model the restorations (individual abutments, temporary, and then definitive restorations) [11]. Within
the CAD software, the first and fundamental step performed by the dental technician is the replacement,
on the master model, of the ME of the SB with the corresponding library file (LF) [11]. This LF is
aligned with all the components (titanium bonding bases with different shape and height) necessary
for modelling the prosthetic restorations. Modelling on an LF is certainly preferable to modelling on
an ME. The LF, originally designed using CAD software, is geometrically perfect, while the ME is a
3D surface reconstruction that derives from a scan, and is always a geometric approximation of the
scanned object; when modelling on an LF, it is possible to obtain perfect marginal adaptation, without
any limitation related to the visibility of subgingival structures [11]. The replacement of the ME of
the SB with the corresponding LF is possible thanks to the powerful best-fit algorithm of the CAD
software, and results in the integration of the LF of the SB, and therefore of the entire library, which is
geometrically linked to it, in the master model [11]. From this point, the technician can model all the
restorations, which will be fabricated and applied clinically.

Several clinical studies have reported how these protocols can represent a predictable solution
for the fabrication of short-span implant-supported restorations (single crowns [11–13] and fixed
partial prostheses supported by 4–5 implants [6,14,15]). The application of these protocols has a series
of advantages, such as the elimination of the conventional impressions with trays and materials,
which have always been unwelcome to patients [16], the simplification of clinical procedures, and the
saving of time and money, especially when printing physical models is unnecessary [17].

However, several studies [18,19] and literature reviews [20,21] have shown that difficulties persist
in fabricating long-span implant-supported restorations (particularly in the case of fixed full arches
(FFAs) supported by six or more fixtures) via a full digital workflow, i.e., starting from an optical
impression with IOS. These difficulties are mainly attributed to the intrinsic error of IOS, which the
literature reports is not sufficiently accurate to capture the impression of multiple implants in the
completely edentulous patient [18–21]. This seems to be mainly related to the mechanism by which the
IOS acquires the images, ‘attaching’ frames to each other during the acquisition; therefore, the greater
the extent of the scan, the larger the error [19,21]. The intrinsic error of the IOS, however, may not
be the only factor determining the inaccuracy. At least four other factors must be considered when
capturing an intraoral digital impression: the environment [22], the operator [23], the patient, and the
SB [24]. In particular, the SB is still little investigated in the literature [24], but plays a fundamental
role in the acquisition. Study of SBs should consider design, material, colour, and tolerances in the
fabrication [24–27]. To date, only a few studies have investigated the influence of these parameters on
the quality of the scan [24–27], and unfortunately, no studies have analysed in depth what happens
in the very early stages of CAD modelling, i.e., when the dental technician replaces the SB ME with
the corresponding LF. This phase is particularly delicate. If dimensional congruence is not exact
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between the LF of the SB with the corresponding ME acquired with IOS, problems can arise in the
superimposition in CAD, which may result in positional errors [25,27].

Hence, the aim of this in vitro study was to assess and compare the reliability of five different
IOSs in the capture of implant SBs, to verify the dimensional congruence between the MEs of the scan
abutments captured during the scan of a complete arch model with six implants, and the corresponding
LF. The evaluation of the deviations between the MEs of the SBs and the LF was performed using
reverse engineering software able to quantitatively and qualitatively assess the incongruences. The null
hypothesis was that there was no quantatitive nor qualitative difference between the MEs of the SBs
and the LF, and that there were no differences between the different IOSs evaluated.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

In this study, a gypsum cast representative of a fully edentulous maxilla with six implant analogues
and SBs screwed on was scanned with five different IOSs (PRIMESCAN®, Dentsply-Sirona, York, PA,
USA; CS 3700®, Carestream Dental, Atlanta, GA, USA; MEDIT i-500®, Medit, Seoul, Korea; ITERO
ELEMENTS 5D®, Align Technologies, San José, CA, USA; and Emerald S®, Planmeca, Helsinki,
Finland) and with a desktop scanner (Freedom UHD®, Dof Inc., Seoul, Korea). The desktop scans were
taken only as a reference and were not included in the comparison. In total, 10 scans were taken for
each IOS, for a total of 10 × 5 = 50 MEs, plus 3 desktop scans, for a total of 53 MEs collected. These MEs
were saved in specific folders, trimmed to make them uniform and imported to reverse engineering
software (Studio®, Geomagics, Morrisville, NC, USA) for 3D analysis. The 3D analysis consisted of the
superimposition of the SB LF onto each SB ME, using a best-fit algorithm, to replicate the scenario
when prosthetic CAD modelling starts. In total, 300 superimpositions were performed for the IOSs
plus 18 for the desktop scanner. Then, a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the deviations
between MEs and LF was performed. The results obtained with the different IOSs were evaluated
and compared to verify the degree of reliability in the capture of the SB with the different machines.
The study design is summarised in Figure 1.

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the design of the study.
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2.2. Master Model, SB, and Scanning Procedures

The gypsum cast was made of type IV plaster with pink gingiva in the scan abutment area, and the
implant analogues in positions # 16 (S1), # 14 (S2), # 11 (S3), # 21 (S4), # 24 (S5), and # 26 (S6; Figure 2A).
The implant analogues were positioned specularly and not particularly inclined, so that the SBs were
positioned fairly parallel to each other (Figure 2B).

 

 

μ

Figure 2. (A) A type IV gypsum cast with pink gingiva in the scanabutment area, and the implant
analogues in position # 16 (S1), # 14 (S2), # 11 (S3), # 21 (S4), # 24 (S5), and # 26 (S6), respectively,
was prepared for the study. (B) The gypsum cast with the SBs in position. The SBs were positioned
fairly parallel each other.

The SBs were all identical, 13 mm in height, and fabricated by the same manufacturer (Megagen,
Gyeongbuk, Korea) with the scanning area in opaque white polyether ether ketone (PEEK; Figure 3).

 

 

μ

Figure 3. The SBs were all identical, 13 mm in height, and fabricated by the same manufacturer
(Megagen, Gyeongbuk, Korea) with the scanning area in opaque white polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK).

The manufacturer reported a maximum tolerance of ±20 µm in the SB production phase. In total,
10 scans were taken per IOS, for a total of 50 MEs captured, by the same implant scanning expert
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operator (FM). The characteristics of the different IOSs used in this study are summarised in Table 1.
For each IOS, the scans were taken using the latests available software version in March 2020.

Table 1. Features of the different intraoral scanners (IOSs) used in this study.

Name Producer Technology Colour Output

PRIMESCAN® Dentsply-Sirona

High-resolution sensors and
shortwave light with optical

high-frequency contrast analysis
for dynamic deep scan (20 mm)

yes
dxd (proprietary

format) and stl (open
format) with Connect

CS 3700®
Carestream

Dental

Active triangulation with
smart-shade matching via
bidirectional reflectance

distribution function

yes
dcm (proprietary

format); ply and stl
(open formats)

MEDIT i-500® Medit 3D in motion video technology yes
obj, ply and stl (open

formats)

ITERO
ELEMENTS

5D®

Align
Technologies

Parallel confocal microscopy yes
3ds (proprietary

format); ply and stl
(open formats)

Emerald S® Planmeca Projected pattern triangulation yes
ply and stl (open

formats)

The IOS scan was limited to the area of the pink gingiva, which was scanned in full, and included
capturing the entire SB. To avoid the potential negative effects of operator fatigue, the sequence of
scans with the different IOSs was randomised and a 5-min break was scheduled between scans to
rest the operator and change the scanner. The scanning strategy used was the same described in a
previous study [18]: the zig-zag technique. The operator started from the buccal surface of the model
and precisely from the first SB of the right posterior maxilla (# 16), then moved to the occlusal and
then palatal side; the operator then returned to the occlusal and then buccal side, moving slowly
forward. The progress was slow and constant and the operator tried to capture all the details of the
different SBs, without insisting too much on them from the same angle, to avoid excessive reflection.
The movement described by the operator was therefore arched, with the scanner head moving over
the SB and pink gingiva in a continuous passage from outside to inside, and through a progressive
advancing movement. All scans were captured in the same environmental conditions, i.e., in a room
with constant temperature (22 ◦C), controlled humidity (45%) and ambient light, without interference
from external light sources. The MEs of the models captured with the different IOSs (10 STL files
for each of the 5 IOSs, for a total of 50 MEs) were saved in dedicated folders, labelled with the name
of the scanner used. Within each of these folders, the models were numbered from 1 to 10; within
each ME, the SBs were numbered from 1 to 6, starting from right posterior area to left. The three
desktop scans were taken with an industrial-derived desktop scanner (Freedom UHD®, Dof Inc., Seoul,
Korea). The Freedom UHD® scanner is a structured light scanner (white light-emitting diode) that
acquires the models through two 5.0-megapixel cameras, using patented stable scan stage technology.
This technology allows the cameras to move above and around the model to be scanned. It is not
the model plate that moves in different positions to facilitate the acquisition of all the details; instead,
the lights and cameras move, rotating around the centre of the scan plate, while the model remains
stationary. This allows the capture of all the details of the model in a relatively short time (less than
50 s). The scanner has a certified accuracy of 5 µm and generates STL files immediately usable by any
CAD. The scanner weighs 15 kg, has dimensions of 330 × 495 × 430 mm, is powered at 110–240 V
and 50–60 Hz, and works with Windows operating systems 7, 8 and 10 (64 bit). The three different
desktop scans captured were also saved in a dedicated folder as STL files. All the MEs were then cut
and trimmed using an individual template to be uniform in size and shape; when uniform, they were
saved again in the respective dedicated folders and were ready for analysis.
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2.3. 3D Analysis of the Congruence between ME and LF

After all scans were captured, each ME was imported into reverse engineering software (Studio®,
Geomagics, Morrisville, NC, USA), and the LF of the implant SB was superimposed onto the
corresponding parts. Six superimpositions were therefore made for each model, for a total of 60
superimpositions per each IOS. Each superimposition entailed two steps. First, the numbered ME,
labelled with the name of the IOS used, was loaded into the software; then, six identical SB LFs
were loaded, taken directly from the official library of the manufacturer of the implants. These LFs
were superimposed, one by one, on the corresponding ME, i.e., on the SB captured by intraoral
scanning. The first overlap was by points. The operator (FM) identified three points on each of the
SBs present in the MEs acquired with IOS, considering the reference for the overlap; the same points
were searched on the SB LF, and the software could thus proceed to a first rough alignment. After
this first manual overlap, the operator launched the best-fit algorithm, through which the software
perfected the overlaps, one by one, of the SB LFs onto the corresponding SB MEs. The parameters were
set with a minimum of 100 iterations per case and the registration used a robust iterative closest point
algorithm. With this algorithm, the distances between the SB from ME and library were minimised
using a point-to-plane method, and it was possible to calculate the congruence between the structures,
expressed quantitatively as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of the distances between all points
of the superimposed models. Finally, for a better qualitative evaluation of the distances between the
files and understanding of the directionality of the deviation (i.e., to allow the correct evaluation of
the inward and outward deviations), the software allowed generating a colorimetric map. This map
was generated through the ‘3D deviation’ function, which made it possible to evaluate the distances
between specific points, globally and in all space planes. In this case, the SB LF was considered a
reference. Therefore, the colorimetric map indicated inward deviations (defects) with different shades
of blue, and outward deviations (excesses) in yellow and red. Minimal deviations were coloured
green. The same setting of the colorimetric map was fixed, with the scale ranging from a maximum
deviation of +50 to −50 µm, and the best results between +1 and −1 µm (green). The screenshots of the
quantitative evaluation and of the colorimetric maps were saved in special folders; particular attention
was devoted to capturing screenshots from different angles, to better qualitatively understand on
which portion of the SB the major deviations were concentrated. The same process was repeated for
the desktop scans.

2.4. Outcome Variables

Quantitative deviation between the SB ME and SB LF. This value was calculated with the reverse
engineering software, after the application of the best-fit algorithm. It represented the average deviation
between the two objects, expressed in mean ± SD, median, range, and 95% confidence interval (CI),
in µm.

Qualitative deviation between the SB ME and SB LF. The qualitative deviation was obtained
through visual inspection of all samples, using the colorimetric map generated in the software, after
the application of the best-fit algorithm. To define this variable, the same experienced operator
(FM) who captured all the scans and performed the superimpositions assigned a label of ‘outward
deviation’, ‘no deviation’ or ‘inward deviation’, based on the chromatic predominance of red/yellow,
green or pale/dark blue, respectively, on each of the three SB portions: flat face central, flat faces lateral,
and posterior (back) cylindrical area. This information was collected in a table and expressed as a
qualitative variable.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

All the data collected were included in datasheets used for statistical analysis. The sample size
was determined sufficient for the analysis by a professional statistician. Data analysis and visualisation
were performed using R (version 3.6.3) environment for statistical computing (R Foundation for
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Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). For the quantitative evaluation, descriptive statistics for
absolute deviations were presented as means (±SD), medians (1st and 3rd quartiles, Q1–Q3), ranges,
and 95% CIs. Sample distributions of absolute deviations across different scanners and SBs were
visualised using box plots. An observation obtained from S1 SB using the ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®

scanner was considered an outlier and not used in the parametric estimation and hypothesis testing
procedures. A linear mixed-effects model (implemented in lme4 1.1–21 package) was used to estimate
and compare the mean absolute deviations between the IOSs (this model allowed accounting that data
have hierarchical properties: scanner→ SB). The Tukey method (implemented in emmeans 1.4.5) was
used to adjust p-values and confidence limits. A linear model (two-way ANOVA with interaction)
was used to compare the mean absolute deviations between SBs for each scanner. The Tukey method
was used to adjust p-values and confidence limits. The Friedman rank test was used to compare
models in each type of scanner (SB was considered the blocking variable) with the Holm procedure for
multiple testing adjustment. Agglomerative hierarchical biclustering was used to explore scanner–SB
relationships regarding averages and variability of the absolute deviations. In order to reduce the α

error, the significance level for all tests was established at p < 0.01.

3. Results

Descriptive statistics for the absolute deviations in each scanner–SB pair are reported in Figure 4
and Table 2.

 

→

α
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Figure 4. Sample distributions of absolute deviations across IOS and scanbody (SB), in µm.

The results of the comparison of the different scanners (estimation and testing using a linear
mixed-effects model) are summarised in Figure 5 (means and 95% CIs for each type of scanner)
and Table 3 (pairwise differences between means, 95% CIs for differences and p-values for pairwise
comparisons).

Overall, PRIMESCAN®was the IOS with the lowest mean absolute deviation (25.5± 5.0µm), equal
to that of the desktop scanner DOF UHD® (25.5 ± 2.9 µm) used as an external reference in this study.
Similar excellent results were also reported for CS 3700® (27.0 ± 4.3 µm), so that the difference between
PRIMESCAN® and CS3700® was not statistically significant (p = 0.1235). However, the congruence
between SB ME and SB LF with PRIMESCAN® was statistically higher than that with MEDIT i-500®
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(29.8 ± 4.8 µm, p < 0.0001), ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® (34.2 ± 9.3 µm, p < 0.0001), and Emerald S®

(38.3 ± 7.8 µm, p < 0.0001). Statistically significant differences were also found when comparing
CS 3700® with MEDIT i-500® (p = 0.0004), ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® (p < 0.0001), and Emerald S®

(p < 0.0001). Finally, statistically significant differences were found between MEDIT i-500® and ITERO
ELEMENTS 5D® (p < 0.0001), MEDIT i-500® and Emerald S® (p < 0.0001), and ITERO ELEMENTS
5D® and Emerald S® (p < 0.0001).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics: mean (SD); median; (Q1–Q3), in µm.

Scanner S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

PRIMESCAN®
25.4 (3.5);

25.0;
(23.2–27.0)

22.6 (5.6);
20.5;

(19.2–21.8)

31.0 (3.7);
32.0;

(29.5–33.0)

28.5 (3.0);
28.0;

(27.2–29.8)

22.2 (3.4);
21.5;

(20.0–25.0)

23.3 (4.0);
22.0;

(21.2–23.5)

CS 3700®
26.5 (4.5);

24.5;
(23.2–29.2)

25.5 (3.9);
25.5;

(23.0–26.8)

31.6 (2.8);
31.5;

(30.0–33.5)

28.3 (2.7);
27.0;

(27.0–28.8)

25.9 (4.4);
25.0;

(23.0–27.0)

24.7 (4.2);
23.0;

(21.2–28.0)

MEDIT
i-500®

27.0 (2.3);
26.0;

(25.2–29.0)

27.0 (1.7);
26.5;

(26.0–28.0)

37.3 (2.6);
37.0;

(36.0–37.8)

34.4 (2.6);
34.0;

(33.0–35.0)

26.1 (2.4);
25.5;

(24.2–27.8)

27.4 (2.2);
28.0;

(25.2–29.0)

ITERO
ELEMENTS

5D®

38.9 (19.2);
32.5;

(32.0–34.8)

29.1 (1.6);
28.0;

(28.0–30.5)

42.4 (2.6);
42.5;

(40.2–43.0)

39.8 (1.8);
39.5;

(39.0–40.8)

30.5 (2.1);
30.5;

(29.2–32.5)

30.9 (2.8);
31.0;

(28.8–32.8)

Emerald S®
34.2 (2.3);

33.0;
(33.0–36.2)

30.9 (2.3);
30.5;

(29.2–31.8)

48.0 (2.5);
47.5;

(46.2–49.0)

48.3 (2.2);
48.5;

(46.5–49.8)

38.5 (2.5);
38.5;

(36.5–39.8)

29.9 (2.5);
29.5;

(29.0–30.0)

 

μ

Figure 5. Mean absolute deviations estimates (with 95% confidence interval (CI)) for each type of IOS
(these quantities were estimated using linear mixed effects model).
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Table 3. Comparisons of mean absolute deviations between the IOS.

Contrast (Pairwise Comparisons) Difference 95% CI for Difference p

PRIMESCAN®—CS 3700® −1.58 [−3.41; 0.24] 0.1235
PRIMESCAN®—MEDIT i-500® −4.37 [−6.19; −2.54] <0.0001

PRIMESCAN®—ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® −8.76 [−10.59; −6.92] <0.0001
PRIMESCAN®—Emerald S® −12.80 [−14.63; −10.97] <0.0001

CS 3700®—MEDIT i-500® −2.78 [−4.61; −0.96] 0.0004
CS 3700®—ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® −7.17 [−9.01; −5.34] <0.0001

CS 3700®—Emerald S® −11.22 [−13.04; −9.39] <0.0001
MEDIT i-500®—ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® −4.39 [−6.22; −2.56] <0.0001

MEDIT i-500®—Emerald S® −8.43 [−10.26; −6.61] <0.0001
ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®—Emerald S® −4.04 [−5.88; −2.21] <0.0001

In the quantitative evaluation, among the 60 superimpositions performed in each group, the best
single result obtained with PRIMESCAN® was 17 ± 19 µm (Figure 6A), with CS 3700® 20 ± 18 µm
(Figure 6B), with MEDIT i-500® 23 ± 26 µm (Figure 6C), with ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® 27 ± 27 µm
(Figure 6D), and with Emerald S® 26 ± 28 µm (Figure 6E). The best result obtained with the reference
desktop scanner DOF UHD® was 21 ± 21 µm (Figure 6F).

The comparison of the deviations between the SBs in each group of IOSs with the results of
estimation and testing using the linear model (two-way ANOVA with interaction) with a p-value
for interaction <0.0001 is summarised in Figure 7 (means and 95% CIs for each type of scanner),
Table 4 (pairwise differences between means and 95% CIs for differences), and Table 5 (p-values for
pairwise comparisons).

With regard to the deviations between the models in each group of scanner, the results of the
Friedman test are presented in Table 6. There were no statistically significant differences between the
models in each scanner group.

Hierarchical biclustering results were reported when IOSs and SBs were grouped based on average
absolute deviation (Figure 8) and variability (SD) of absolute deviation (Figure 9).

From these latter figures, it was evident that the best results in terms of trueness were obtained
by PRIMESCAN® and CS 3700®, in correspondence with the SBs in position S2 and S6. Conversely,
ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® and MEDIT i-500® revealed the highest repeatability (precision) of the scans
with less SD, in correspondence with the SBs in position S4 and S3.

With regard to the qualitative evaluation, the scanners showed different features (Figure 10).
In PRIMESCAN®, the SB LF usually included the SB ME; the SB ME did not grow, and appeared

to be included within the SB LF (Figure 10A). In contrast, with CS 3700®, all the SB MEs included the SB
LF, with a marked tendency for the ME to grow, although with minimal quantitative deviations, and in
a fairly uniform way (Figure 10B). At the qualitative evaluation, MEDIT i-500® showed a remarkable
interpolation between the SB ME and the SB LF, with no clear direction for the deviation (Figure 10C).
Finally, ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® (Figure 10D) and Emerald S® (Figure 10E) revealed a pattern and
direction of deviation similar to that of PRIMESCAN®, with an SB ME that appeared to be included
within the SB LF, although with a higher quantitative deviation. DOF UHD® (Figure 10F) showed a
deviation pattern similar to that of CS3700®.

After visual inspection of all samples, the flat surfaces of almost all SBs showed the best results in
terms of deviations (Table 7).
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Figure 6. Quantitative evaluation with colorimetric map (frontal and back surface): best results
obtained in the study. (A) With PRIMESCAN®, the best single result amounted to 17 ± 19 µm. (B) With
CS 3700®, the best single result amounted to 20 ± 18 µm. (C) With MEDIT i-500® the best single result
amounted to 23 ± 26 µm. (D) With ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®, the best single result amounted to 27 ±
27 µm. (E) With Emerald S®, the best single result amounted to 26 ± 28 µm. (F) With DOF UHD®,
the best single result amounted to 21 ± 21 µm.
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Figure 7. Mean absolute deviations estimates (with 95% confidence intervals) for SBs in each group of
IOSs (these quantities were estimated using two-way ANOVA).
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Table 4. Comparisons of mean absolute deviations between SBs in each group of IOSs (mean differences
and 95% CIs for them).

PRIMESCAN® CS 3700® MEDIT i-500®
ITERO ELEMENTS

5D® Emerald S®

S6 − S5 1.10 [−2.81; 5.01] −1.20 [−5.11; 2.71] 1.30 [−2.61; 5.21] 0.40 [−3.51; 4.31] −8.60 [−12.51; −4.69]

S6 − S4 −5.20 [−9.11; −1.29] −3.60 [−7.51; 0.31] −7.00 [−10.91; −3.09] −8.90 [−12.81; −4.99] −18.40 [−22.31; −14.49]

S6 − S3 −7.70 [−11.61; −3.79] −6.90 [−10.81; −2.99] −9.90 [−13.81; −5.99] −11.50 [−15.41; −7.59] −18.10 [−22.01; −14.19]

S6 − S2 0.70 [−3.21; 4.61] −0.80 [−4.71; 3.11] 0.40 [−3.51; 4.31] 1.80 [−2.11; 5.71] −1.00 [−4.91; 2.91]

S6 − S1 −2.10 [−6.01; 1.81] −1.80 [−5.71; 2.11] 0.40 [−3.51; 4.31] −1.99 [−6.01; 2.03] −4.30 [−8.21; −0.39]

S5 − S4 −6.30 [−10.21; −2.39] −2.40 [−6.31; 1.51] −8.30 [−12.21; −4.39] −9.30 [−13.21; −5.39] −9.80 [−13.71; −5.89]

S5 − S3 −8.80 [−12.71; −4.89] −5.70 [−9.61; −1.79] −11.20 [−15.11; −7.29] −11.90 [−15.81; −7.99] −9.50 [−13.41; −5.59]

S5 − S2 −0.40 [−4.31; 3.51] 0.40 [−3.51; 4.31] −0.90 [−4.81; 3.01] 1.40 [−2.51; 5.31] 7.60 [3.69; 11.51]

S5 − S1 −3.20 [−7.11; 0.71] −0.60 [−4.51; 3.31] −0.90 [−4.81; 3.01] −2.39 [−6.41; 1.63] 4.30 [0.39; 8.21]

S4 − S3 −2.50 [−6.41; 1.41] −3.30 [−7.21; 0.61] −2.90 [−6.81; 1.01] −2.60 [−6.51; 1.31] 0.30 [−3.61; 4.21]

S4 − S2 5.90 [1.99; 9.81] 2.80 [−1.11; 6.71] 7.40 [3.49; 11.31] 10.70 [6.79; 14.61] 17.40 [13.49; 21.31]

S4 − S1 3.10 [−0.81; 7.01] 1.80 [−2.11; 5.71] 7.40 [3.49; 11.31] 6.91 [2.89; 10.93] 14.10 [10.19; 18.01]

S3 − S2 8.40 [4.49; 12.31] 6.10 [2.19; 10.01] 10.30 [6.39; 14.21] 13.30 [9.39; 17.21] 17.10 [13.19; 21.01]

S3 − S1 5.60 [1.69; 9.51] 5.10 [1.19; 9.01] 10.30 [6.39; 14.21] 9.51 [5.49; 13.53] 13.80 [9.89; 17.71]

S2 − S1 −2.80 [−6.71; 1.11] −1.00 [−4.91; 2.91] 0.00 [−3.91; 3.91] −3.79 [−7.81; 0.23] −3.30 [−7.21; 0.61]

Table 5. Comparisons of mean absolute deviations between SBs in each group of scanners (p-values).

PRIMESCAN® CS 3700® MEDIT i-500® ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® Emerald S®

S6 − S5 0.9661 0.9509 0.9318 0.9997 <0.0001
S6 − S4 0.0023 0.0910 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S6 − S3 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S6 − S2 0.9956 0.9918 0.9997 0.7734 0.9776
S6 − S1 0.6382 0.7734 0.9997 0.7147 0.0219
S5 − S4 0.0001 0.4929 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S5 − S3 <0.0001 0.0006 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S5 − S2 0.9997 0.9997 0.9860 0.9085 <0.0001
S5 − S1 0.1789 0.9979 0.9860 0.5290 0.0219
S4 − S3 0.4455 0.1526 0.2762 0.3997 0.9999
S4 − S2 0.0003 0.3147 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S4 − S1 0.2082 0.7734 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S3 − S2 <0.0001 0.0002 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S3 − S1 0.0007 0.0030 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001
S2 − S1 0.3147 0.9776 1.0000 0.0774 0.1526

Table 6. Comparisons between models (M) in each group of scanners (row p-values and adjusted for
multiple comparisons).

Scanner p padj

PRIMESCAN® 0.0147 0.0737
CS 3700® 0.3971 1.0000

MEDIT i-500® 0.3879 1.0000
ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® 0.3452 1.0000

Emerald S® 0.2700 1.0000
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Figure 8. Results of IOSs and SBs biclustering based on average absolute deviation.

 

 

Figure 9. Results of IOSs and SBs biclustering based on standard deviation of absolute deviation.
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Figure 10. Qualitative evaluation of the deviation patterns (occlusal view of the model). (A) With
PRIMESCAN®, the SB meshes (MEs) were included inside the SB library files (LFs). (B) With CS 3700®,
the SB LFs were included inside the SB MEs. (C) With MEDIT i-500®, a remarkable interpolation
between the SB ME and the SB LF was seen, with no clear direction for the deviation. (D) With ITERO
ELEMENTS 5D®, the SB MEs were included inside the SB LFs. (E) With Emerald S®, the SB MEs were
included inside the SB LFs. (F) With DOF UHD®, the SB LFs were included inside the SB MEs.

Table 7. Distribution of the deviations in the different surfaces of the SBs, by visual inspection.

Scanner Deviation Flat Central Flat Lateral Back

PRIMESCAN®
Outward deviation + + +

No deviation ++ ++ ++

Inward deviation ++ +++ +++

CS 3700®
Outward deviation +++ +++ +++

No deviation ++ + +

Inward deviation + + +

MEDIT i-500®
Outward deviation ++ ++ ++

No deviation ++ + +

Inward deviation ++ ++ ++

ITERO ELEMENTS
5D®

Outward deviation + + +

No deviation ++ + +

Inward deviation +++ +++ +++

Emerald S®
Outward deviation + + +

No deviation + + +

Inward deviation +++ +++ +++

4. Discussion

Until now, most studies on the direct digital workflow in implant prosthodontics have focused on
the use of IOSs and the intrinsic accuracy of these devices [3,12,18–21]. The intrinsic error generated
during the progression of the intraoral scan has been considered the main reason for the insufficient
accuracy of IOSs in taking impressions of completely edentulous patients for the fabrication of
implant-supported FFAs [19–21]. This intrinsic error exists and certainly plays a role in determining
the final inaccuracy of the process, as unequivocally demonstrated by the literature [2,3,12,19–21];
however, it is not the only source of error in the full digital workflow in implant prosthodontics.

Other elements contribute to increasing the error: environmental factors (light conditions) [22],
factors related to the patient (position, depth and inclination of the implants) [28], factors related to the
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operator (scanning strategy [23] and experience of the clinician), and finally, the SB [24]. The SB is the
transfer that allows capturing the position of the implants in the digital workflow and is therefore
crucial. To date, few studies have analysed the influence of factors such as the design of the SB [25,26],
the material used to build it [24,26], and the manufacturing tolerances [27] on the error in intraoral
scanning. All these elements play a fundamental role and deserve to be adequately investigated by the
scientific literature [24].

Even less investigated, however, are the first stages of modelling, in which the dental technician
uploads in the CAD software the ME captured by the clinician through intraoral scanning and replaces
portions of the SB with the corresponding LF. This moment is key, since an error in this phase can
compromise the entire workflow: if a mistake is made at this stage, the individual abutment and
prosthetic restoration will be modelled starting from an incorrect implant position [24]. It is therefore
important to investigate this phase too, and in particular the congruence between the SB ME and the
corresponding LF. Only in the presence of adequate dimensional congruence between these parts can
the best-fit algorithm in the CAD software superimpose the files without difficulty, replacing the SB
ME with the SB LF [24]. In contrast, in the presence of incongruence between the parts or dimensional
deviations, positional errors may arise. Deviations have a detrimental effect when applying the best-fit
algorithm, since they can lead to a positional error of the library components on which the dental
technician models the prosthetic restorations [24,29]. This may ultimately contribute to a misfit of the
prosthetic structure, especially in the case of long-span restorations such as FFAs [24,29].

The purpose of our present in vitro study was therefore to verify the dimensional congruence of
MEs of SBs captured with five different IOSs, with the respective LF. This was to quantify the possible
error, in micrometres, and to understand not only its presence, but also its direction. For this purpose,
a completely edentulous maxilla model was used, with six analogues to which six SBs from the same
manufacturer were screwed. This gypsum cast was scanned with five different IOS, and the MEs
derived from these scans were loaded into reverse engineering software, where the portions of SBs
were aligned to the corresponding LF using the best-fit algorithm. These scans were therefore not
considered in their entirety, but the attention was concentrated only on the surface reconstruction of the
SB, whose congruence with the corresponding LF was investigated. Therefore, the purpose of the study
was not to investigate the general accuracy of the different scanners, which is usually determined by the
correct 3D measurement of the distances between the different SBs; rather, the goal was to investigate
whether inconsistencies existed between SB MEs and LF, and the presence of any deviations between
the files, after the superimposition. To evaluate this, a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the
congruence between the files was performed, to quantify the degree of deviation between LF and SB
MEs obtained with different IOSs, and to analyse the qualitative characteristics of this deviation, where
present. The qualitative analysis, in particular, aimed to establish whether the ME reconstruction of the
SB occurred by excess or defect in the various positions, with respect to the reference file of the implant
library. The null hypothesis was that there was no quantatitive nor qualitative difference between the
MEs of the SBs and the LF, and that there were no differences between the different IOSs evaluated.

At the end of the study, this null hypothesis was rejected. In fact, our present work has highlighted
incongruence between SB MEs and SB LF, and that this inconsistency is quantitatively different, with the
different scanners. In the present study, the best performance was obtained by PRIMESCAN®, which
had an average deviation (25.5 ± 5.0 µm) equal to that of the desktop scanner used as an external
reference in this study, DOF UHD® (25.5 ± 2.9 µm). The difference between PRIMESCAN® and
CS 3700® (27.0 ± 4.3 µm) was minimal and not statistically significant; conversely, MEDIT i-500®

(29.8 ± 4.8 µm), ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® (34.2 ± 9.3 µm), and Emerald S® (38.3 ± 7.8 µm) had higher
average deviations, and significant differences were found between them, PRIMESCAN® and CS
3700®. Finally, significant differences were found also between MEDITi-500®, ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®

and Emerald S®, and between ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® and Emerald S®. These differences, measured
on numerous samples, can be important in determining the actual accuracy of a CAD project, since this
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absolute mean error or dimensional discrepancy applies to each SB of the model, and could lead to
positional errors.

The qualitative data that emerge from our present in vitro work are also interesting. The error
seemed to have a peculiar directionality based on the scanner used. In the case of the desktop scanner
and CS 3700®, although the average error was quantitatively small, the ME always tended to grow;
therefore, the SB LF was always contained within the SB ME, which was larger. With PRIMESCAN®,
Emerald S®, and ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®, the opposite happened: the SB ME was contained within
the SB LF, at the end of the overlap. This could be linked to post-processing or ‘smoothing’ of the
images, through the removal of triangles that exceed the surface reconstruction, by the reconstruction
software. The relationship between ME and LF in MEDIT i-500® seems to be more balanced, since
there is a sort of interpenetration between the files. More generally, on inspection, the error appears to
be less marked on the flat face of the SB; however, this is only qualitative data, because the software
used in this study does not allow separately calculating the error present in each of the different faces
or geometric parts of the SB. Notably, it is extremely difficult to establish how much these discrepancies
can contribute to determining a positional error on the master model that the dental technician uses for
modelling. However, having defined their existence, quantified them, and studied their direction are
the greatest advantage of our present scientific work.

The CAD best-fit algorithm searches for the congruence between the surfaces of the two STL
files of the SB: ME and LF. If congruence is found, superimposition can proceed without errors. If,
instead, congruence is not found, i.e., in the case of dimensional differences, the algorithm proceeds
using the flat face of the SB as the main reference (if they have more than one, usually the more
extended). The flat face undoubtedly represents a valid reference for the best-fit algorithm within the
CAD software, but it may also represent an element of dangerous attraction [30]. In case of dimensional
differences between the STL files, this face ‘drives’ the superimposition between the files. The result of
this process is that the SB LF is ‘dragged’ towards the flat surface of the ME, used as the main reference
for the superimposition [30]. This movement can result in a positional error, with a relative shift of the
centroids of the objects [30]. This shift, when added up to the intrinsic error given by the intraoral
scan, and to the error in milling, may determine the failure or misfit of long-span implant-supported
restorations such as FFAs [31].

Although our study is the first to address this issue and is based on the evaluation of a fair number
of scans obtained with six different scanners (five IOSs and a desktop scanner), it has limitations.
First, it is an in vitro study. Scanning a gypsum cast is certainly easier than in vivo intraoral scanning,
which presents technical difficulties due to space limitations, the presence of saliva and possible
patient movements [32]. Furthermore, in vitro scanning takes place in light conditions which, although
controlled (same environmental light for all IOSs), do not replicate in any way the light conditions of
the oral cavity [22]. Since SB reflectance and related ME reconstruction errors vary with light conditions,
the data reported in this study need to be critically evaluated. A further limitation of the present study
is that the SBs used (six identical SBs produced by the same manufacturer) had not been preliminarily
probed with a coordinate measuring machine (CMM) to assess their exact physical dimensions, thus the
data relating to manufacturing tolerances were not known. The library is different from the actual SB.
In order to make an actual SB, it is produced by an injection method or milling based on the library.
These fabrication errors can affect the trueness of the scan: therefore, for the evaluation of the trueness
and in order to produce a reference model, reference data for each SB should be obtained using a
high-precision CMM machine or industrial 3D optical scanner. Manufacturing tolerances, in fact,
play a potentially important role that deserves to be properly investigated, as reported in previous
studies [27,33]. However, our present study aimed to investigate the congruence between the SB
MEs and the LF, and not the trueness of each SB scan. Not surprisingly, in our study, a statistically
significant difference was found between different SBs, in all scanner groups. This could be determined
by dimensional differences between the pieces, due to dimensional tolerances given by the production
phase. Finally, the strategy used may have favoured some scanners in the correct reconstruction of
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ME, penalising others; certainly, there is a link between the scanner acquisition technology and the
scanning strategy, although the literature has not adequately clarified this [34]. Further in vivo studies
are therefore necessary to obtain more information, to better define the influence of the first CAD
phases on the final error in the full digital workflow in implant prosthodontics. These studies also
need to be extended to other implant systems.

5. Conclusions

Our present in vitro study aimed to compare the reliability of five different IOSs (PRIMESCAN®,
CS 3700®, MEDIT i-500®, ITERO ELEMENTS 5D®, and Emerald S®) in the capture of implant SBs and
to verify the dimensional congruence between the MEs of the SBs and the corresponding LF. At the end
of the quantitative evaluation, statistically different levels of congruence were found between the SB
MEs captured with the different IOSs and the corresponding LF. PRIMESCAN® and CS 3700® showed
the highest congruence between SB MEs and LF, with the lowest mean absolute deviations (25.5 ±
5.0 µm and 27.0 ± 4.3 µm, respectively); the difference between these two scanners and the other three
was statistically significant. Significant differences were also found between MEDIT i-500® and ITERO
ELEMENTS 5D®, MEDIT i-500® and Emerald S®, and ITERO ELEMENTS 5D® and Emerald S®.
Based on these results, the null hypothesis for this study was rejected, since deviations were found
between the MEs of the SBs and the LF, and significant differences were found among the different
IOSs evaluated. Significant differences were also found among different SBs, but no differences were
found between the models scanned with the same IOS. Finally, the qualitative evaluation revealed
different directions and patterns for the five IOSs investigated. Further studies are needed to confirm
these preliminary results.
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Abstract: This double-blind randomized controlled trial with a crossover design analyzed the

technical and clinical performance of three-unit monolithic ZrO2 implant-fixed dental prostheses

(iFDPs), prepared using two complete digital workflows (Test-1, Test-2) and one mixed analog–digital

workflow (Control). Each of the 20 study patients received three iFDPs, resulting in 60 restorations

for analysis. The quality of the restorations was assessed by analyzing laboratory cross-mounting

and calculating the chairside adjustment time required during fitting. All iFDPs could be produced

successfully with all three workflows. The highest cross-mounting success rate was observed

for the original pairing iFDP/model of the Control group. Overall, 60% of iFDPs prepared with

Test-1 workflow did not require chairside adjustment compared with 50% for Test-2 and 30% for

Controls. The mean total chairside adjustment time, as the sum of interproximal, pontic, and occlusal

corrections was 2.59 ± 2.51 min (Control), 2.88 ± 2.86 min (Test-1), and 3.87 ± 3.02 min (Test-2).

All tested workflows were feasible for treatment with iFDPs in posterior sites on a soft tissue level

type implant system. For clinical routine, it has to be considered that chairside adjustments may be

necessary, at least in every second patient, independent on the workflow used.

Keywords: dental implant; fixed dental prosthesis (FDP); monolithic; zirconia; zirconium-dioxide

(ZrO2); digital workflow; accuracy; precision; clinical trial

1. Introduction

Digitization has significantly influenced dentistry in recent years and continues to
enable new options in clinical routines [1]. Translating established, conventional dental
procedures into digitized protocols requires a detailed understanding of digital dental
processes [2]. Conventional procedures cannot always be transferred identically to digital
workflows. Continuous progress inevitably leads to an adaptation of the established
workflows in the clinic and in dental technology. Consequently, the digital processes must
be critically analyzed and recalibrated [3].

Intraoral optical scanning (IOS) plays a crucial role in digital dentistry, especially
in the field of prosthodontics [4,5]. The contactless transfer of the individual patient
situation to the virtual dental laboratory, without the use of any physical models, is central
to completely digital workflows [6]. The continuous and incremental improvement in
the quality of IOS systems, both hardware and software, is enabling the production of
more and more accurate and precise final restorations [7]. In this context, the level of
digital experience of the dental team (operating the different IOS and CAD/CAM systems)
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has a significant impact on the quality of the final outcome [8]. While the interfaces of
available digital systems have been opened, enabling free data transfer between systems
from different manufacturers, it is still unclear whether there is a loss of data quality
and, subsequently, a fluctuating quality of reconstructions when non-proprietary data is
transferred between different CAD/CAM systems [9].

Among fixed dental prostheses (FDP) supported by dental implants, digital pathways
have demonstrated clear superiority compared with conventional workflows for the pro-
duction of single implant crowns. Implant crowns fabricated digitally were superior in
terms of clinical fitting [10] and economic parameters, such as time-efficiency [11] and
costs [12] compared with classical impressions and gypsum casts. The use of standard-
ized scan bodies makes the IOS technology predestined for therapy with fixed implant
reconstructions. Whereas in single restorations, secure occlusion is usually ensured by
the adjacent teeth, in multi-unit implant-supported fixed dental prostheses (iFDP), the
lack of stable occlusal support poses the challenge for IOS systems during computerized
bite registration [13]. It is not the optical resolution of the IOS devices or the power of the
software that are the limiting features, rather that the missing occlusal units become the
bottleneck in digital impression taking for iFDPs [14]. The question arises to what extent
dental models are required for fabricating iFDPs, or whether a completely digital approach
is possible, similar to what can be done for single implant crowns, i.e., IOS > Design and
Mill > Delivery [15].

While the dental technology industry may promise that their IOS systems will deliver
smooth processes with reproducible results in prosthodontic indications, clinical evidence
is lacking. In particular, evidence for the feasibility of fully digital workflows for iFDPs,
starting with IOS in the clinic, to CAD/CAM-processing in the dental lab, and back to
clinical delivery. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to analyze the technical and
clinical performance of monolithic zirconium-dioxide (ZrO2) iFDPs prepared according
to two complete digital workflows and one mixed analog–digital workflow. The null
hypothesis was that the process quality of iFDPs in these three digital workflows is similar
for the two investigated outcomes, namely (i) laboratory cross-mounting [16]; and [1]
clinical performance indicator (CPI) defined by restoration fit, chairside adjustment time,
and consecutive density changes of the modified iFDPs.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Trial Setting

The study was designed as a prospective, double-blind, triple-armed randomized
controlled trial (RCT) with a crossover approach in a university-based setting. Neither the
clinician nor the patient was aware of the three different treatment groups. The protocol was
officially approved by the Ethics Committee Basel, Switzerland (EKNZ-ID 2019-00706) and
registered at ClinTrials.gov (NCT 04029025). This RCT was conducted in compliance with
the study protocol, the current version of the Declaration of Helsinki, the ICH-GCP, as well
as all national legal and regulatory requirements. Patients provided an informed consent
to participate in the trial. No changes were made to methods after trial commencement.
The RCT followed the CONSORT 2010 statements (http://www.consort-statement.org/
consort-2010, accessed on 19 April 2021).

At the time of development of the study protocol, no data from trials investigating
the clinical and technical performance of three-unit monolithic ZrO2 iFDPs were available.
Therefore, the power analysis for the present study was based on our own preliminary
findings for treatment with implant-supported single units considering time efficiency
in terms of clinical adjustment time: with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.5, a
statistical power of 0.8, and a significance level of α = 0.05, a sample size of n = 16 would
be required. Therefore, 20 study patients presenting with a three-unit edentulous space
or free-end situation in one posterior quadrant qualifying for a three-unit FDP supported
by two dental implants (Tissue Level Implant System RN/WN, Institut Straumann AG,
Basel, Switzerland) were considered sufficient. Inclusion criteria were periodontal health or
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successfully treated [17], consumption of no more than 10 cigarettes per day, the presence
of antagonistic contacts, and at least one adjacent tooth.

Each of the 20 study patients received three iFDPs prepared, according to three different
workflows, resulting in a total of 60 restorations. All iFDPs were designed and produced out
of monolithic ZrO2 (VITA YZ ST Super Translucent Multicolor, Bad Säckingen, Germany)
as three-unit screw-retained, full-contour reconstructions (Figure 1). Two of the workflows
were completely digital and the third combined analog and digital steps:

• Test-1 “Complete Digital Workflow” (3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark) IOS Trios 3 +
Dental System Lab-Software;

• Test-2 “Complete Digital Workflow” (Dental Wings Inc., Montreal, Canada) IOS
Virtuo Vivo + DWOS Lab-Software;

• Control “Analog–Digital Workflow” Polyether Impression/Gypsum Cast/Lab-Scan
+ EXOCAD Lab-Software.

Figure 1. Study flow-chart for clinical and technical work steps.

The baseline of the study was the start of the prosthetic therapy. The study in-
volved three key stages: (i) impression-taking for clinical registration of the implants’
3D-positioning, including antagonists and occlusal relation [16]; (ii) CAD/CAM fabrication
of iFDPs [16]; and (iii) clinical try-in/delivery (Figure 2). Distribution of the work steps,
whether beginning with Test-1, Test-2, or Control, as well as the order of sequence during
iFDP try-in, were randomly chosen per study patient using the envelope-technique. The
principal investigator (T.J.) performed the random allocation sequence and the enrollment
of all study patients. Blinding persisted at the time of try-in/delivery of the final iFDPs to
the study patients and to the clinical operator. For each of the three workflows, outcomes
were evaluated according to performance of the produced reconstructions based on (i) the
feasibility of laboratory cross-mounting of each iFDP [16]; and (ii) clinical fit and assess-
ment of adaptation time for clinical adjustments of interproximal surfaces, pontic areas
and occlusal surfaces—if required.
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Figure 2. Clinical try-in/delivery of the iFDPs for Test-1 (a), Test-2 (b), and Control (c).

2.2. Clinical and Technical Work Steps

Clinical work steps were performed by one experienced dentist (K.W.) and observed
by one spectator (A.G.). For the complete digital workflows (Test-1, Test-2), the intrao-
rally obtained STL-files were directly transferred to the relevant laboratory CAD/CAM
software specific for the IOS system used: Trios 3 > Dental System Lab-Software (3Shape,
Copenhagen, Denmark); and Virtuo Vivo > DWOS Lab-Software (Dental Wings Inc., Mon-
treal, Canada). Full-arch digital impressions were taken and scanned according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations.

For the analog–digital workflow (Control), the pick-up impression technique with
individualized open trays and polyether impression material (Impregum, 3M ESPE, Neuss,
Germany) was used. In addition, a high-viscosity alginate impression was taken from the
antagonistic arch (Palgat Plus Quick, 3M Espe GmbH, Neuss, Germany) as well as occlusal
registration with fast-setting vinyl polysiloxane Blu-Mousse (Parkell Inc., Edgewood, USA).
Gypsum implant master casts were manmade, conventionally, with low-expansion die
stone ISO Type 4 (Silky Rock, Whip Mix, Louisville, KY, USA) under consideration of
the company’s recommendations. The gypsum implant master casts were scanned in the
laboratory (Ceramill Map 400+, Amann Girrbach, Koblach, Austria) and the STL-files
further processed with EXOCAD Lab-Software (EXOCAD, Darmstadt, Germany).

Finally, all 60 monolithic ZrO2 iFDPs were milled with a five-axis unit (Ceramill 2
Motion, Amann Girrbach, Koblach, Austria) and bonded to pre-fabricated titanium base
abutments (Variobase RN/WN, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland). For both
complete digital workflows, the iFDPs were finalized without using physical models.

2.3. Laboratory Cross-Mounting

Only for testing cross-mounting of the restorations, implant models for Test-1 and
Test-2 were additionally made out of a high-precision photopolymer dental resin (Form
3B, Formlabs Inc., Somerville, MA, USA) matched to the 3D printer system (Model Resin
1L, Formlabs Inc., Somerville, USA). For each study patient, iFDPs of one group were
placed onto corresponding model situations of the other groups and vice versa. Success
was defined as a fit to the implant analogues, interproximal plus occlusal fit in terms of
dichotomic feasibility testing for all parameters (yes/no).

Calibration among the evaluators was completed in advance of the RCT. Evaluators
were trained using pairs of models/reconstructions that represented mis-fitting and well-
fitting situations. Analysis was done by the clinical operator (K.W.) and independently
verified by the observer (A.G.). Evaluation was performed separately by the clinical
operator and the observer including repetition after one week with an inter-examiner
Kappa-Score of 1.0 (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Set-up for cross-mounting displaying dental model situations with inserted iFDPs representing on study patient
with 3D-printed implant models for Test-1 (a) and Test-2 (b), as well as gypsum implant master cast for Control (c).

2.4. Clinical Performance Indicators (CPI)

The CPIs comprised the clinical fit of the iFDPs, the chairside adjustment time required
to fit the iFDPs, and the subsequent density changes of the adjusted iFDPs (if applicable).
For clinical assessment, the healing abutments were removed and the iFDPs were mounted
onto the implants with respect to the randomization process for the order of the sequence
and respecting the prerequisite of blinding. Only the dental technician and the clinical
observer were informed about the traceability from the iFDPs and their related workflows.

First, the interproximal fit and the seating of the iFDPs were analyzed, striving for
continuity with waxed dental floss at neighboring sites. If necessary, corrections were made
with diamond burs and silicone polishers to create satisfactory interproximal surfaces.
Secondary, the pontic site was evaluated, aiming at Superfloss (Oral-B, Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, OH, USA) passing through with some hindrance. Finally, the occlusal scheme
was checked, aiming at occlusal contacts with 12 µm articulation foil in maximum intercus-
pation without contacts during mandibular movements. Again, if necessary, adjustments
were made as described to achieve light occlusal contacts without dynamic interference.
The observer documented the treatment time needed for each clinical step to ensure that
the treatment time was accurately recorded.

Afterwards, all iFDPs in need of adjustments were analyzed for deviation compared
to the original design. The clinically modified iFDPs were digitized by the same lab-side
scanner, which was used previously for scanning of the gypsum implant master casts the
Controls. STL-files were then imported into a 3D analysis software (PreForm, Formlabs Inc.,
Somerville, MA, USA) and matched with the original virtual reconstructive design related
to the workflows of Test-1, Test-2, and Control. A best-fit algorithm of the 3D analysis
software was applied for volumetric deviation analysis in terms of density changes in
g/mm3 and visualization of the superimposed STL-files (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Deviation analysis comparing the initial virtual design and the digitized iFDPs after clinical adjustments for Test-1
(a), Test-2 (b), and Control (c) mounted on the gypsum implant cast guaranteeing a standardized evaluation.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted with the program “Software R” (version 4.0.4).
Kruskal–Wallis Tests were used for all comparisons in this RCT with crossover design.
Since no carry-over effects were expected, the data of investigated measurement-rounds
were used for analysis of Test-1, Test-2, and Control, respectively. A p-value of < 0.05 was
considered as statistically significant.
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3. Results

The mean age of the patients was 63 years (range 30 to 76 years) and 55% were female.
The location of the iFDPs were equally distributed between the maxilla and mandible, and
most implants had a regular neck configuration (n = 35 RN and n = 5 WN). A total of 17
iFDPs were examined in free-end situations and three iFDPs in edentulous spaces with two
adjacent teeth. All analyses were performed on originally assigned groups. Recruitment
started in January 2020 and no study patient was excluded after enrollment.

3.1. Laboratory Cross-Mounting

Based on the three workflows, all 60 iFDPs were tried in onto the conventionally man-
ufactured gypsum implant casts (Control) and onto the 3D printed implant models (Test-1
and Test-2), resulting in nine possible pairings for laboratory cross-mounting (Table 1).
Correlation analysis of crossover investigation revealed that none of the iFDP could be
successfully mounted on all three corresponding model situations. The highest transfer
success rate was the original pairing iFDP Control/model Control; and the lowest was
iFDP Control/model Test-2. Per definition, failure modes of laboratory cross-mounting
were characterized by interproximal, and subsequently, occlusal misfit of the iFDPs.

Table 1. Feasibility testing (yes/no) for laboratory cross-mounting summarizing success rates of
3 × 20 iFDPs and 3 × 20 model situations in nine possible pairings.

Model Situation

Test-1 Test-2 Control

Test-1 12/20 (60%) 6/20 (30%) 13/20 (65%)
iFDP Test-2 3/20 (15%) 5/20 (25%) 12/20 (60%)

Control 3/20 (15%) 2/20 (10%) 15/20 (75%)

3.2. Clinical Performance Indicators (CPI)

All iFDPs could be produced successfully. For Test-1, IOS had to be redone for one
study patient due to an unusable STL-dataset. The need for clinical adjustment was highest
for iFDPs of Controls, followed by Test-2 and Test-1. Overall, 14 iFDPs of the mixed
analog–digital workflow required clinical corrections to achieve sufficient fit in terms of
interproximal contact and occlusion; whereby 10 (Test-2) and 12 (Test-1) iFDPs of the
complete digital workflows could be inserted without any modifications, representing
success rates for adjustment-free delivery of 30% (Control), 50% (Test-2), and 60% (Test-1),
respectively. In three (15%) of the 20 study patients, all three iFDPs could be immediately
inserted without any corrections. Results for the mean total adjustment time, as the sum
of interproximal plus occlusal corrections plus pontic-area modifications, were 2.59 min
(SD ± 2.51) for Control, 2.88 min (SD ± 2.86) for Test-1, and 3.87 min (SD ± 3.02) for Test-2.
The mean values for density changes of the clinically modified iFDPs were 4.92 g/mm3

(SD ± 9.64) for Test-1, 35.83 g/mm3 (SD ± 114.14) for Test-2, and 14.13 g/mm3 (SD ± 40.51)
for Control.

4. Discussion

This double-blind, crossover RCT investigated digital and conventional workflows for
producing monolithic ZrO2 iFDPs in posterior sites. The results revealed differences in the
technical and clinical performance of the three different treatment workflows. Therefore,
the tested hypothesis for equivalence for the two complete digital workflows plus one
mixed analog–digital workflow had to be rejected.

Oral rehabilitation of partially edentulous patients with implant-retained multi-span
fixed reconstructions is a comprehensive treatment requiring multiple work steps in an
interdisciplinary approach with knowledge and skills in prosthodontics, implant surgery,
and dental technology [18]. The team of clinicians and technicians has to rely on the therapy
protocols to achieve long-term success. For the implementation of new workflows in clinical
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routine use, these must withstand the comparison with the established approach [19]. In
general, the feasibility of a new therapy’s protocol is the minimal prerequisite; predictable
and reproducible treatment outcomes are the key to become a serious alternative to the
gold standard–or even to be disruptive enough to replace it [20]. The specific trial setting
of the current study with a crossover design allowed direct comparisons of three different
workflows for each study patient.

In the present study, laboratory cross-mounting was conducted to provide a simple
quality-check of the three iFDP workflows prior to the clinical try-in. Since the three iFDPs
derived from the different workflows for each patient were fabricated for the same clinical
situation, it should be expected that the implant reconstructions could be exchanged among
each other on the corresponding dental models for Test-1, Test-2, and Control, respectively.
However, no iFDP could be successfully mounted on all three-model pairings indicating
that either the impression technique, the CAD/CAM process, the model fabrication, or
a combination of these factors affected this outcome. The completely digitally produced
iFDPs had worse laboratory transfer rates than the analog–digital workflow, with Test-1
workflow performing slightly better than Test-2. In this context, it has to be emphasized
that iFDPs from the Test-1 and Test-2 workflows were virtually designed and produced
without the 3D printed models. These models were used only for cross-mounting analysis.
No other investigation has reported on cross-mounting of multi-unit iFDPs based on a
prospective clinical trial; however, the present findings are consistent with a previously
published investigation of in vitro cross-mounting comparing implant-supported single
crowns produced with digital and conventional workflows [10].

In the present study, CPIs comprised clinical fit, the time needed for chairside adjust-
ments, and the subsequent density changes of the adjusted iFDPs. Both the dentist and the
patient were blinded to the workflow that was used to generate the individual iFDPs to
minimize bias. While the success rate for adjustment-free delivery of iFDPs of Test-1 was
minimally better than that of Test-2, the success rate of Test-1 was twice as high as that of
Controls. The shortest chair-time was required for correction of Control iFDPs (relevant for
cases requiring corrections); however, the overall clinical adjustment time for Test-1, Test-2,
and Controls differed only slightly within a narrow range of 2.59 min to 3.87 min without
statistical significance. Therefore, the general need for clinical adaptation of iFDPs (yes/no)
must be rated higher than the amount of time required for adjustment. For treatment
with single-unit implant crowns in posterior sites, clinical trials also reported on complete
digital workflows in favor of conventional workflows in terms of time-efficiency [21,22].

The number of adjustments required in the present study was quantified by comparing
the initial iFDP design with the modified restoration, and the volumetric deviation was
expressed as density changes. Applying this novel method, Test-1 performed more than
seven-fold better than Test-2, and almost three-fold better than Controls. Adjustment time
and density changes can only represent surrogate parameters as CPIs for the evaluation of
the process quality. The best performance indicator, however, is the successful insertion
of the iFDP–ideally without corrections to the prosthetic reconstruction [23]. Not only do
clinical step-by-step modifications require valuable chairside time, the adjusted surfaces of
the iFDPs represent predilection areas and must be re-polished to a high gloss prior to final
insertion [24,25].

Overall, the results of the present RCT investigating three-unit monolithic ZrO2 iFDPs
revealed lower performance with complete digital treatment protocols compared with
previously published data for single-unit implant crowns [15]. One possible explanation for
this may be that multi-span implant-retained reconstructions lack unilaterally antagonistic
pairs for a secure positional relationship of the jaws to each other, depending on the
individual patient situation. Based on the present findings, it can only be speculated
whether the reason for the need for clinical modifications of the iFDPs is the technical
process itself or the patient-specific situation affecting the bite registration [13]. The typical
indication for an iFDP is the rehabilitation of posterior free-end situations to reestablish
masticatory function without the need for removable dental prostheses. Therefore, it is not
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surprising that 85% of the iFDPs in the present study were located in free-end situations.
This classic treatment “premolar-pontic-molar”, unlike single-unit implant crowns, makes
bite registration more complex and less predictable. In the complete digital workflows,
the systems work with the data recorded in a single moment, whereas in the mixed
analog–digital workflow, the dental technician can incorporate experience in designing the
occlusion in the physical articulator. Therefore, digital bite registration still seems to be the
critical point today [14].

To interpret the findings from the digital and complete digital workflows in the present
study, the specific systems used should be considered. Test-1 and Test-2 exemplified
synchronized workflows of IOS and corresponding laboratory CAD-software from the
same company, while the Control workflow used lab-side scanning of the dental implant
master casts and EXOCAD as laboratory CAD-software. For further production following
the CAM-process, all three workflows used the same milling unit and the same ZrO2 blanks
in order to harmonize the final production and to focus on the initial work steps of data
generation and technical processing. In this RCT, only proprietary data transfer within
system-specific solutions of STL generation and processing was analyzed. Therefore, future
research should also consider whether different data flows involving mixing systems might
create better clinical results. Moreover, prospective follow-up studies need to investigate
the aspect of digital bite registration in order to define a system-specific minimal number
of antagonistic units as threshold indicating if a complete digital workflow is feasible.

Based on the results of laboratory cross-mounting and clinical adjustment time from
the present study it can be concluded that all three workflows worked successfully. Con-
ventional impression-taking plus lab-side scanning of dental gypsum casts demonstrated
high precision for analysis of the iFDP/model pairing, but not necessarily in the clinical
situation. Conversely, the complete digital workflows with IOS and model-free processing
achieved higher rates for adjustment-free delivery of the iFDPs in the clinic, while fitting
on the 3D printed models fabricated from the STL data was worse. It cannot be generalized
that digital workflows using different IOS and CAD/CAM system might produce identical
results per se. The important factors seem to be: (i) what system is used for which indica-
tion? [16] (ii) Is a proprietary data transfer used? (iii) Are the hardware and software up to
date [7]?

Complete digital workflows represent the future of (fixed) prosthodontics. Reducing
the absolute number of laboratory steps has the advantage of lower susceptibility to
technical errors. Therefore, the potential advantage of digital workflows should not be
diminished by leaving the pathway of model-free fabrication. It is feasible to use all three
digital workflows for treatment with three-unit monolithic ZrO2 iFDPs in posterior sites on
a soft tissue level type implant system (with given emergence profile). For a clinical routine,
chairside adjustments may be necessary, at least in every second patient, independent on
the workflow used.
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Abstract: Popular media now often present 3D printing as a widely employed technology for the

production of dental prostheses. This article aims to show, based on factual information, to what

extent 3D printing can be used in dental laboratories and dental practices at present. It attempts

to present a rational evaluation of todays´ applications of 3D printing technology in the context of

dental restorations. In addition, the article discusses future perspectives and examines the ongoing

viability of traditional dental laboratory services and manufacturing processes. It also shows which

expertise is needed for the digital additive manufacturing of dental restorations.

Keywords: 3D printing; digital one-piece casting; multi-material 3D printing; graphic 3D models;

3D printing using composite resin; digital pressing technology; 3D printing using zirconia; hybrid

production

1. Introduction

The pace of development in digital dental manufacturing has become impressive.
High levels of productivity and accuracy of fit have been achieved by subtractive processes,
while additive processes (3D printing) are increasingly coming to the fore. Combinations of
different manufacturing methods—such as laser sintering plus CNC machining or digital
design and 3D printing plus analog ceramic pressing—display the enormous potential [1,2].

2. Current State of Technology
2.1. A Rationale for Digital Manufacturing and 3D Printing in Dentistry

Fundamental changes in society are also affecting dental technology, like any other
area. One of these changes is the shortage of skilled workers; the number of trainees in
dental technology is continuously decreasing [3] even as the demand for dental prostheses
remains high due to changing demographics [4,5]. In addition, patients are increasingly
subject to time constraints created by rising expectations in the workplace, limiting their
ability to undergo dental procedures. The digital transformation can help us meet these
challenges, as digital processes are often characterized by their efficiency. Digital processes
in the dental laboratory provide for greater accuracy and reproducibility (precision) as well
as improved material properties and user comfort.

The interesting combination of a digital working environment and an analog craft
makes dental technology attractive to young people looking for a varied and diverse work
experience. Many dental laboratories are already managing the balancing act between
craftsmanship and the digital world, tradition and disruption, and existing values and
necessary changes. 3D printing as a digital manufacturing process is an important aspect
of this development. In simplified terms, the process can be described as follows: The
dental technician creates a digital data set on the computer (computer-aided design, CAD)
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and then designs a three-dimensional object whose data are transferred to the 3D printer,
where it is converted into a physical object.

A major advantage of all additive processes is that three-dimensional objects can be
designed and realized on screen to allow for an almost unlimited variety of shapes and
levels of complexity. One aspect that has received little attention is that the mechanical and
esthetic properties of the object to be printed can still be influenced during the 3D building
process. This is not possible with subtractive manufacturing, where the material properties
are defined by the manufacturer of the prefabricated blank. This customization option
and the fact that digitally designed objects are available more quickly and easily, or even
at lower cost, makes additive manufacturing a cornerstone of digital dentistry (Dentistry
4.0) [6–11].

2.2. History of 3D Printing

The first industrial-level units for additive manufacturing (commonly termed 3D
printing) appeared on the market in the early 1980s. Pioneers of 3D printing include
Charles W. Hull (founder of 3D Systems), S. Scott Crump (founder of Stratasys), and Hans
J. Langer and Hans Steinbichler (founders of EOS). The first 3D printer was patented
by Charles W. Hull in 1986 [12]. At the time, 3D printers were mainly used for rapid
prototyping.

However, the technology advanced rapidly in the ensuing years. Following the
expiration of the patent for the fused deposition modeling (FDM) process [13] in 2009, the
3D printers began to make enormous inroads into the consumer sector. This dynamic was
ultimately carried over to the dental sector. Printing units became smaller and cheaper, and
their fields of application changed. The range of printable materials expanded to include
plastics, metal, ceramics, and even human tissue. Rapid-prototyping processes can be
categorized by the type of materials used (plastics, metals, or powder).

2.3. Nomenclature and Classification of Additive CAD/CAM-Based Manufacturing

In additive manufacturing (AM) processes, objects are produced layer by layer on the
basis of three-dimensional models. The term used in common parlance as a synonym for
all additive processes is 3D printing [14].

According to the EN ISO/ASTM 52,900 terminology standard, an AM process is the
“process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer by layer, as
opposed to subtractive manufacturing methods” [15].

EN ISO 17296-2 describes the process fundamentals of additive manufacturing. It
also provides an overview of the existing process categories, although such an overview
can never be comprehensive, given the dynamic development of innovative technologies
(Figure 1).

The following seven process categories can be distinguished within additive manufac-
turing [16]:

• Vat photopolymerization (VPP)
• Material extrusion (MEX)
• Material jetting (MJT)
• Binder jetting (BJT)
• Powder-bed fusion (PBF)
• Directed energy deposition (DED)
• Sheet lamination (SHL)
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Figure 1. Overview of the existing process categories in additive manufacturing. (According to EN ISO 17296-2).

3. The Status Quo of Dental 3D Printing

Additive manufacturing has raised high expectations. Its market potential is thought
to be considerable. The Gartner Hype Cycle [17], providing a powerful snapshot of current
trends, reviews public attention to a specific technology (such as 3D printing) in the context
of its development over time. The Hype Cycle is divided into five parts. For the innovation
trigger, a potential technology breakthrough and media interest trigger significant publicity
as commercial viability is unproven. At the peak of inflated expectations, the topic is
hot, and unrealistic expectations are fueled by excessive enthusiasm. This is followed by
the trough of disillusionment and the slope of enlightenment, in which public interest
has decreased, but the technology is being improved. At the plateau of productivity, the
technology is recognized and maturing.

Dental 3D printing follows this hype cycle (Figure 2). The Gartner analysis predicted
in 2014 that 3D printing would take about 10 to 15 years to full adoption. This could be
roughly true for the dental sector, if probably not as much as marketing claims would
suggest. Neutral institutions should be tasked with attenuating inflated forecasts and
supporting the continuous establishment of the technology as a function of the state of
research and development, and to modulate expectations. Yet, the potential is, in fact,
immense. Dental technicians and dentists should familiarize themselves with 3D printing
technology and objectively assess possible areas of application.

Common Processes in Dental 3D Printing

The technology is not entirely new. Additive manufacturing has been established
in the dental sector for almost 20 years, represented, for example, by the laser sintering
(selective laser melting, SLM) processes of Bego Medical (Bremen, Germany) and EOS
(Krailing, Germany). When presented for the first time in November 2002, this technology
for printing metals caused a sensation. Experts recognized the enormous potential of this
technology. Moreover, SLM enjoys worldwide acceptance as the basis for manufacturing
metallic structures (such as crowns, bridges, or clasp-retained cast-metal frameworks).
Stereolithography (SL), too, has been used in the dental industry for many years, for
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example, in the production of surgical templates (drilling guides). Stereolithography
is based on point-by-point solidification within a resin vat (epoxy resins, acrylates) by
means of a laser beam or with the aid of blue-light LEDs (digital light processing, DLP).
Until a few years ago, 3D printers for dental applications were the preserve of industry
or large manufacturing centers, given the considerable capital outlays required, but for
some time now, many printers have come down to within reach of “regular” dental
laboratories. Moreover, industry outsiders are entering the dental market and offering
additive manufacturing technologies. Using comparatively inexpensive equipment, dental
laboratories can now realize objects made of acrylics or composite resins to be used in the
preparatory stages of a workflow, such as jaw models or surgical templates.

 

now, many printers have come down to within reach of “regular” dental laboratories. 

Figure 2. Dental 3D printing follows the characteristics of the Gartner hype cycle.

4. Dental Indications and Applications of 3D Printing

Not all additive technologies are suitable for use in the dental laboratory or practice.
The following sections will discuss indications and applications for 3D printing that are
sensible and economical to use in dental technology or else have great future potential.
These will be differentiated not on the basis of technologies but on the basis of the materials
used, i.e., metals, plastics, and ceramics.

4.1. Additive Manufacturing and Metals

Additive manufacturing using metal alloys has been successfully used in the dental
sector since 2002. The use of laser sintering in the dental field represented a revolution in
the processing of non-precious alloys at the time [18].
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4.1.1. Laser Sintering of Crowns and Bridges Made from Non-Precious Alloys

Laser sintering has now become a standard process for the production of CoCr crowns
and bridges [19]. By optimizing post-processing after the actual building process, it is now
possible to manufacture absolutely stress-free and accurately fitting non-precious alloy
frameworks even for larger bridge spans. The large number of units that can be positioned
on a single platform has reduced the production time per unit to a few minutes (Figure 3).
The procedure is extremely cost-effective and is well established when it comes to fixed
restorations made of non-precious alloys.

 

–

— —

: “The clasp is the old-

anchoring partial dentures.”

Figure 3. Lasersintered CoCr Crowns and Bridges.

To generate stress-free restorative frameworks, the build platforms are summarily
subjected to a thermal post-treatment in a downstream processing step before the individual
restorations are separated from the build platform. Most production centers automate this
step. The support structures are then removed by manual finishing.

The physical and mechanical properties of laser-sintered non-precious alloy crown
and bridge frameworks are comparable to cast restorations [20,21]. The rougher surface
compared to cast or milled restorations actually has a positive effect on the cementation
of laser-sintered crowns and bridges. Inside the crown and at the crown margins, laser-
sintered restorations exhibit small but macroscopically visible ledges parallel to the z-axis
of the building process. Nevertheless, the fit of laser-sintered crowns is within the clinically
acceptable range [22]. Other studies have found that laser-sintered CoCr-alloy crowns have
even a better marginal fit than casted CoCr-alloy crowns [23–25]. Ceramic veneers are very
easily applied to laser-sintered frameworks as their rougher surface makes them highly
wettable by the opaquer.

4.1.2. Laser Sintering of Clasp-Retained Cast-Metal Frameworks

Clasps are one of the oldest forms of denture retention [26]. Clasp-retained dentures,
also referred to as one-piece cast dentures, are a simple form of restoration and allow a
wide range of variations, making them universally applicable [27]. For more than 100 years,
clasps have been a proven means of retaining removable dentures in the presence of
withdrawing forces—for example, when speaking or chewing—and of distributing occlusal
forces as evenly as possible to the residual teeth and soft tissue. In 1930, Dr. F. E. Roach
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wrote in the Journal of the American Dental Association [28]: “The clasp is the oldest and
still is and probably will continue to be the most practical and popular means of anchoring
partial dentures.”

The introduction of digital techniques for the production of dentures, such as computer-
aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and additive manufacturing
techniques, allows one-piece prostheses to be planned digitally and manufactured sub-
tractively using CNC milling units, or additively, using 3D printing [29]. Here, we can
distinguish between indirect and direct fabrication methods. In the indirect method, the
frameworks are printed in wax or plastics and then produced by casting using the lost-wax
technique. In the direct method, the CAD data set is directly converted into a Co-Cr alloy
object by laser sintering [30–32] (Figure 4). This method is currently still in the prototype
stage. Recent publications have claimed advantages for laser sintering in digital man-
ufacturing in terms of standardization, reduced production times, and easy transfer of
digital data [33]. However, its economic viability is still critically assessed [34]. Additional
research is required before this method can be definitely recommended. Particular attention
must be paid to the retaining elements (clasps), as these are permanently exposed to high
mechanical loads as they serve in their retaining and supporting function.

–

 






with more than twice the latter’s survival rates. One reason could be the superior 

Figure 4. Laser sintered removable partial denture with support structures.

An in-vitro study by the authors, conducted at the Department for Dental Prosthetics
University Hospital, Ludwig-Maximilians University Munich, examined the mechanical
quality of cast versus laser-sintered clasps for cast-metal frameworks. The results of the
study are very promising and show the high mechanical potential of laser-sintered clasps.
The following key statements can be made on the basis of this study [35]:

• The required initial clasp withdrawal forces were attained by the cast and laser-
sintered clasps alike. After artificial aging, the laser-sintered clasps exhibited no
decrease in retention force.

• Pores and flaws were smaller and more evenly distributed overall in the laser-sintered
clasps compared to the cast clasps.

• Laser-sintered clasps performed significantly better in the long term than cast clasps,
with more than twice the latter’s survival rates. One reason could be the superior
structural quality of the laser-sintered clasps.
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4.1.3. Hybrid Manufacturing

In digital dental technology, hybrid production is the term for a combination of
additive and subtractive steps with a view to combining the efficiency of additive manu-
facturing with the precision of CNC milling [36,37]. Objects made using hybrid processes
are characterized by improved surface structures, greater accuracy of fit, and lower cost
(Figure 5). The company Datron (Mühltal, Germany) has been working on the imple-
mentation of dental manufacturing using hybrid technology for more than 8 years. A
collaboration project by Datron, Concept Laser (Lichtenfels, Germany), and the Follow
Me Technology Group (Munich, Germany) is working on mapping the hybrid workflow
to standard milling machines through smart networking. An essential part of hybrid
manufacturing is the transfer of the zero point (origo) from the additive process to the
CNC milling unit. For this purpose, three measuring pins are built on the build platform
during sintering. These pins are detected by the Datron D5 milling unit by means of an
infrared touch probe developed especially for the hybrid manufacturing process, allowing
the unit to determine the exact positions of the laser-sintered objects. The correction values
are calculated directly by the unit, thus that no new CAM calculations are required. Since
the objects remain firmly attached to the platform for post-processing (no pick-up via the
grid structure), maximum positioning accuracy and precision are ensured. For implant
superstructures, the screw hole is machined from the basal side via the screw access canal
using special form cutters. Manufacturing costs can be reduced in the range of 30% to 50%,
depending on the production volume.

 

–

3D 

Figure 5. Hybrid manufacturing combines additive manufacturing. With CNC-milling (Source:
Datron AG, Mühltal, Germany).

4.2. Additive Manufacturing and Polymers

Several 3D printing technologies exist for the additive manufacturing of plastic ob-
jects [38–40] and exhibit, when compared to each other, different characteristics regarding
speed, resolution, size, and process reliability depending on the underlying technology
(Table 1). Currently, stereolithographic processes predominate in the dental sector, includ-
ing classic stereolithography using a laser source (stereolithography, SLA) and the so-called
mask exposure processes (digital light processing, DLP). In both processes, the object is
solidified by the action of light in a vat of photopolymer.
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Table 1. Characteristics of 3D printing technologies for plastics used in the dental sector.

Filament-Based 3D Printing Light-Based 3D Printing Material Jetting

FDM/FFF SLA DUP DLP MJT

Speed medium medium medium high high

Resolution low high medium high high

Size scalable scalable scalable scalable scalable

Process reliability medium medium low high high

Cost low medium low medium to high high

For about 3 years now, 3D printers have been available that use low-cost liquid crystal
displays (LCD). The technology is called direct ultraviolet printing (DUP); it uses the LCD
displays for pixel-by-pixel exposure of the build platform. UV LEDs with a wavelength
range of 395 to 405 nm are usually used for background lighting.

Direct 3D printing processes (material jetting, MJT) are also used in dental applications.
A special process worth mentioning is multi-material 3D printing by Stratasys, which al-
lows different colors and materials with different properties to be processed simultaneously
in a single build. Material extrusion (MEX) processes such as fused-filament fabrication
(FFF) or fused deposition modeling (FDM) are currently of lesser relevance on the dental
market since they require long printing times and are restricted to lower resolutions. Of
the technologies mentioned for the plastics sector, SLA, DLP, and MJT appear to be the
most interesting from a technical and economic point of view [41–46].

4.2.1. Stereolithography Using a Laser Source (SLA)

Stereolithographic systems, which use laser beams to solidify liquids, were the first
3D printing systems to appear on the market. Charles Hull had applied for a patent for
the first stereolithography printer as early as in the 1980s. The first devices were very
extensive—and expensive. The latest generation of stereolithographic printers, by contrast,
has become quite economical. Formlabs (Sommerville, MA, USA) has been offering a 3D
printer for dental applications for about five years now. This very affordable system is an
ideal entry-level system for 3D printing technology, even if building takes much longer
than with to DLP printers.

4.2.2. Digital Light Processing (DLP)

Along with stereolithography, digital light processing is probably one of the most
popular additive manufacturing processes in the dental sector right now. The design of a
DLP printer is similar to that of an SLA printer, the main difference being the light source
used. In the SLA printer, the photopolymer is cured with the help of a laser beam. DLP
printers use projection technology from Texas Instruments instead, where short-wave light
(currently used wavelengths: 380 nm and 405 nm) is guided through a digital micromirror
device (DMD) that constitutes the core of the DLP technology. The system uses controlled
square micromirrors with an edge length of approximately 16 µm. The light is guided
optically either onto the build platform, which resides in a translucent vat of photopolymer
(photopolymer bath) or onto a diffuse surface (absorber). This is made possible by tilting the
individual micromirrors in the unit, which are triggered by forces exerted by electrostatic
fields [47,48]. The exposure mask is projected onto the build platform through an optical
lens, causing the photopolymer to cure at the exposed areas. After each exposed mask, the
build platform moves along the z-axis, and new material flows into the space beneath the
object and can be exposed with the next mask. When using DLP technology, the building
time is, therefore, almost independent of the objects produced, the decisive factor being the
dimension of the object along the z-axis.
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Resolution of DLP Printers

One micromirror corresponds to one image point (pixel). Since a DMD has a limited
number of these micromirrors, when the build platform is increased in size, edge lengths
along the x and y axes also increase, resulting in lower precision. There are currently three
ways to, nevertheless, realize larger build platforms, although the first one will not find its
way into standard lab printers for the time being on account of the cost involved:

• Using a DMD chip with higher resolution (e.g., 4K resolution)

Less expensive DLP printers use DMD chips with lower resolution (e.g., 1280 × 720 pixels)
and a correspondingly smaller footprint. If DMD chips with high resolution (e.g., HD
1920 × 1080 pixels) are used, greater object accuracy can be achieved with the same foot-
print. When using 4K DMD chips (3840 × 2160 pixels), it is possible to achieve high
resolutions while maintaining a large build area (e.g., Rapid Shape D70+; Rapid Shape,
Heimsheim, Germany) [49]. However, the prices for 4K DMD chips are still very high.

• Two DLP projectors with HD resolution connected in parallel

This approach creates a “joint” on the build platform caused by the use of two light
sources. As a result, no objects can be printed that are positioned across the projection field.
Example: Rapid Shape D40 II (Rapid Shape) [50]

• Moving DLP projectors (W2P Engineering, Vienna, Austria)

DLP projectors whose optical subsystem moves below the material vat are able to
expose a larger area [51]. One advantage of the Moving DLP is that the object will feature
no joint line and that, consequently, the entire extent of the build platform can be used at
full resolution. This makes for a higher resolution, greater printing accuracy, and better
utilization of the capacity of the device.

• Prodways MovingLight technology (Prodways Group, Paris, France)

The MovingLight technology was developed and patented by the French company
Prodways [52]. This AM technology is based on the DLP process. It differs from its
competitors’ approaches in that the projector is not rigidly fixed in one location within the
printer but moves around across the complete working area in several steps, achieving high
resolutions (42 µm) and high accuracy despite the extensive build platform [53]. Examples
include Prodways’ ProMaker LD10 Dental Plus, LD10 Dental Models, LD20 Dental Plus,
and LD20 Dental Models. The latter two have two movable projector heads, reducing build
times by another 40%. For example, it takes about 1 hour to print 55 dental arches.

DLP Printer Build Process Optimization

The DLP printers also use various techniques to detach objects from the material vat
during the build process. This detachment occurs after each exposure cycle when the build
platform is lifted along the z-axis. Four different techniques are applied:

• Fixed intervals

The build platform covers a defined path in a defined time after the exposure cycle.
The path/time ratio here remains the same within a build process, even if the object could
be removed sooner in the process (e.g., when using fewer support structures). The fixed-
interval principle is very simple, but the duration of the building processes is not altered.

• Force Feedback technology (Rapid Shape, Heimsheim, Germany)

The force needed for detachment can be measured via force sensors. The smart control
technology is then used to calculate an optimum path/time ratio, which speeds up the
building process [54]. A particular advantage is that the separation process is controlled
and gentle. The patented Force Feedback technology is used, for example, by the Rapid
Shape D30.

• Vat deflection feedback system (VDFS; W2P, Vienna, Austria)
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The patented vat deflection feedback system uses an additional sensor to speed up
the building process. In addition, the material tray can be deformed (FlexVat), allowing
the detachment force to be minimized and resulting in increased printing speed and
quality [55,56].

• Continuous direct light processing (CDLP; Carbon3D, Redwood City, CA, USA)

In 2015, Carbon3D first released information on its patented continuous liquid inter-
face production (CLIP) technology, which is classified as a CDLP process [57,58]. Unlike
the incremental build-up of objects in DLP printers, the CLIP process involves a continuous
build process without the steps normally required to detach objects from the build platform
in DLP printing. This process is enabled by the fact that there is an oxygen-rich zone (“dead
zone”) immediately above the build platform where no curing of the photopolymer takes
place. Oxygen is conducted into the “dead zone” through a window that is permeable to
oxygen. Since there is no adhesion of the object to the build platform, a continuous build
process is possible. The result is extremely high build speeds with high object precision
and continuous object geometries along the z-axis. Examples of dental applications in-
clude additively manufactured Lucitone Digital Print denture bases from DentsplySirona
(York, PA, USA) or bite splints made of KeyPrint or KeySplint Soft Clear, both additively
manufactured using a Carbon3D printer.

4.2.3. Material Jetting (MJT)

In material jetting, the material is applied directly to the build platform via the print
head (similar to the 2D printing process) and then cured in an intermediate exposure step,
building up the object layer by layer. The best-known representative of this technology is
the Polyjet method (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA), characterized by an extremely fast
build process and high precision [41–43]. A special feature is multi-material 3D printing,
where five different grades of materials can be printed in more than 500,000 colors [59–61].
The Stratasys product portfolio includes, for example, the J720 Dental or J750 Digital
Anatomy printers that operate in multi-material multicolor mode.

4.2.4. Useful Indications for AM of Polymers

• Model fabrication based on intraoral scan data

Due to the high efficiency of DLP printers in combination with high precision, the
digital fabrication of master models and segmented models is one of the primary domains
of DLP printers [62]. In particular, the additive manufacturing of models for oral implan-
tology would appear to be an interesting application for these systems (Figure 6). Precise
positioning of the laboratory analogs in the printed model is crucial, as it has a decisive
influence on the proximal and occlusal fit of the restorations.

• Templates (drilling stents) for guided implant surgery

Software developments in recent years have made it possible to overlay (match)
volume data sets from radiology (DICOM) with surface data sets (STL) from the laboratory
or from intraoral scanners. This allows optimizing the implant position, taking into account
anatomical, surgical, and prosthetic aspects. The planned positions are then realized with
the help of a surgical template inserted into the patient’s mouth. DLP printing technology
offers particular advantages here, as it allows very quick production at low costs (Figure 7).
Unlike subtractive methods, there are no restrictions on the design of the three-dimensional
geometry [63].
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Figure 6. Additive manufactured models for implantology. 
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Figure 7. 3D printed surgical guide with drilling sleeves.

• Custom impression trays

The production of custom impression trays is made particularly enticing by DLP
printing technology due to the sped of this technology. The CAD software solutions
available on the market allow custom impression trays to be designed with optimum fit
parameters in just a few steps, saving considerable time, especially when undercuts are
blocked out virtually and can be dimensioned more precisely. It is important to avoid
irreversible deformation of the impression during removal [64]. Despite their technical
advantages, it should be pointed out that the materials currently intended for the fabrication
of functional impression trays are expensive, making them viable only for use in implant
impression trays (Figure 8). It would appear advisable to combine them with digital
implant planning, as digital models will already be available in this context, and the
position of the planned implants can be used as a basis for tray fabrication.
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Figure 8. Cross-section through an implant impression tray on the implant model (Source: Shera
Werkstofftechnologie, Lemförde, Germany).

• Production of occlusal splints

In addition to production using the scatter-and-press method or subtractive milling,
it is also possible to produce precision-fit occlusal splints by 3D printing. However, in
addition to the overall production accuracy, the quality of the material and the associated
long-term stability and biocompatibility are determining factors. No long-term clinical
experience with additively manufactured occlusal splints has as yet been reported. At the
same time, it is necessary to investigate the elution behavior of additively manufactured
occlusal splints under laboratory and oral conditions [65]. Comparisons with current proce-
dures would be desirable to decide which manufacturing process yields the best long-term
results. The bar has generally been set very high for homogeneity and biocompatibility as
achieved by high-performance polymers machined in the subtractive CAD/CAM process
(e.g., milled splints). Factors such as the positioning and alignment of the objects and their
influence on accuracy, stability, and durability must also be investigated. The working
angle on the build platform and, hence, the direction of the layers seem to be of particular
importance here (Figure 9). Initial studies have shown that 3D-printed occlusal splints are
similarly accurate as CAD/CAM-milled splints but exhibit higher material wear and less
favorable material properties [66–68].

• Production of realistic training models

Realistic patient models for training and continuing education courses have been
developed by the Department for Dental Prosthetics of the University of Munich. These
models can be fixed on standard phantom heads (Figure 10). Their design is based on
scanned models, with connection geometries (threading, anti-rotational features) added in
the CAD software. In order to save on weight and material, the models are hollow on the
inside and possess a reinforcing grid. After adding the support structures and subsequent
slicing, the models were printed on the SheraPrint D30. The SheraPrint-model was used as
the material for the models, a material that is also excellently suited for the preparation of
various restorative shapes with irrigated rotary instruments. These models can be used to
easily simulate the cementation of various restorations in the phantom head [61].
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Figure 9. Different orientations for occlusal splints on the build platform.
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Figure 10. 3D printed realistic training models in a standard phantom head.

The next stage of development for the production of training models are multi-layer
models. This multi-layering can refer to tooth structures as well as to layered structures of
the entire jaw. Such models are extremely versatile to use; they may cover nature-identical
simulation teeth for endodontic exercises [69] (Figure 11) to multi-layered models of the
complete jaw for surgical simulations and trainings [70] (Figure 12).

• Production of graphic 3D models (3D Medical Print, Lenzing, Austria)

Several intraoral 3D scanners now allow the digital capture of shade information in
addition to surface data. Available file formats include PLY, OBJ, and VRML. Using Polyjet
technology, it is possible to convert these data into physical models. The pertinent shade
information is geometry-related, i.e., the two-dimensional shade information is uniquely
assigned to 3D surfaces. Model builder software is used to generate a virtual shade model,
which is then converted into a physical shade model using multi-material 3D printing
(Polyjet technology; Stratasys, Rheinmünster, Germany) (Figure 13). Since the transfer
of shade information is not possible with analog impressions, graphic 3D models are a
veritable “killer application.” Data generation and model production mandate the use of a
digital workflow. In the future, new possibilities will emerge here that will be associated
with enormous improvements and simplified procedures, especially for highly esthetic
dental restorations [2,71].
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Figure 11. Nature-identical simulation teeth.

 



are a veritable “killer application.” Data generation and model production mandate the 

Figure 12. Multi-layered model of the complete jaw for surgical simulations and trainings.

Another possible application of multi-material 3D printing in the dental field could
be the fabrication of multi-layered dentures made from different materials. With regard
to the identical reproduction of natural teeth by crowns or bridges, this technology is
currently in the prototype phase. It is based on the tooth-structure database, according
to Schweiger [72–74], which allows the multilayer structure of natural teeth to be copied
and the data thus generated to be used in an additive manufacturing process (Figure 14).
The ultimate aim is to produce biomimetic dental restorations that reflect the multi-layered
three-dimensionality as well as the complex mechanical and optical properties of natural
teeth. Taking into account the light-optical properties of the different tooth layers (pulp,
dentin, enamel), an identical esthetic reproduction of natural teeth can be achieved.
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Figure 13. 3D printed graphic 3D model based on 3D data from an intraoral 3D scanners.

–

 

–Figure 14. CAD–construction of 4 upper incisal crowns using the tooth-structure database.

Current research at the Department for Dental Prosthetics at the University of Munich
uses data from the tooth-structure database in a Stratasys Polyjet process to implement the
concept. At present, the process allows the fabrication of esthetic try-in crowns or bridges
from light-polymerizing resins (Figure 15). The materials used are approved for use in the
mouth for up to 24 h, permitting the evaluation of functional and not least esthetic criteria.

Since the layering process includes no analogous steps, the result is not influenced by
manual imponderables. The composition of the printing materials in combination with
the three-dimensional multi-layer structure of the denture are the only determinants of the
structural and esthetic results. Fine-tuning the material composition in the multi-material
3D printing process is likely to permit fine-tuning of optical properties in the future. For
example, various mixtures for the enamel compound are currently being tested in in-vitro
studies to replicate the light transmission behavior of natural tooth enamel as closely as
possible. Likewise, the shade and translucency of different dentin qualities can be adjusted
by mixing. The layered 3D design of the restorations is reproducible thanks to the digital
design process. After the try-in, the layered structure can be transferred to the final ceramic
restoration, for example, by way of subtractive manufacturing [61].
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Figure 15. 3D printed multi-layered upper incisal crowns.

• VarseoSmile Crown plus–3D printing of permanent single-tooth restorations (Bego,
Bremen, Germany)

The question of whether definitive dental restorations can be produced by a 3D printer
can be answered by looking at the findings of materials science regarding 3D printing
materials. The requirements of materials for dental prostheses permanently installed in the
mouth are by necessity high. Definitive restorations require the use of materials that can
withstand both high mechanical stress and the various chemical processes present in the
oral cavity. No harmful substances must be released during the wearing period, and the
materials must have a smooth surface to forestall bacterial deposits (plaque). In addition, a
practical and economical manufacturing process must be available that can ensure precision
in the micrometer range. Since February 2020, Bego has been offering the world’s first
method for manufacturing single-tooth restorations using 3D printing and a ceramically
reinforced hybrid material. The Bego VarseoSmile Crown plus can be used to produce single-
tooth crowns, inlays, onlays, and veneers using an additive process. The material has been
extensively studied in scientific testing and has yielded excellent results. In particular, its
fracture load (at baseline and after artificial aging), abrasion resistance, long-term stability
of the cementing agent, solubility, and cytotoxicity were investigated [75]. Production in the
Bego Varseo XS, which is a low-cost, high-resolution DLP 3D printer with excellent detail
resolution, appears particularly interesting. Up to 20 individual restorations can be printed
simultaneously on the build platform. The printer is network-compatible, facilitating fast
and uncomplicated data exchange with CAD PCs. After the printing process, cleaning
is carried out using ethanol and air-abrading using gloss beads (e.g., Perlablast micro;
Bego). The restorations are then post-polymerized in the Bego Otoflash light-curing unit.
As the surface of the printed restorations is smooth and homogeneous, the finishing step
can be limited to smoothing the surface and subsequent polishing. Alternatively, the
polymerized restorations can be customized using commercially available composite-
resin stains (Figure 16). Bego VarseoSmile Crown plus restorations are cemented with
self-adhesive luting materials (e.g., RelyX Unicem; 3M, Seefeld, Germany) or with luting
composites with a separate primer (e.g., Variolink Esthetic DC and Monobond Plus; Ivoclar
Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein). The VarseoSmile Crown plus hybrid material is available
in 7 shades (A1, A2, A3, B1, B3, C2, D3).
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Figure 16. Single-tooth crowns printed with VarseoSmile Crown plus (Bego).

4.3. Additive Manufacturing and Ceramics

A number of different build-up methods now allow even ceramic materials to be
processed using either indirect or direct techniques.

Indirect technique

• Trix print process by Dekema (Freilassing, Germany)
• IPS e.max Digital Press Design–Wax Tree by Ivoclar Vivadent (Schaan, Liechtenstein)

Direct technique

• SLA process, e.g., 3DCeram (Limoges, France)
• DLP process, e.g., LCM (lithography-based ceramic manufacturing, LCM) by Lithoz

(Vienna, Austria)
• Material extrusion (fused-filament fabrication, FFF; paste-extrusion modeling, PEM)
• Material jetting/nanoparticle jetting, e.g., XJET (Rehovot, Israel)
• Binder jetting, e.g., 3D Systems (Rock Hill, SC, USA)
• SLS process (research project at the Department for Dental Prosthetics of the University

of Munich, the Friedrich Baur Institute for Biomaterials at Bayreuth, Germany, and
Concept Laser at Lichtenfels, Germany)

• LOM process (laminated object layering)

4.3.1. Indirect 3D Printing of Ceramics Example: Dekema Trix Print

Dekema (Freilassing, Germany) uses a novel approach to pressable ceramics with its
innovative Trix system. It combines the advantages of digital design with the unbeatable
efficiency of proven ceramic pressing technology. The system maps the entire pressing
workflow digitally, from wax-up to the pressing itself. The individual steps are explained
below using the example of several partial crown restorations.

Scanning and CAD design

The oral situation can be digitally acquired directly, by means of an intraoral scanner,
or indirectly, by scanning a master cast after taking an analog impression. The digital
pressing technology is suitable for both acquisition methods. The partial crowns can be
efficiently using standard CAD software tools.
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Automatic addition of sprues and placeholders for up to three pressing plungers

After selecting the objects to be pressed from the respective CAD system, Trix CAD
automatically designs the complete wax-up, including the placeholders for up to three
pressing plungers, in order to press up to three pressing pellets (which can be of different
shades) in one process. Trix CAM determines the required layer pattern and sends it to the
Dekema Trix print 3D printer.

3D printing using the Dekema Trix print 3D printer

The sliced layer data are printed on the build platform of the Trixpress muffle system.
The associated Trix cast printable burnout material is also made by Dekema.

Investing and pressing

3D printing is followed by cleaning and curing the objects and investing them in the
Trixpress muffle. After heating in the preheating furnace and residue-free calcination, the
pressing ceramic is inserted into the muffle and usually pressed with the Trixpress punches
(Figure 17). The project-specific pressing program has already been streamed from the Trix
CAM to the Austromat 654i for this purpose. Alternatively, the data can also be transferred
by way of a USB stick.

 

crown is fabricated using Lithoz’ li-

Figure 17. Comparison of 3D printed and pressed ceramic inlays.

Finishing and glazing

After pressing, the partial crowns are finalized following standard procedure; there
is no difference between this workflow and the analog workflow. When working with a
completely digital workflow, it is recommended to record the scan data of the dentition
by means of a 3D-printed model thus that it is possible to check the fit along with the
proximal and occlusal contacts. Staining and glaze firing then completes the fabrication of
the partial crowns.

4.3.2. Direct 3D Printing of Ceramics Example: LCM Technology

No market-ready applications are yet available for direct 3D printing in the dental
realm. The most advanced approach is probably the patented LCM process by Lithoz
(Vienna, Austria) [76,77]. We will illustrate the current state of the art in dental zirconia
3D printing using the example of a mandibular molar crown. After scanning the jaws
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and CAD-designing the restoration, the fully contoured crown is fabricated using Lithoz’
lithography-based ceramic manufacturing (LCM) technology. The LCM process is based
on digital light processing (DLP). Here a photosensitive ceramic slurry is selectively cured,
achieving a high filler content and a dense packing of the ceramic particles in the pre-
sintered blank. This is necessary to produce defect-free and dense ceramic objects. The
polymer network connects the ceramic particles. For dental applications, Lithoz has
developed the CeraFab 7500 Dental 3D printer. The fully contoured posterior crown was
made from LithaCon 3Y 230 (zirconia stabilized with 3 mol-% yttria-stabilized zirconia,
3Y-TZP). The printing process took approximately 7 h for 20 crowns, for a printing time of
21 min per crown.

After the additive manufacturing process, the crowns are available as “green bodies”
that still contain the organic binder material, which must be removed in the next step—
thermal debinding at 1000 ◦C over a period of several hours. This creates the so-called
“white body,” which no longer contains any binder and will already have formed solid
sintering bridges that prevent the object from disintegrating. At this point, individual
staining is performed using staining solutions, with three variants being available:

• Immersing the crown in the staining solution
• Custom painting of the crown using a brush and staining solution
• A combination of the two

The combination variant has shown itself to be the preferred variant. Here, a basic
stain is achieved by immersion, followed by individual characterization using various
intensive staining solutions, particularly at the crown margin and in the incisal/occlusal
area. After staining, it is important that the crowns are dried before the final sintering step,
ideally using infrared light. The sintering process is carried out at 1600 ◦C, at a heating
rate of 8 ◦C/min and a holding time at the final temperature of 2 h. The cooling rate was
also 8 ◦C/min down to 500 ◦C with subsequent ambient cooling to room temperature. The
crowns are finalized with a stain firing and a glaze firing at 770 ◦C; IPS e.max Ceram Stains
were used for this purpose in the case illustrated (Figure 18).

additive manufacturing process, the crowns are available as “green bodies” 
—

“white body,” which no longer contains any binder and will already have formed solid 





 

TZP using Lithoz’ LCM process. This classic zirconia 

Figure 18. 3D printed Zirconia crown in the green and the white state and finally sintered.
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Assessment of the final result

The crown was made from 3Y-TZP using Lithoz’ LCM process. This classic zirconia
was originally designed intended for the fabrication of crown or bridge frameworks,
which were manually veneered using a ceramic material made of silicate ceramics. The
translucency of the frameworks was, therefore, low. Nevertheless, the LCM process can
achieve pleasing esthetics even with fully contoured crowns. The excellent reproduction
of the sharp-edged crown margins and the exact reproduction of the occlusal surfaces
with a well-defined and natural representation of the fissures were particularly striking.
Since subtractive machining invariably requires crown margins to be reinforced and the
occlusal fissures will always be rounded due to the finite diameter of the burs, additive
manufacturing proves advantageous here.

4.3.3. Multi-Material 3D Printing of Ceramics

The most interesting development in the field of additive manufacturing using ce-
ramics is multi-material 3D printing. The first prototypes were presented by the WZR
company in 2014 [15], which combined two processes, namely binder jetting (BJT) and
material jetting (MJT). Here, particle-filled inks are applied directly to the powder bed via
the print head. If, for example, a different material is selected for the ink it is possible to
alter the structural composition of the workpiece. Inks filled with metal particles can also
be injected into a ceramic powder bed, thus that, for example, an object made of silicate
ceramics can be built that integrates electrical conductor paths in silver.

The latest development in this field was presented by Lithoz in mid-2020. A spe-
cially developed LCM printer (CeraFab Multi 2M30) makes it possible to produce objects
from different materials in a single printing process. It is possible not only to combine
different ceramics but also to create ceramo-metal and ceramo-polymer objects. Material
combinations currently include four variants [77]:

• Two materials in a single layer
• A denser material combined with a second porous material
• Two-phase or multi-phase materials with gradual variations in composition
• Gradual variations in both density and composition

These currently available options presage the enormous potential of this technology.
It is likely that this will also affect additive manufacturing for dental applications.

5. Limitations of 3D-Printing

Basically, you can distinguish between 3D-printers for hobby use and for professional
use. Practical application has shown that the relatively inexpensive printers for hobby users
often show poor printing results, especially noticeable gradations in the FFF printers due to
the filament fibers. For this reason, the devices available for dental use are mostly expensive
but show good final results. However, even the printers for professional use generate a
more or less pronounced gradation in the Z-direction. This is largely dependent on the
thickness of the individual layers. The thinner the building layer, the lower the graduation,
but also the longer the processing time. A further limitation is the maximum achievable
build speed and the size of the build space. Newly developed technologies in the field
of component detachment (see Section 4.2.2) in particular can solve the speed problem
and lead to extremely high construction speeds. There are also limitations in the materials
that can be used for 3D-printing. Especially in the field of polymers, printers based on
photopolymers are predominantly used in dental technology, especially in the field of VAT
polymerization (SLA, DLP, DUP). This greatly reduces the range of resins that can be used,
resulting in significant disadvantages here compared to standard manufacturing processes
(e.g., CNC technologies, analog manufacturing techniques). A possible solution to this
problem could be the so-called "drop-on-demand" technology in which thermoplastics
approved for medical technology are melted from a granulate and applied dropwise in a
plastic state to the build platform. The achievable surface quality of this technique differs
substantially from the results from filament printers. Further on, there is only little data
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regarding the behavior of 3D printed devices or restaurations in the oral cavity. Data on
plaque formation, elution behavior, and general biocompatibility of 3D printed polymer
materials are scarce [65,78], and further data on specific materials are urgently required.

6. Outlook

Additive processes have the significant advantage that an object´s properties can
be individually influenced during the construction process. This applies to mechanical
and esthetic properties alike. In subtractive processes, by contrast, these characteristics
are predetermined by the manufactured milling blank. 3D-printing thus gives users an
enormous range of choices as early as during the design process. On the other hand,
the precision and efficiency of subtractive machining are extremely high, thus that the
combination of both manufacturing techniques seems to make eminent sense.

In addition to the production of auxiliary systems (surgical guides, models, individual
impression trays) and fixed dentures, there is a trend towards 3D-printing in the field of
removable dentures. RPD’s made of CoCr using additive technologies have already found
their way into dental laboratories and practices. Currently, more and more publications
on additive manufacturing of complete dentures are being published [79–82]. The results
regarding mechanical strength, fit, and surface quality are promising. Since the denture
bases have large area contact with the oral mucosa, biocompatibility must be critically
examined. In particular, elution behavior and cytotoxicity must be investigated before a
final assessment is made [65,78].

Finally, there are areas in which the classic analog processes are unbeatable in terms
of economy, for example, ceramic pressing. However, here, too, integrating digital steps
can be useful. With further advances in the additive manufacturing of ceramic restorations,
innovative approaches to the production of natural-looking dental restorations will soon
arise. Digital acquisition of three-dimensional tooth layering using NIRI technology—a
likely future achievement—could be a foundation of this technique, together with tooth-
structure databases [72–74]. Additive technologies such as the Lithoz LCM process are
the ideal manufacturing routes to achieving this goal. Gradient technologies can be in-
dividually adapted to restoration geometries and offer unimagined design freedom in
three-dimensional space, impossible to achieve with conventional technologies—all within
the scope of patient-focused, individualized, and personalized dentistry.
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Abstract: The topical literature lacks any comparison between stereolithography (SLA) and direct

light processing (DLP) printing methods with regard to the accuracy of complete denture base

fabrication, thereby utilizing materials certified for this purpose. In order to investigate this aspect,

15 denture bases were printed with SLA and DLP methods using three build angles: 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦.

The dentures were digitalized using a laboratory scanner (D2000, 3Shape) and analyzed in analyzing

software (Geomagic Control X, 3D systems). Differences between 3D datasets were measured using

the root mean square (RMS) value for trueness and precision and mean and maximum deviations

were obtained for each denture base. The data were statistically analyzed using two-way ANOVA

and Tukey’s multiple comparison test. A heat map was generated to display the locations of the

deviations within the intaglio surface. The overall tendency indicated that SLA denture bases had

significantly higher trueness for most build angles compared to DLP (p < 0.001). The 90◦ build angle

may provide the best trueness for both SLA and DLP. With regard to precision, statistically significant

differences were found in the build angles only. Higher precision was revealed in the DLP angle of

0◦ in comparison to the 45◦ and 90◦ angles.

Keywords: stereolithography; direct light processing; complete denture; edentulism; rapid prototyp-

ing; 3D printing; additive manufacturing; rapid manufacturing

1. Introduction

With extensive applications of computer-aided design and computer-aided manufactur-
ing (CAD/CAM) in modern clinical dentistry, various additive manufacturing (AM) methods
have become available for the fabrication of surgical guides, dental models, provisional
crowns and complete dentures [1–3]. In the past decade, a large number of clinical and
technical protocols has been introduced to fabricate a complete denture in a fully digital work-
flow. Many of them utilize additive manufacturing for printing either a try-in or a definitive
denture [4–6]. In a clinical study by Cristache et al., patients’ high levels of satisfaction with
digitally produced dentures were recorded in a follow-up after 18 months [7]. The fabrication
of complete dentures using AM can be considered as a promising technique with regard
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to its clinical and technical performance [8,9]. Furthermore, it was reported that additively
produced denture bases show a comparable tissue adaptation to milled ones [10].

Direct light processing (DLP) is the most widely applied AM method for 3D printing
of denture bases [4,10–13]. It utilizes a micro-mirror device and ultraviolet light for a layer-
wise build-up of photopolymerizable resin [14]. Stereolithography (SLA) is an alternative
vat polymerization method based on a laser beam raster scanning of the surface within a
tank with photosensitive liquid, generally also a photopolymerizable resin [15,16].

Different principles in the printing process between SLA and DLP methods may po-
tentially cause anisotropy with regard to the dimensional accuracy of the printed parts [17].
In case of SLA, the laser beam travels across the layer surface, causing localized polymer-
ization of the photosensitive resin in the area of the illuminated field, whereas in case of
DLP, the whole material portion in the x/y space is cured simultaneously by a one-time
projection of the whole layer through the light projector [14]. Besides the type of resin and
the light intensity, the accuracy of the mentioned AM methods may also be influenced
by the build angle of the printing process [18–20]. This aspect has been investigated for
DLP with regard to complete denture manufacturing and yielded no significant differences
among the various build angles [12]. Another study highlighted potential differences in
accuracy between DLP and SLA in the maxillofacial field [17]. Choi et al. reported that SLA
may produce more accurate dental models than DLP [21]. The influence of build angle on
the accuracy of SLA-produced surgical guides has also been widely investigated, reporting
the 90◦ angle to yield the best clinical outcome [22]. Moreover, the layer thickness may
influence the final result, whereby 50 µm layer printing provides a better dimensional
accuracy [23].

However, no clinical report can be found regarding the utilization of SLA for manufac-
turing complete dentures in a digital workflow. The study of Hada et al. investigated the
influence of the build angle on the accuracy of stereolithographically printed bases [24]. It
must be emphasized that the material used in this study was transparent and not specified
by the manufacturer for denture base fabrication.

However, there are various studies devoted to accuracy investigations of various SLA-
and DLP-printed objects. However, the authors are unaware of any comparison between
these AM methods with regard to their dimensional accuracy for a direct denture base
fabrication in a fully digital workflow from certified denture base materials. Recently,
You et al. compared SLA and DLP methods with regard to denture metal base fabrication,
though within a semi-analog production chain [25].

Thus, the aim of the present study was to find out which of these vat polymerization
techniques may produce the most accurate denture base for a fully digital workflow, in
both cases using a certified denture base material and a uniform layer thickness. The study
should also provide a recommendation for the printing preferences with regard to the build
angle for this new application of SLA denture material. The potential finding of the study
should aid a better understanding of how printing process parameters may influence the
clinical performance of additively manufactured denture bases.

The first null hypothesis is that there will be no significant dimensional differences
in SLA- and DLP-printed bases. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that the build angle of
the SLA printing processes using the certified denture base material will not show any
significant influence on the final dimensional accuracy.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Specimen Design and Fabrication

A maxillary complete denture was designed in CAD software (DentalCAD 2.3 Matera,
exocad GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) and exported in a surface tessellation language (STL)
format. For the SLA group, the denture base data was imported into slicing software
(PreForm, Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) and nested on the build platform in 0◦, 45◦,
and 90◦ orientations (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Nesting with three alternative build angles used in the study.

The supporting structures were generated automatically using the software script
and then it was checked that none of them were connected to the intaglio surface. The
denture bases were printed, n = 5 for each printing direction, with a liquid resin (Denture
Base OP Resin, Formlabs, Somerville, USA) using an SLA printer (Form 3B, Formlabs,
Somerville, MA, USA) (Figure 2). Afterwards, the bases were washed in isopropanol in
a specific machine with the help of a stirrer to circulate the liquid (FormWash, Formlabs,
Somerville, MA, USA) and photopolymerized in natural glycerin preheated to 80 ◦C for
60 min in a light chamber (FormCure, Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s specifications.
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Figure 2. Exemplary 3D printed denture bases (here: stereolithography (SLA) with 45◦ build angle).

For the DLP group, the STL file was imported into slicing software (Netfabb Premium
2021, Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA). The supporting structures were also generated
automatically using a software script for DLP printers and a base grid. Care was taken that
none of them touched the intaglio surface. The denture bases were printed, n = 5 for each
printing direction, with liquid resin (V-Print dentbase, VOCO GmbH, Cuxhaven, Germany)
using a DLP printer (Solflex 350 PLUS, W2P Engineering GmbH, Vienna, Austria) with
a flexible silicone vat (FlexVat, W2P Engineering GmbH, Vienna, Austria). Afterwards,
the support structures were removed; the bases were washed out for 5 min in total in an
ultrasonic cleaner with isopropanol, dried for 15 min and photopolymerized for 30 min in
a light chamber (LC-3DPrint Box, 3D Systems Inc., Rock Hill, SC, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s specifications.

2.2. Accuracy Analysis

The accuracy investigation encompassed trueness and precision analysis as per ISO
5725-1. The SLA- and DLP-printed denture bases were digitalized using a laboratory
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scanner (D2000, 3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark). The gathered scans were exported in STL
format and used for the accuracy test. For analysis of trueness, the obtained STL file of each
printed denture was aligned with the reference CAD model using first the three-point-fit
and then best-fit protocols in the analyzing software (Geomagic Control X, 3D Systems Inc.,
Rock Hill, SC, USA). For the alignment process, the intaglio surface was segmented from
the remaining STL dataset, as shown in Figure 3. For the analysis of precision, the obtained
STL files of each printed denture were matched to each other within each group.
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Figure 3. Segmentation of the reference dataset in Geomagic Control X (3D Systems) software for the
further matching process. Only the intaglio surface (dark gray) was used for the best fit protocol.

For quantitative analysis of trueness and precision, the values were automatically
calculated using the root mean square (RMS) error. RMS is recognized as a standard
variable to measure differences between two 3D datasets [21]. The RMS deviation was
calculated with the following formula:

RMS =

√

∑
n
i=1(xR,i − xT,i)

2

n
(1)

where n is the number of measured points, xR,i is the i-th measurement point of the reference
model and xT,i is the measurement point of the dataset of the test model.

Furthermore, the mean and maximum deviations in mm were obtained for each dataset.
For qualitative analysis of trueness and precision, a heat map was generated for each

dataset. The range of the maximum and minimum values was set to 1 mm. The tolerance
level was set to ±0.025 mm as it represents the maximum z-axis resolution of the used AM
methods of 0.05 mm.

For a better understanding of surface layering, the optical 3D metrology analysis with
an optical scanner (Edge Master X, Alicona GmbH, Schönau am Königssee, Germany) of
the palatal area of the intaglio surface was carried out. The scanning process was performed
with 10× magnification lens under standard light conditions and was analyzed in 3D Image
Viewer software (Alicona GmbH, Schönau am Königssee, Germany).

All gathered data were statistically analyzed in statistic software (JMP 14, SAS Corp.,
Heidelberg, Germany). First, the data were tested for normality by goodness of fit with the
Shapiro–Wilk test. For normally distributed data, the statistical difference was analyzed by
using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with printing techniques and orientations
as two independent factors. Tukey’s test was further performed for multiple comparison
analysis. The threshold for significance was defined as a p-value less than 0.05.
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3. Results

The mean differences between the RMS values, as well as mean and mean maximum
deviation in mm for SLA and DLP denture bases, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The root mean square (RMS) values for trueness, precision and the average and maximum
deviations in mm between various study groups.

SLA (Stereolithography) DLP (Direct Light Processing)

0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 0◦ 45◦ 90◦

Trueness (RMS) Mean 0.094 0.132 0.083 0.256 0.211 0.163
SD 0.004 0.016 0.009 0.031 0.031 0.030

Precision (RMS) Mean 0.087 0.094 0.098 0.134 0.048 0.044
SD 0.042 0.034 0.037 0.028 0.023 0.023

Average + (mm) Mean 0.082 0.099 0.055 0.166 0.101 0.066
SD 0.011 0.015 0.009 0.027 0.010 0.010

Average − (mm) Mean −0.054 −0.089 −0.045 −0.187 −0.097 −0.065
SD 0.006 0.018 0.010 0.024 0.008 0.006

Max + (mm) Mean 0.613 0.630 0.533 0.547 0.573 0.500
SD 0.136 0.119 0.030 0.169 0.163 0.071

Max − (mm) Mean −0.168 −0.294 −0.132 −0.366 −0.402 −0.416
SD 0.005 0.143 0.020 0.058 0.027 0.048

The Shapiro–Wilk test revealed a normal distribution of the gathered data. As
shown in Figures 4 and 5, a statistically significant interaction was found in the trueness
(F (2, 24) = 10.78, p = 0.0005). Additionally, each main effect showed significant differences:
AM methods (F (1, 24) = 164.7, p < 0.0001) and build angles (F (2, 24) = 16.39, p = 0.0744,
p < 0.0001). Furthermore, the overall tendency indicated that SLA denture bases had
significantly higher trueness for most build angles compared to DLP (p < 0.001), confirmed
by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests.

Regarding the precision, there was a statistically significant interaction (F (2, 18) = 6.044,
p = 0.0098). Meanwhile, the main effect of build angles had significant differences
(F (2, 18) = 4.061, p = 0.0350) while AM methods showed no significant differences
(F (1, 18) = 1.907, p = 0.1842). Specifically, a post hoc multiple comparison test demon-
strated significant greater precision in the DLP of 0◦ (0.134 ± 0.028) in comparison to the
DLP of 45◦ (0.048 ± 0.023, p = 0.0151) and 90◦ (0.044 ± 0.023, p = 0.0098).
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As shown in Figure 6, with regard to the mean deviation, no statistically significant
differences were observed: interaction (F (2, 54) = 0.06212, p = 0.9398), AM methods
(F (1, 54) = 0.1555, p = 0.6948) and build angles (F (2, 54) = 0.0022, p = 0.9978). However,
in terms of the maximum deviation, significantly higher inaccuracies up to 0.5 mm were
observed for the SLA group in 0◦ and 45◦ orientations compared to DLP (Figure 7). AM
methods as the main factor showed statistically significant differences in mean maximum
deviation (F (1, 54) = 7.053, p = 0.0104), confirmed by a two-way ANOVA.
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The trueness heat map demonstrated positive deviations (yellow to red) in the area
of tuber maxillae and negative deviations (cyan to blue) in the palatal area for SLA bases
printed with 0◦ and 45◦ orientations (Figures 8 and 9). Only shallow deviations could
be observed in the 90◦ printed SLA bases. The intaglio surface of 0◦ printed DLP bases
showed the poorest accuracy and was almost fully distorted in a positive way on the
alveolar residual ridge and in a negative way on the palate and lingual slope. The 90◦

printed DLP bases showed the most uniform intaglio surface with fewer deviations.
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The optical 3D metrology test displayed a significant difference in surface structure
(Figure 10). A strongly pronounced staircase effect was demonstrated for both SLA and DLP
0◦ printed specimens. No significant differences were observed for 45◦ specimens. Despite
the same orientation, the 90◦ specimens showed isotropic surface structures, whereby the
SLA base demonstrated the most uniform surface devoid of any staircase effect.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Outcomes of the Accuracy Test

The accuracy analysis in the present study revealed greater trueness for SLA compared
to DLP. Furthermore, the 90◦ orientation exhibited fewer deviations for both SLA and DLP
methods. Therefore, both null hypotheses were rejected.

The greater deviations of the intaglio surface in the 0◦ and 45◦ groups may be at-
tributed to the more pronounced staircase effect, which is related to the layer-wise building
process. This exerted negative effects on the trueness of the palatal surface, including
grooves and line angles [26]. In general, the large curved surfaces are more prone to the
staircase effect than vertical surfaces, which leads to higher dimensional errors [27,28].

The optical 3D metrology analysis revealed that the SLA-printed bases demonstrated
less of a staircase effect than DLP in all orientation groups. This fact may be attributed to
the inherent process-related difference between these two vat polymerization methods.
Thus, even if the layers are oriented perpendicular to the intaglio surface, the staircase
effect may be caused by the light projection of the square-shaped 2D pixel patterns through
the mirror device, which generates each voxel [29].

The majority of accuracy-related studies have been carried out using the DLP method.
You et al. investigated the accuracy of an SLA-printed trial denture in beige material and
reported the RMS values for the intaglio surface with 50 µm layer thickness in the order of
0.152 ± 0.01, which is in agreement with the results of the present study [26]. However, the
heat map of You et al. revealed much higher centripetal shrinkage, as observed for SLA
bases in the present case. An objective comparison between these two studies with regard
to the localization of the deviations is restricted by the unclear build angle and utilization
of the trial denture beige material in You et al.

Hada et al. investigated the accuracy of SLA-printed dentures using transparent mate-
rial (Clear, Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) and a Form 2 printer (Formlabs, Somerville,
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USA) with 100 µm layer thickness and reported the 45◦ orientation to provide the superior
trueness [24]. It must be stressed that this material is not verified by the manufacturer
for denture base fabrication nor for dental applications. For this reason, in the present
study, the Denture Base OP Resin (Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) and Form 3B printer
(Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) were utilized for comparative analysis with V-Print
dentbase (VOCO GmbH, Cuxhaven, Germany) and the Solflex 350 Plus (W2P Engineering
GmbH, Vienna, Austria) DLP method. Contrary to Hada et al., the outcomes of the present
study propose the 90◦ angle to be an optimal build angle for denture base fabrication.
Rubayo et al. investigated the accuracy of SLA-produced surgical guides using 100 µm
layer thickness and revealed the 45◦ angle to perform best in terms of geometrical accu-
racy [22]. The contradiction between these studies and the present one may be attributed
to an alternative layer thickness of 50 µm or the different materials, as used in this study.
This assumption is further supported by the outcomes of Dalal et al., who postulated that
50 µm may be more accurate than 100 µm for the SLA printing process [23].

4.2. Clinical Interpretation

The observed discrepancies in RMS value between SLA and DLP methods need careful
clinical interpretation. For this reason, the additional analysis of the mean deviation in mm
was performed. This has shown that the mean deviation for SLA and DLP bases did not
exceed a value of ±0.02 mm. This is contradictory with the study of Hwang et al., as they
reported values of ±0.06 mm for DLP, and Yoon et al. reported values up to 0.5 mm. [11,13].
This might be due to the layer thickness of 0.1 mm, build angle of 100◦ and an alternative
material used in both studies.

The mean maximum deviation reached a value of 0.5 mm for 0◦ and 45◦ SLA bases,
which is significantly higher as compared to DLP (up to 0.1 mm). Furthermore, the SLA
bases predominantly showed deviation of a positive manner in contrast to DLP.

The majority of negative deviations were found on the palatal area, which may
compromise the posterior palatal seal. Further positive deviations were revealed in the
stress-bearing areas such as residual alveolar ridge and tuber maxillae, which might
cause compression and incongruence in these areas. According to the heat map, the 90◦

orientation may provide more accurate denture bases for both DLP and SLA, leading to
a better tissue adaptation. This disagrees with the study of Jin et al., as they reported the
45◦ (135◦) angle to be an optimal printing angle for DLP according to the heat map [12].
Here, it could be speculated that the different DLP devices used might generate different
printing results. Furthermore, another factor might be the postprocessing method used.
Studies have shown the influence on the mechanical properties and this could possibly also
have an influence on the accuracy of the denture bases (development of negative residual
stresses inside the printed parts) [30–32].

The present study concentrated on the intaglio surface, which does not necessarily
reflect the general accuracy of the whole denture base. Thus, the studies of You et al.
showed a certain discrepancy in the accuracy of intaglio, cameo and socketed surfaces for
both SLA and DLP [26,33]. The manufacturing accuracy of the denture socketed area using
SLA should be considered in future studies.

It must be emphasized that in the majority of the studies devoted to the accuracy of
DLP-printed denture bases, a dental NextDent 3D printer was used with a layer thickness
of 100 µm and a wavelength of 405 nm [7,8,12,26,34]. The printing hard- and software
may vary depending on the manufacturer. So, there are more active factors than just the
illumination source (SLA, DLP, liquid crystal display (LCD)). The DLP printer used in this
study had a moving DLP projector with 385 nm, which increased the maximum usable
area, but might lead to additional inaccuracy. In addition, different vat systems are now
available on the market, which could also have an impact on precision, as pull-off forces,
reduced light intensity due to “clouding” and unevenness in the vat bottom may also affect
the result. A limitation of this study is also that multiple identical objects had to be printed
in the same position, which can result in increased wear of the tray bottom, which can
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be reflected in the precision and accuracy. Further studies on the topic should include all
available hardware options for DLP and SLA 3D printing of denture bases.

The part geometry also has a considerable influence on the accuracy, depending on
the part alignment. The formation of suction cups during part generation can lead to
considerable pull-off forces, which can result in subsequent distortion of the part. The
prosthesis bases used in this study showed suction cup formation, especially in the 90◦

orientation. Therefore, accuracy may presumably depend on both component orientation
and component geometry.

Additionally, the material itself is known to influence the geometrical accuracy [34].
The abovementioned facts cater for further research considering a comparison of various 3D
printers within the one group of illumination technologies, utilization of diverse geometries
of build parts and utilization of verified materials.

5. Conclusions

Within the limitations of the present in vitro study, the following conclusions were drawn:

• SLA may produce an intaglio denture surface with a better trueness than DLP;
• SLA and DLP demonstrated nearly the same precision for 3D printing of denture bases;
• The build orientation of 90◦ may provide the best trueness for both SLA and DLP;
• Besides the illumination source of a 3D printing hardware (SLA, DLP, LCD), the geomet-

rical accuracy may be presumably influenced by part geometry and material type.
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Abstract: The use of additive manufacturing in dentistry has exponentially increased with dental
model construction being the most common use of the technology. Henceforth, identifying the
accuracy of additively manufactured dental models is critical. The objective of this study was to
systematically review the literature and evaluate the accuracy of full-arch dental models manufactured
using different 3D printing technologies. Seven databases were searched, and 2209 articles initially
identified of which twenty-eight studies fulfilling the inclusion criteria were analysed. A meta-analysis
was not possible due to unclear reporting and heterogeneity of studies. Stereolithography (SLA) was
the most investigated technology, followed by digital light processing (DLP). Accuracy of 3D printed
models varied widely between <100 to >500 µm with the majority of models deemed of clinically
acceptable accuracy. The smallest (3.3 µm) and largest (579 µm) mean errors were produced by SLA
printers. For DLP, majority of investigated printers (n = 6/8) produced models with <100 µm accuracy.
Manufacturing parameters, including layer thickness, base design, postprocessing and storage,
significantly influenced the model’s accuracy. Majority of studies supported the use of 3D printed
dental models. Nonetheless, models deemed clinically acceptable for orthodontic purposes may not
necessarily be acceptable for the prosthodontic workflow or applications requiring high accuracy.

Keywords: 3-dimensional printing; additive manufacturing; dental models; accuracy; systematic
review; full-arch

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) printing is an additive manufacturing (AM) process that allows conversion
of digital models into physical ones through a layer-by-layer deposition printing process. 3D printing
has been adopted in dentistry at an increasing rate and construction of dental models is one of the
main applications of this promising technology in prosthodontics, orthodontics, implantology and
oral and maxillofacial surgery, amongst others [1]. An essential prerequisite of dental models is
creating an accurate replication of teeth and the surrounding tissues to serve their intended purposes
as diagnostic and restorative aids for assessment, treatment planning and fabrication of various
dental appliances and prostheses. Currently, gypsum casts poured from conventional impressions
(e.g., alginates silicones, poly-sulphurs, ethers) are considered the gold standard for constructing dental
models [2]. However, these cast models suffer a number of limitations, including a need for expedited
processing of impressions, depending on the impression material; storage space for resultant casts;
the cost of human and laboratory resources involved in fabrication; poor structural durability; and a
propensity to dimensional changes over time [3]. In contrast, 3D printed models could offer a more
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efficient workflow that can be manufactured on demand and are more resilient, less-labour intensive
and potentially time-saving [4]. Nonetheless, 3D printed models also present a unique set of limitations.
The accuracy of the resultant models depends on several factors that can introduce errors. This includes
the data acquisition and image processing of the oral hard and soft tissues, and the myriad of parameters
involved in the manufacturing and postprocessing processes [5]. Moreover, models acquired through
vat polymerisation and material jetting are prone to shrinkage during the polymerisation stage as
well as having stair-step surfaces due to the layering technique used in construction [6]. In addition,
a recent study demonstrated that models exhibit dimensional changes postprocessing as they age with
their dimensions reported to be significantly different after three-weeks of manufacturing [7].

At present, there is an array of printing technologies available utilising various techniques,
with varying outputs and performances, and consequently confounding the issue of a standardised
expectation of accuracy. The most commonly used techniques are stereolithography (SLA), digital light
processing (DLP), material jetting (MJ) and fused filament fabrication (FFF). Other processes such as
continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) and binder jetting (BJ) have also been utilised but are
not as common [8]. The earliest and most widely adopted 3D printing technique is SLA, which utilises
ultraviolet (UV) scanning laser to sequentially cure liquid photopolymer resin layers. Each layer is
solidified in the x-y direction, and the build platform incrementally drops in the z-direction to be recoated
by resin and cured [9]. The photopolymerisation of each new layer connects it to the prior layer resulting
in models with good strength. DLP uses a conventional light source to polymerise photosensitive liquid
resins. However, unlike SLA, each x-y layer is exposed to the light all at once using a selectively masked
light source, resulting in shorter production time [10]. Both SLA and DLP are versatile techniques as they
can be used with a wide variety of resin systems [11]. CLIP is an advanced form of DLP technology with
the advantage of faster printing time. Additionally, this technique utilises a membrane, which allows
oxygen permeation to inhibit radical polymerisation. MJ, similar to vat polymerisation techniques
(SLA, DLP and CLIP) employs photopolymerisation. This technique allows for deposition of liquid
photosensitive resin through multiple jet heads on a platform, which is then cured by UV light [12].
As opposed to SLA and DLP, this technique requires no post-curing. Unlike Vat polymerisation
and MJ, which use photopolymer material, FFF relies on the melting of thermoplastic materials,
extruded through a fine nozzle, to create objects through layering filaments [11]. BJ technology, on the
other hand, utilises selectively deposited liquid bonding agents to fuse powdered material.

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO 5725-1:1994) identifies accuracy as a
qualitative concept, with trueness and precision being its quantitative counterparts. Trueness is defined
as the ‘closeness of agreement between the arithmetic mean of a large number of test results and the
true or accepted value’. Precision is defined as the ‘closeness of agreement between test results’ [13].
There is currently no systematic review of data published on accuracy of dental models manufactured
using 3D printing technologies; henceforth, this review aims to investigate the existing literature and
evaluate the accuracy of 3D printed dental models using different 3D printing technologies and identify
the printing parameters influencing their accuracy.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Review Question

The review search question was formulated using the PICO principle (Population, Intervention,
Control, Outcome) [14], with dental models as the population cohort, 3D printing as the intervention
and accuracy as the outcome. No control was defined. Hence, the formulated question was, “What is the
accuracy of dental models manufactured using 3D printing technologies?” The protocol was registered
on PROSPERO (registration number: CRD42020164099). The PRISMA guidelines were followed,
where applicable [15].
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2.2. Eligibility and Search Strategy

An electronic databases search was performed for PubMed, Cochrane Database, Web of Science,
Scopus, EMBASE, LILACS, Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) and the first ten pages of
Google Scholar, using keywords and MeSH terms (Table 1). The Peer Review of Electronic Search
Strategies (PRESS) guidelines were followed with an independent peer-reviewing the suitability of the
search strategy [16]. Additionally, hand searching and cross-referencing was performed to identify
additional studies. All study designs were included, whether prospective, retrospective, experimental
in-vivo or in-vitro. The studies were limited to those published in English in the past 15 years (from
1 January 2005 to 13 March 2020). Abstracts from conferences, letters to the editor and studies that did
not assess the accuracy of human dentate dental arches were excluded.

Table 1. Search strategy.

1. Search (print * OR “rapid prototyping” OR “additive manufacturing” OR fabrication OR stereolithography
OR “stereo-lithography” OR “stereo lithography” OR photopolymer * OR photopolymer * OR “fused
deposition Ωmodelling” OR “fused filament fabrication” OR “material extrusion” OR “material jetting” OR
photojet OR polyjet OR “photopolymer jetting” OR “multijet printing” OR “binder jetting” OR “digital light
processing” OR “selective laser sintering” OR “continuous liquid interface production” OR photopolymer *
OR RP OR AM OR SLA OR SL OR FDM OR FFF OR PPJ OR PJ OR MJP OR MJ OR DLP OR CLIP OR SLS)

2. Search (“dental cast *” OR “dental model *” OR edentulous * OR edentate * OR dentate OR “full arch” OR
“replica cast *”) AND (3 D OR 3D OR 3 dimensional OR three dimensional)

3. Search (accuracy OR accuracies OR applicability OR precision OR repeatability OR reproducibility OR
trueness OR sensitivity OR specificity OR specificities OR validation OR validity OR value OR agreement OR
“spatial error *” OR “geometric error *” OR “dimensional error *” OR correctness OR exactness)

4. Search ((#1 and #2 and #3)) Filters: Publication date from 01/01/2005 to 13/05/2020

Initial screening of the titles and abstracts was independently performed by two investigators
(O.Q. and J.E.). A list of the selected papers was compiled and compared, and any disagreements were
discussed with a third investigator (K.A.) until a consensus was reached. Thereafter, the full text of the
selected articles was reviewed to confirm the fulfilment of the inclusion criteria.

2.3. Data Extraction

Inclusion criteria and trial quality of included articles were assessed individually by two
investigators (O.Q. and J.E.). The selected data were independently extracted and then cross-checked
between the investigators and discrepancies were resolved by referring to a third investigator (K.A).
Data collection, extraction and synthesis of the included studies was performed according to the
following criteria:

• Sample size;

• model type;

• the 3D printing technology used;

• resolution (x,y) and layer thickness (z) used;

• materials and postprocessing protocol;

• accuracy of intraoral/lab scanner;

• accuracy assessment methodology;

• measurement of dimensional accuracy over time;

• presence of a study control;

• findings (accuracy); and

• limitations.

The authors of the included studies were not contacted to provide missing data not reported in
their published studies.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis and Risk of Bias (Quality) Assessment

A quality assessment of the methodology of the included studies was performed using the
quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy-2 (QUADAS-2) [17] to assess their risk of bias and
applicability concerns. Each domain was assessed and ranked as high risk, low risk or unclear.

3. Results

A total of 2209 studies were initially identified after the databases search (Figure 1). Screening of
the titles and abstracts, and removing duplicates, resulted in 39 studies being selected. Six additional
studies were identified through cross-referencing. Excluded studies either did not assess full-arch dental
model [18–27] or were not published in English [28–30]. Three additional studies were later removed
as they assessed and compared the accuracy of different intraoral scanners [5,31,32]. In addition,
one study [33] was excluded as it was a published abstract. Finally, twenty-eight studies fulfilled the
inclusion criteria and were further synthesised.

 

Figure 1. Flow chart for the selection of studies.

3.1. Study Characteristics

3.1.1. Sample Size and Reference Models

For this study, the sample size was determined based on the number of single dental arches
manufactured by each printer. The majority of the studies (n = 19/28) assessed models of both maxillary
and mandibular arches, and the remainder used either the maxillary (n= 8) or mandibular (n= 1) arches.
The sample size ranged between one and sixty 3D printed single arch models per printer (Table 2).
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Table 2. Details of studies included in the systematic review.

Authors/Date 3D printing Material Model Data Source Model Data Source
3D Printing

System
3D Printer Details

Resolution
x, y, z (µm)

Sample Size
(Single

Arch/Printer)
Assessment Method

Trueness (SD)
(µm)

Precision
(µm, ICC
and IQR)

Aly and Mohsen, 2020
[34]

Photocurable polymer
(liquid resin)

IOS scanned full dentate
Typodont (Mx and Md)

IOS scanned
Typodont

SLA
ProJet 6000, 3D

Systems
Unclear 10

Digital callipers
Tooth: MD, CH

Arch: IC, IM
190 (100) Unclear

Bohner et al. 2019 [35] Unclear

Typodont
(Mx, 7–7) containing

implants at sites of 21, 24
and 26

Typodont
(maxillary)

SLA Unclear, Envisiontec Unclear 10
Surveying software

Arch: IP, IM
19.7 (13.3) Unclear

Brown, Currier,
Kadioglu and Kierl,

(2018) [36]
Unclear

Patient IOS and alginate
impressions (Mx and Md,

min 6–6)
30 cases

Patient IOS and
alginate

impressions
30 cases

DLP
MJ

Juell 3D Flash OC, Park
Dental Research

Objet Eden 260VS, Stratasys

z: 50, 100
z: 16

60

Digital callipers
Arch: IC, IM, AD
Tooth: MD, CH

Occlusion: Unclear

70
80

Unclear

Burde et al. (2017)
[37]

Poly-L-lactic acid wire
Poly-L-lactic acid wire
Grey light-curing resin

Patient stone model (Mx
and Md)

10 cases. Unclear number
of teeth present

Patient stone model
10 cases

FFF
FFF
SLA

Creatr HS, Leapfrog
Custom RepRap, (based on

a PrusaI3 kit)
Form 1+, Formlabs

z: 100
z: 100
z: 25

20
3D assessment

Nominal ±11.51
Critical: ±230

156.2 (22.4)
128.3 (18.3)
207.9 (44.6)

Unclear

Camardella, de
Vasconcellos Vilella
and Breuning, (2017)

[38]

Photopolymer resin
Light-curing

methacrylic resin
(E-Denstone;
Envisiontec)

Patient IOS
10 cases

(Mx and Md, min 7–7)

Patient IOS
10 cases

(mandibular)

MJ
SLA

Objet Eden 260VS, Stratasys
Ultra 3SP Ortho,

Envisiontec

z: 16
z: 100

20

Surveying software
Arch: IC, IP, IM
Tooth: Unclear

Occlusion: Unclear

Unclear
0.999ICC
0.998 ICC

Camardella, Vilella,
van Hezel and

Breuning, (2017) [39]

Light curing
methacrylic resin (RC31,

Envi-
siontec)

Patients IOS and
impressions (Mx and Md,

min 6–6)
28 cases

Patients IOS and
impressions

28 cases
SLA Ultra 3SP, Envisiontec Unclear 56

Digital callipers
Arch: IC, IM

Tooth: MD, CH
Occlusion: OJ, OB

AND
3D assessment
Nominal: ±50
Critical: ±500

579 (1050) Unclear

Cho, Schaefer,
Thompson and

Guentsch, (2015) [40]
Unclear

Lab scanned fully dentate
Typodont

(Mx) with 5 prepared
teeth (16, 15, 21, 23, 26)

Lab scanned
Typodont

(maxillary)
SLA Unclear Unclear 5

3D assessment
Nominal: ±50
Critical: ±500

27 (7) 91 (10)

Choi, Ahn, Son and
Huh, (2019)

[4]

Photopolymer
Photopolymer

Typodont
(Mx, 7–7) with prepared
teeth (16, 11, 24 and 26)

Typodont
(maxillary)

SLA
DLP

ZENITH U, Dentis
DIOPROBO, DIO

z: 50
z: 50

10
3D assessment
Nominal: ±50
Critical: ±500

85.2 (13.1)
105.5 (22.5)

49.6 (12.1)
53.8 (17.5)

Cuperus et al. (2012)
[41]

Epoxy Resin

IOS Dry human skull
(min 6–6, with max 1
missing or deciduous

tooth per skull)
10 cases

Intra-oral scanner

IOS Dry human
skull

10 cases
SLA Unclear Unclear 20

Digital callipers
Arch: IC, IM
Tooth: MD

Occlusion: Unclear

100 Unclear

Dietrich, Ender,
Baumgartnerand
Mehl, (2017) [42]

Epoxy-based resin
(Accura)

photopolymer resins

Patient IOS
2 cases

(Mx). Unclear number of
teeth present

Patient IOS
2 cases

(maxillary)

SLA
MJ

Viper si2 SLA, 3D Systems
Objet Eden 260, Stratasys

z: 100 at
base and 50

at tooth level
z: 16

10
3D assessment
Nominal: ±20
Critical: ±100

92 (23)
62 (8)

20 (4)
38 (14)
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Favero et al. (2017)
[43]

Grey photopolymer
resin (FLGPGR02;

Formlabs). Unclear

Typodont
(Mx, 7-7)

Typodont
(maxillary)

SLA
SLA
DLP
DLP
MJ

Form 2, Formlabs
Vector 3sp, Envisiontec
Juell 3D, Park Dental

Perfactory Desktop Vida,
Envisiontec

Objet Eden 260V, Stratasys

z: 25, 50, 100
z: 100
z: 100
z: 100
z: 28

12
3D assessment
Nominal: ±20
Critical: ±250

64
79
44
56
85

Unclear

Hazeveld,
Huddleston Slater

and Ren, (2014) [44]
Unclear

Patient Stone model (Mx
and Md, min 6–6)

6 cases

Patient Stone model
6 cases

DLP
BJ
MJ

Unclear, Envisiontec,
Unclear, Z-Corp

Unclear, Objet Geometries
Unclear 12

Digital callipers
Arch: Unclear

Tooth: MD, CH
Occlusion: Unclear

Unclear Unclear

Jin, Jeong, Kim and
Kim, (2018) [45]

Unclear
Lab scanned Typodont

(Mx, 7–7)

Lab scanned
Typodont

(maxillary)

MJ
FFF

ProJet 3500
HDMax, 3D Systems

Cube, 3D Systems

z: 31.97
z: 123.71

(thickness
measured

after
printing)

10
3D assessment
Nominal: ±50
Critical: ±500

129.1 (7.8)
149.0 (4.7)

44.6 (8.9)
52.1 (10.9)

Jin, Kim, Kim and
Kim, (2019) [6]

Photocurable liquid
resin

Acrylic polymer

Lab scanned Typodont
(Mx and Md, 7–7)

Lab scanned
Typodont

(maxillary)

SLA
MJ

ProJet 6000, 3D Systems
ProJet 3500 HD Max, 3D

Systems

FMR
FMR

10
3D assessment
Nominal: ±50
Critical: ±500

114.3 (1.8)
124 (3.7)

59.6 (8.2)
41.0 (5.8)

Joda, Matthisson and
Zitzmann, (2020) [7]

Light-curing polymer,
(SHERAPrint-model

plus “sand” UV,
SHERA)

IOS Typodont
(Mx, 7–7), with missing 25
and prepared 24 and 26)

IOS Typodont
(maxillary)

SLA P30, Straumann Unclear 10
3D assessment

Nominal: unclear
Critical: unclear

3.3 (1.3) Unclear

Kasparova et al.
(2013) [46]

ABS plastic material,
Clear resin

Patient stone
model

10 cases. Unclear number
of teeth present

Patient stone
model

10 cases

FFF
MJ

RepRap, Unclear
ProJetHD3000, 3D Systems

x,y: 200,
z: 0.35

Unclear

20
2

Digital callipers
Tooth: CH
Arch: IC

Unclear
Unclear

Unclear
Unclear

Keating, Knox, Bibb
and Zhurov, (2008)

[47]

Hybrid epoxy-based
resin

Patient stone model
15 cases. Unclear number

of teeth present

Patient stone model
15 cases

SLA SLA-250/40, 3D Systems z: 150 30
Digital callipers

Tooth: CH
Arch: IC, IP, IM

150 (160) Unclear

Kim et al. (2018) [19] Unclear
Lab scanned Typodont

(Mx and Md, 7–7)
Lab scanned

Typodont

SLA:
DLP
MJ
FFF

ZENITH, Dentis
M-One, MAKEX

Technology
Objet Eden 260VS, Stratasys

Cubicon 3DP-110F,
HyVISION System

x,y: 50
z: 50

x,y: 70
z: 75
z: 16

x,y: 100
z: 100

10
Surveying software
Tooth: MD, BL, CH

Arch: IC, IM

138 (79)
446 (46)
74 (39)

307 (61)

88 (14)
76 (14)
68 (9)

99 (14)

Kuo, Chen, Wong, Lu
and Huang, (2015)

[48]
Unclear

Patient IOS
Patient impressions

poured, and lab scanned
(Md, 7–7)

1 case

Patient IOS
Patient impressions

poured, and lab
scanned
1 case

MJ Connex 350, Stratasys Unclear 1
3D assessment
Nominal: ±60
Critical: ±300

140 Unclear

Loflin et al. (2019) [49]
Grey photopolymer
resin, (FLGPGR03;

Formlabs)

Patient stone models (Mx
and Md)

12 cases. Unclear number
of teeth present

Patient stone model
12 cases

SLA Form 2, Formlabs z: 25, 50,100 24

ABO tool
Tooth: marginal ridge
Occlusion: OJ, occlusal

contacts

Unclear Unclear
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Nestler, Wesemann,
Spies, Beuer and

Bumann, (2020) [50]

Dental SG
Optiprint

Imprimo LC model
ABS

Polylactide

Cast in standard
tessellation language

(STL) format (Mx, 7–7)
including 5 measuring

cubes in areas 16, 26, 13,
23 and between 11 and

21)

Maxillary cast in
standard

tessellation
language (STL)

format

SLA
SLA
DLP
FFF
FFF

Forms 2, Formlabs
Myrev140, Sisma

Asiga Max UV, Asiga
M2, Makergear

Ultimaker 2+, Ultimaker

Unclear
Unclear

Xy: 62, Z:
Unclear
Unclear

x,y: 12.5, z:
Unclear

37
34 for

Myrev140

Surveying software
Arch: IC, IM, arch length

-80 (94
−175 (28)
−16 (32)
−55 (39)
12 (43)

134
28
47
55
56

Papaspyridakos et al.,
(2020) [51]

Photopolymer resin,
dental model resin

(Formlabs)

Lab scanned Patient stone
model
1 case

(Md) with 4
abutment-level implant

analogs

Lab scanned Patient
stone model

1 case
(mandibular)

SLA Form 2, Formlab z: 25 25
3D assessment
Nominal ±50
Critical: ±200

59 (16) Unclear

Rebong, Stewart,
Utreja and Ghoneima,

(2018) [52]
Unclear

Patient stone models (Mx
and Md, min 6–6)

12 cases

Patient stone model
12 cases

FFF
SLA
MJ

Makerbot Replicator,
Makerbot Industries

Projet 6000, 3DSystems
Objet Eden 500V, Stratasys

z: 100
z: 50
z: 16

24

Digital calipers
Arch: IC, IM

Tooth: Unclear
Occlusion: OJ, OB

110 (420)
−20 (370)
−190 (330)

Unclear

Rungrojwittayakul et
al. (2020) [53]

Unclear
Lab scanned fully dentate

Typodont
(Mx,)

Lab scanned
Typodont
(maxillary

CLIP
DLP

Carbon M2, Carbon
MoonRay S100, SprintRay

Unclear 10

3D assessment
Nominal: ±10

Critical:
±100

48 (44)
87 (57)

0.968 ICC
0.983 ICC

Saleh, Ariffin, Sherriff
and Bister, (2015) [54]

Unclear
Lab scanned Typodont

(Mx and Md, 7–7)
Lab scanned

Typodont
MJ Objet Eden 250, Stratasys Unclear 8

Digital calipers
Tooth: MD

Arch: IC, IM
Occlusion: OJ, OB

320 (156) Unclear

Sherman, Kadioglu,
Currier, Kierl and Li,

(2020) [55]
Unclear

Patient IOS (Mx and Md,
min 6–6)
15 cases

Patient IOS
15 cases

DLP
JUELL

3D Flash OC, Park Dental
Research Corporation

z: 50, 100 30

Digital calipers
Arch: IC, IM, AD
Tooth: MD, CH

Occlusion: Unclear

Unclear Unclear

Wan Hassan, Yusoff
and Mardi, 2017 [56]

High-performance
composite (Zp151; 3D

Systems).

Patient impression (Mx
and Md, min 6–6)

10 cases

Patient impression
10 cases

BJ Z Printer 450, 3D Systems z: 89–102 30

Digital callipers
Arch: IC, IP, IM

Tooth: MD, CH, BL
Occlusion: Unclear

−20 Unclear

Zhang, Li, Chu and
Shen, (2019) [57]

Dental model resin
(Formlabs)

Model Ortho resin
(Union Tec)
Encashape,

ENCA-Model resin
Light curing

methacrylate resin
E-Denstone,

EnvisionTEC

Patient IOS (Mx and Md,
7–7)

1 case

Patient IOS
1 case

SLA
DLP
DLP
DLP

Form 2, Formlabs
EvoDent, UnionTec

EncaDent, Encashape
Vida HD, EnvisionTec

x,y: 140 z:25,
30,10

z: 50,100
x,y: 58

z: 20, 30,
50,100
x,y: 50

z: 50, 100

2

3D assessment
Nominal:
±50

Critical: ±250

34.4
23.3
26.5
31.7

Unclear

Mx =maxillary, Mn =mandinular, CH = crown height, BL = buccolingual width, MD =mesiodistal width, IC = intercanine width, IP = interpremolar width, IM = intermolar width, OB =
overbite, OJ = overjet, SLA = stereolithography, MJ =material jetting, BJ = binder jetting, DLP = digital light processing, CLIP = continuous liquid interface production, FFF = fused
filament fabrication, IOS = intraoral scanner, ABO = American Board of Orthodontics.
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3.1.2. Sample Details and Controls

The inclusion criteria for the studies that collected patient samples (digital or physical impressions
or models) varied slightly with the majority (n = 14/25) being full arch dentate post-orthodontic models,
including up to permanent first molars [36–39,42,44,46–49,52,55–57]. One of the studies [42] also used a
model with a shortened dental arch. Another used an edentulous mandibular cast with four multi-unit
abutments for implant prosthodontic rehabilitation [51].

Twenty-four studies included reference models as controls in their methodology
design [6,7,34,36–53,55–57]. The controls included were a dental stone cast (n = 8), a digital STL image
of a dental stone cast (n = 3), typodont digital STL image (n = 7), typodont (n = 1), prefabricated resin
model digital STL image (n = 2), patient intraoral scan image (2) or a dry human skull (n = 1).
In addition, there were four studies [4,35,47,54] that did not include a reference model as a control,
rather compared various printing technologies against each other.

3.2. Additive Manufacturing

3.2.1. D printing Technologies Assessed and Printing Parameters

An array of additive manufacturing systems were assessed in the included studies with several
investigating more than one type of technology, printer brand or parameter settings (Table 2).
The majority of studies investigated SLA (n = 20), MJ (n = 11), DLP (n = 9) and, to a lesser extent, FFF
(n = 6), BJ (n = 2) and CLIP (n = 1). With regards to printing parameters, one study reported following
the manufacturers’ recommendations [6], while others explicitly detailed the printing parameters
used [4,19,36–38,42,43,45–47,49–52,55–57]. In contrast, the remainder of the studies did not provide
clear details regarding the printing parameters used.

3.2.2. Layer Thickness

The specified printing layer thickness (z-axis resolution) substantially varied amongst studies
and ranged from 25–150 µm for SLA, 20–100 µm for DLP, 16–32 µm for MJ, 100–150 µm for FFF and
89–102 µm for BJ. The study using CLIP technology did not specify the layer thickness used [53].
Most studies did not specify the printing resolution in the x- and y-axes. However, in those that did,
the x-y plane resolution ranged from 50–140 µm for SLA, 50–70 µm for DLP and 12.5–200 µm for FFF.

3.2.3. Materials Used

The materials used by 3D printers are broadly classified based on their printing technologies.
Vat polymerisation technologies (SLA, DLP and CLIP) used liquid photopolymers, including acrylates
and epoxides, 3D material extrusion technology (FFF) used polylactic acid (PLA), or acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS). MJ technology used photopolymers resins (acrylates) in liquid form and
BJ technology used polylactic acid powder. Eleven studies did not specify the material used for the
corresponding technology [19,35,36,40,44,45,48,52–55]. Within the studies assessing stone models,
four used Type IV dental stone [6,35,40,45], one used Type III dental stone [4] and one did not specify
the stone type utilised [34].

3.2.4. Base Designs and Filling Patterns

The three types of base designs used in the studies were horseshoe-shaped bases
[4,34,36–39,41,43,49–51,55], regular American Board of Orthodontics (ABO) [35,38,44,46,47,49,52,54,57]
and horseshoe-shaped with a transverse supporting bar [7,38,48,53]. Six studies did not specify their
base design [6,19,40,42,45,56]. Filling patterns employed in these studies were predominantly solid;
however, hollow shelled [53,55] and honeycomb [37] were also utilised.
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3.2.5. Postprocessing Protocol

The majority of studies did not specify the postprocessing protocol (n = 19/28)
[6,19,34–36,40,41,44–48,50–52,54–57]. Nine studies reported their post-curing protocol for vat
polymerisation techniques [4,7,37–39,42,43,49,53] which included cleaning the models with isopropyl
alcohol [37,43,49,53], or ethanol [4] to remove uncured resin followed by curing with UV light.
Three studies only used UV light to post-process SLA models [38,39,42]. One study placed the SLA
models in an ultrasonic bath followed by using light with wavelengths of 280–580 nm for post-curing [7].
Two studies reported that MJ and FFF did not require post-curing [37,38], and one study rinsed the
MJ printed models in a bath of caustic soda to clean them [42]. Additionally, three studies specified
removing the support structures from the models [37,42,57].

3.3. Assessment Methodology

The assessment of the accuracy of 3D printed models was performed using either 3D deviation
analyses or 2D linear measurements. For the 3D assessment, step-height measurements through
iterative point-cloud surface-matching followed by 3D deviation assessment were performed. For 2D
linear measurements, reference points were selected and measured either directly onto the physical
model using digital callipers or indirectly on the model’s digital image using surveying software.
The majority of studies relied on 3D assessment [4,6,7,37,39,40,42,43,45,48,51,53,57] followed by
digital callipers [34,36,39,41,44,46,47,52,54–56] and surveying software measurements [19,35,38,50].
One study [49] used the ABO cast-radiograph evaluation tool.

3.3.1. Surface Matching and 3D Deviation Analyses

The studies which performed 3D assessment used min/max nominal values ranging between±10 to
±60µm and min/max critical values of± 100 to± 500µm. Before superimposition, the 3D-printed models
were scanned and converted to standard tessellation language (STL) format. The scanners included
desktop/laboratory scanners (n = 15) [4,6,7,19,35,37,38,40,42,43,45,48,51,53,57], intraoral scanners
(n = 2) [36,41], and computerised tomography scanner (n = 1) [38]. Two studies did not specify the
details of image acquisition [34,50]. While most studies did not specify the accuracy of the scanners nor
mentioned calibrating the scanners before scan acquisition, the remaining studies reported a scanning
accuracy <20 µm [4,6,19,40,45,46,57].

3.3.2. Linear Measurements of Physical and Digital Models

Studies that utilised digital callipers with physical models or measuring software with digital
models relied on various reference points to perform 2D linear measurements. The reported accuracy
of all callipers was 10 µm, and the ABO tool was 100µm. The selected reference points relied on
varying tooth measurements (crown height, mesiodistal width, buccolingual width and marginal
ridge width), arch measurements (intercanine width, interpremolar width and intermolar width) and
occlusion measurements (overjet, overbite, occlusal contact and interarch sagittal relationships).
Most studies used both tooth and arch measurements (n = 10) [19,34,36,39,41,43,46,47,55,56],
while one study only used tooth measurements [44] and three studies only used arch
measurements [35,38,40]. Moreover, five studies used occlusion measurements in addition to the arch
measurements [19,39,49,52,54].

3.3.3. Time of Assessment

The time at which the 3D printed models were scanned or measured was reported by
six studies [7,41,45–47,52]. Within those studies, five assessed the models after a week of
printing [41,45–47,52] and one assessed the accuracy after one day, followed by weekly intervals
for four consecutive weeks [7].
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3.4. Outcomes Assessed

3.4.1. Clinical Acceptability

The clinically acceptable error defined in the studies varied widely from <100 µm [51,53],
<200µm [6,45], <250 µm [43], <300 µm [44,48] and <500 µm [19,34–36,42,46,47,49,50,52,55–57].
One study [4] defined various acceptable ranges of error for different measurement points and
seven studies did not define any clinically acceptable range [4,7,37,38,40,41,54]. From those,
twelve assessed orthodontic models [19,36,39,42–44,47,49,52,55–57], five assessed fixed pros and
implant models [6,34,35,51,53] and three did not specify [45,46,48].

3.4.2. Trueness

Overall, the mean deviations from the reference model across all studies ranged from 3.3
to 579 µm [7,39]. Studies which assessed the trueness of both 3D printed and stone models
found that the mean error for the stone model was consistently lower than their 3D printed
counterparts [4,6,34,35,40,45]. In contrast, one study [45] reported no statistical differences between
stone and MJ models and another [6] found no statistical difference between SLA and stone.
However, several studies did not fully report the details of the 3D printer/s used or their trueness
results [38,40,41,44,46,49,55]. Nonetheless, six DLP printers, five SLA printers and one MJ printer had
an error measurement of <100 µm for full-arch dental models, demonstrating high trueness (Figure 2).
Similarly, the BJ printer (ZPrinter 450, 3D Systems, USA), CLIP printer (M2, Carbon, USA) and two
FFF printers (Ultimaker 2+, Ultimaker B.V, Geldermalsen, The Netherlands; and M2, Makergear, USA)
reported high trueness results (Table 2).
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Figure 2. Reported trueness in microns for material jetting (MJ, green), digital light processing
(DLP, orange) and stereolithography (SLA, blue) 3D printed full-arch dental models. * Asterisk denotes
lowest mean error identified from different studies—other results in microns reported include:
Form 2 = 59, 64 and −80; Zenith series = 138; Projet 6000 = 190; Juell 3D = 44, 70; Vida = 56;
Objet Eden 260 series = 74, 80 and 85; Projet 3500 HD Max = 129. Data from studies that did not report
details of 3D printer used or trueness data were not included in the figure.
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All SLA printers consistently produced oversized 3D printed models compared to the control,
excluding the Myrev 140 printer [50]. The P30 reported the lowest mean error of 3.3 µm [7] and
the Form 2 printer followed with reported mean errors ranging between 34.4 to 64 µm [37,43,56].
The SLA Ultra 3SP demonstrated the highest mean error at 579 µm [39]. Similar results were found for
DLP printers with the majority of printers producing oversized models, except the Asiga Max UV,
which also reported the lowest mean error for DLP at—16 µm [50]. The Evodent was the second
most accurate DLP printer with a 23.3 µm error, followed by the Encadent at 26.5 µm errors [50,57].
Furthermore, JUELL 3D FLASH OC, Vida HD and Vida had a reported mean error of 44 µm, 31.7 µm
and 56µm, respectively [43,45,57]. The highest mean error for the DLP printing technology was the
M-One printer with a mean error of 446 µm [19]. Within MJ printers, Objet Eden 260 series (V, VS)
had the lowest mean errors ranging from 62 to 85 µm [19,36,42,43], whilst the highest mean error was
320 µm (Objet Eden 250) [54]. Ultimaker 2+ printer as FFF technology had the least deviation error
of 12µm [50], while Cubicon 3DP 110F reported a mean error of 307 µm [19]. The two printers for BJ
(Z printer 450 and unclear) and CLIP (Carbon M2) technologies had mean errors of—20 µm [56] and
48µm [53], respectively.

3.4.3. Precision

The precision of 3D printed models was assessed in 10 studies using either root mean square
value (RMS) [4,6,19,40,42,45], the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) [38,53] and or interquartile
range (IQR) [50]. The RMS value ranges for SLA, FFF, MJ and DLP were 23 to 91 µm, 52.1 to 99 µm,
38 to 68 µm and 53.8 to 76 µm, respectively. The range for ICC was 0.968 for CLIP and 0.999 for MJ.
In addition, one study [50] reported IQR of 28 to 134 µm for SLA, 55 to 56 µm for FFF and 47 µm
for DLP.

Two studies found 3D printed models to have equal or greater precision than conventional stone
models [6,45]. By contrast, two studies [4,40] found conventional stone models to be more precise
than the 3D printed models. Of note, studies that used ICC [38,53] to assess precision; demonstrated
excellent reproducibility (>0.9 ICC value) of 3D printed models, according to the Koo and Li (2016)
classification [58].

3.5. Statistical Analysis

The limited reporting, varying printing technologies, printing parameters, assessment
methodology and statistical analysis employed in the included studies presented a heterogeneity that
precluded from performing a meaningful meta-analysis.

3.6. Risk of Bias Assessment

The risk of bias and applicability concerns varied across the studies, which may have influenced the
reliability of their results (Table 3). The reference standards used in almost all the studies had a low risk
of bias and low concerns regarding applicability (27/28). The risk of the index test, however, was high
for the majority of studies (21/28). This high risk was because the studies either did not use 3D
superimposition, and therefore the mean error may not have been an accurate representation of the
whole arch deviation, or the method of assessing the model’s deviation introduced errors other than
those arising from the CAM process. These errors include the use of full-arch intraoral scanning for data
acquisition which may introduce scanner error in-addition to the 3D printing error. Similarly, lack of
details of assessors and their calibration was a noted risk of bias in several studies. Finally, the majority
of studies had a high risk of bias for sample selection. This high risk is attributed to the lack of
details relating to sample size calculation, spectrum of selected samples and/or postprocessing protocol.
However, most of the samples remained highly applicable with the measurement protocol employed
in the studies appropriately described to allow the reviewer to answer the review question.
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Table 3. Risk of bias and applicability concerns according to QUADAS-2 tool. Negative sign (–) denotes
high risk of bias. Positive sign (+) denotes low risk of bias.

Study

Risk of Bias Applicability Concerns

Patient
(Sample)
Selection

Index Test
Reference
Standard

Patient
(Sample)
Selection

Index Test
Reference
Standard

Aly and Mohsen, 2020 [34] − − + + − +

Bohner et al. 2019 [35] − − + − − +

Brown, Currier, Kadioglu and Kierl, 2018 [36] − − + + − +

Burde et al. 2017 [37] − + + + + +

Camardella, de Vasconcellos Vilella and Breuning, 2017 [38] + − + + − +

Camardella, Vilella, van Hezel and Breuning, (2017) [39] − − + + − +

Cho, Schaefer, Thompson and Guentsch, 2015 [40] − + + − + +

Choi, Ahn, Son and Huh, 2019 [4] − + + + + +

Cuperus et al. 2012 [41] − − + − − +

Dietrich, Ender, Baumgartner and Mehl, 2017 [42] − − + + − +

Favero et al. 2017 [43] − + + + + +

Hazeveld, Huddleston Slater and Ren, 2014 [44] − − + − − +

Jin, Jeong, Kim and Kim, 2018 [45] − + + + + +

Jin, Kim, Kim and Kim, 2019 [6] − + + + + +

Joda, Matthisson and Zitzmann, 2020 [7] − − + + − +

Kasparova et al. 2013 [46] − − + + − +

Keating, Knox, Bibb and Zhurov, 2008 [47] − − + + − +

Kim et al. 2018 [19] − + + + + +

Kuo, Chen, Wong, Lu and Huang, 2015 [48] − − + + − +

Loflin et al. 2019 [49] − − + + − +

Nestler, Wesemann, Spies, Beuer and Bumann, 2020 [50] − - + + − +

Papaspyridakos et al., 2020 [51] + − + + − +

Rebong, Stewart, Utreja and Ghoneima, 2018 [52] − − + + − +

Rungrojwittayakul et al. 2020 [53] − − + + − +

Saleh, Ariffin, Sherriff and Bister, 2015 [54] − − + + − +

Sherman, Kadioglu, Currier, Kierl and Li, 2020 [55] − − + + − +

Wan Hassan, Yusoff and Mardi, 2017 [56] + − + + − +

Zhang, Li, Chu and Shen, 2019 [57] − − + + − +

4. Discussion

Given 3D printing’s promising potential and increased use in dentistry, it is essential to evaluate
the accuracy of 3D printed dental models. This is the first systematic review, to the authors’ knowledge,
investigating the accuracy of dental models manufactured using 3D printing technology. The selection
criteria for the included reference standards were high, subsequently the risk of bias and applicability
concerns were low according to the QUADAS-2 tool. The findings of this review support the use of 3D
printing for the fabrication of dental models and deem them as clinically acceptable with the majority
of included studies (n = 20/28) establishing a clinically acceptable error range of <100 to 500 µm.
3D printed models were found to be a valid alternative to stone models when taking precision
into account. Nonetheless, the study by Wan Hassan (2019) was an outlier which found BJ 3D printed
models not clinically acceptable due to their discrepancy of >500 µm. It is, however, worth noting the
included studies which used orthodontic models [19,34,36,42,46,47,49,50,52,55,57] had more relaxed
thresholds for clinical acceptability (up to 500 µm), compared to those intended for prosthodontic
applications (up to 200 µm) [6,51,53]. Indeed, in orthodontics, a measurement difference of <300 µm
between orthodontic casts and 3D printed models has been reported to be clinically acceptable [59–61].
On the other hand, in prosthodontics, the accuracy needs of dental models for the fabrication of dental
prostheses is generally considered higher. A recent study concluded that three-unit fixed partial
dentures fabricated using 3D printed models, whilst demonstrating inferior fit when compared to those
fabricated using stone casts [27], the detected marginal gaps remained within the clinically accepted
threshold of 120 µm reported in the literature [62]. Such clinically relevant thresholds become more
critical in complex prosthodontic treatment modalities. Implant-supported complete dental prostheses
or hybrid bridges have a maximum acceptable threshold of fit between the prostheses platform and the
dental implants ranging between 59–150 µm [63–65]. Accordingly, the choice of 3D printing technology
must be determined by its intended application. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that 3D printed
models which are clinically acceptable for orthodontic purposes may not necessarily be acceptable for
the prosthodontic workflow or other dental applications requiring high accuracy.

The most common 3D printing technology investigated by the included studies was SLA with the
findings demonstrating that SLA and DLP achieved the best accuracy for full-arch models. Amongst the
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SLA printers, Form 2 by Formlabs was investigated the most, and consistently produced clinically
acceptable models. Although a wider range of mean errors was observed amongst SLA printed models,
the Form 2 SLA desktop printer [43,49,51,57] also consistently produced models more accurate than MJ
printers and was more cost-effective [43,44]. Moreover, the SLA printer P30 reported the most accurate
models amongst all studies, followed by the DLP Asiga Max UV [7,50]. Additionally, SLA printers
produced acceptable results regardless of their layer thickness, and therefore the layer thickness of 100
µm may be considered as an optimal thickness that balances accuracy and printing time when compared
to 25 and 50 µm layers [49,57]. Moreover, it was suggested that a hollow or honeycomb infill could be
indicated to reduce printing time and material-use with study models. Although no studies assessed
the effect of using different resins with the same printer, using the manufacturer recommended resin
was advised. In contrast, only one study assessed CLIP technology and used the Carbon M2 printer,
which printed 3D models with deviations as small as 48 µm [53]. This study also concluded that the
accuracy of 3D printed models was affected by the printing technique regardless of the base design.
However, due to the limited studies that assessed the accuracy of BJ [56] and CLIP technologies [53],
further investigation of these techniques is required to validate the viability of these printers. It is worth
mentioning that some studies did not provide details of the sample size calculation, resin materials
and/or post-curing protocols (Table 3), exposing them to high risk of bias and applicability concerns
with regards to sample selection. As a result, no conclusions were drawn based on these parameters,
other than those studies that reported using the manufacturer’s recommendations.

The two studies which examined the Ultra printer by EnvisionTEC [38,39] reported that the
SLA models with horseshoe bases were not accurate nor clinically acceptable due to contraction
in the transversal dimension during the post-curing protocol. However, as the horseshoe base is
favoured for appliance fabrication and reduces material use, the inclusion of a posterior connection
bar was suggested to prevent this significant dimensional reduction in the posterior region of the
SLA model [37,38]. Nevertheless, several studies assessing other SLA printers [4,34,37,41,43,50,51]
contradicted these findings and concluded that models printed by SLA with a horseshoe base to be
clinically acceptable.

When assessing DLP technology, apart from the M-One printer used by Kim et al. (2018), all other
printers had accuracies comparable to SLA and MJ. The Asiga Max UV printer produced the lowest
mean error (−16 µm) [50]. In addition, Sherman et al. (2020) and Zhang et al. (2019) assessed the
accuracy of DLP printed models with various layer thicknesses ranging from 20–100 µm and suggested
that all the printed models were clinically acceptable. Thus, similar to SLA printers, it can be inferred
that a layer thickness of 100 µm can still produce models with clinically acceptable accuracies for
DLP printers. In addition to layer thicknesses, two studies assessed different filling patterns for DLP
printed models [53,55]. Altering the filling pattern from solid to hollow reduced material wastage,
build time and cost with no statistically significant difference in mean error.

Most MJ printers could reproduce models with high levels of trueness and precision, regardless
of their base design [38]. From those, Objet Eden 260 series [19,36,42,43], was the most commonly
investigated printer and consistently produced models with the highest accuracies due to its smaller
layer thickness of 16 µm followed by the Projet3500 HDMax [6,45]. These printers were used due to
their relatively affordable price and ability to print in smaller layer thicknesses. It is worth mentioning
that although the reduction in layer height resulted in smoother surface finish and greater detail,
the printing time increased [43].

FFF desktop printers, albeit considered the most affordable printers [46,50], provided models with
acceptable accuracy. The most accurate models were created by the Ultimaker 2+ printer (12 µm) [50].
Although the materials used by FFF printers, namely PLA or ABS were inexpensive; the resultant
models had inferior surface properties compared to acrylates and epoxides which were used for vat
polymerisation technologies (SLA, DLP and CLIP). Similar to SLA and DLP, studies assessing FFF
suggested a layer thickness of 100 µm to be clinically acceptable. Moreover, Burde et al. (2017) printed
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FFF models with a honeycomb pattern to reduce print time, material and cost with the resultant models
deemed clinically acceptable.

There were very limited data to compare the results from 3D assessment to linear measurements
for the same printers. However, it is worth noting that the highest risk of bias and applicability concerns
for index test were recorded for studies that used linear measurements. This was reflective of the
limited measuring points provided by those studies in comparison to a full arch deviation measurement
by 3D superimposition. Additionally, some of the studies had a high risk of bias as human error may
have been introduced by performing physical linear measurements with no information provided
on the calibration of the examiners [19,49,50,53]. Furthermore, for 3D superimposition techniques,
the risk of bias and applicability concerns were low for most studies as high accuracy desktop scanners
were utilised and CAM was the only identified source of error. Nevertheless, studies that used
intraoral scanners, made conventional impressions with or without pouring casts had a higher risk of
bias due to the additional stages that may have introduced their own set of errors.

The Projet 6000 printed models were assessed using different methods [6,34]. The mean error
calculated using full arch 3D superimposition (114.3 µm) was smaller than the intermolar width error
measured by a surveying software (190 µm). Similarly, two studies assessed the Juell 3D printer [36,43],
and the mean error calculated by full arch superimposition (44 µm) was smaller than the digital calliper
measurements for the intermolar width (70 µm). On the other hand, two studies [19,36] assessed
the Objet Eden 260VS model, using two different linear measurement methods. The mean errors
calculated using surveying software and digital calliper were very similar (74 and 80 µm, respectively).
These findings do highlight the need for a standardised measuring protocol to facilitate comparison of
results across studies given the noted discrepancy between the different assessment techniques.

A potential limitation of this review is the assessment findings of the included studies in relevance
to the measurement time of the 3D printed models. This limitation is due to the possible dimensional
changes exhibited by printed models over time, with only six of the included studies identifying the
time of model measurement. Joda et al. (2020) [7] assessed the effect of time on the accuracy of the
printed models and was the solely identified study that reported assessing the models for more than
one week. The results suggested that the accuracy of SLA printed models was time-dependent due to
a statistically significant change in their dimensions after three weeks of storage, suggesting the use of
SLA 3D printed models as single-use products with definitive prosthetic reconstructions. The lack of
standardised reporting in included studies is also a limitation that may have resulted in a high risk of
bias in terms of index test and sample selection.

Consequently, the evident heterogeneity of the included studies with varying techniques,
manufacturing parameters, materials and assessment protocols, a meta-analysis was not feasible. It is
also worth noting the limitations present in the literature which need to be addressed in future studies.
Investigation of different layer thicknesses for FFF, MJ, BJ and CLIP printing technologies, the effect
of time and storage conditions on the accuracy of different 3D printed models, as well as clinical
patient outcomes, remain lacking. A standardised accuracy assessment protocol for 3D printing of
dental models is also necessary to facilitate performance comparison. Future studies should also involve
a standardised reporting protocol that details all printing parameters, materials used, postprocessing
protocol and time of assessment.

5. Conclusions

The findings of this study support the use of 3D printed dental models, especially as orthodontic
study models. Irrespective of the 3D printing technology, certain printers were able to demonstrate
low errors and hence can be recommended for dental applications that require high accuracy models.
Other factors such as layer thickness, base design, postprocessing and storage can equally influence
the accuracy of the resultant 3D printed models. Nonetheless, the high risk of bias with regards to the
lack of standardised testing of accuracy warrants careful interpretation of the findings.
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Abstract: The aim of this in vitro study was to analyze the impact of model aging on the accuracy of
3D-printed dental models. A maxillary full-arch reference model with prepared teeth for a three-unit
fixed dental prosthesis was scanned ten times with an intraoral scanner (3Shape TRIOS Pod) and ten
models were 3D printed (Straumann P-Series). All models were stored under constant conditions
and digitized with a desktop scanner after 1 day; 1 week; and 2, 3, and 4 weeks. For accuracy,
a best-fit algorithm was used to analyze the deviations of the abutment teeth (GFaI e.V Final Surface®).
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests were used for comparisons with the level of significance set at α = 0.05.
Deviation analysis of the tested models showed homogenous intragroup distance calculations at each
timepoint. The most accurate result was for 1 day of aging (3.3 ± 1.3 µm). A continuous decrease in
accuracy was observed with each aging stage from day 1 to week 4. A time-dependent difference was
statistically significant after 3 weeks (p = 0.0008) and 4 weeks (p < 0.0001). Based on these findings,
dental models should not be used longer than 3 to 4 weeks after 3D printing for the fabrication of
definitive prosthetic reconstructions.

Keywords: rapid prototyping; 3D printing; accuracy; dental materials science; digital workflow

1. Introduction

Digitalization is en vogue: #WhatCanBeDigitalWillBe. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
demands of clinicians and patients are also changing in the field of dentistry. Scan technology has
opened the possibility to digitize the patient’s dental situation: either lab-side scanning of conventional
gypsum casts or directly chairside with an intraoral scanning device (IOS). With both methods,
the patient-specific situation can be captured optically and stored as a three-dimensional (3D) surface
file, namely a standard tessellation language (STL) file [1]. Scan technology is currently of great interest
in all dental disciplines, in particular in prosthodontics for the manufacturing of fixed dental prostheses
(FDP) [2].

IOS enables fully digital chairside workflows, incorporating computer-aided-design and
computer-aided-manufacturing (CAD/CAM) without any physical models [3]. IOS meets the ubiquitous
trend of digitalization in the society, supports more convenient treatments [4], and will successively
displace conventional impression taking in dentistry [5]. Whenever possible, complete digital
workflows will be used in dental medicine in the future [6].

The typical IOS domain has been single-unit restorations. Complete digital workflows have been
proven for tooth- and implant-supported monolithic single-unit restorations, especially in posterior
sites [7,8]. From an economic point of view, clinical and technical protocols for single crowns can be
streamlined to achieve time-efficient therapy outcomes with a reasonable cost–benefit ratio and a high
quality of CAD/CAM-processed restorations [9,10].
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At present, not all prosthetic indications can be addressed with model-free workflows, i.e., manually
veneered multi-unit FDPs. Even though technical progress is rapid and the combination of IOS and
laser-melting seems to be promising for CAD/CAM processing of frameworks of removable partial
dentures (RPD), a dental model is still required for the finalization of the RPD [11,12]. With the increase
in performance of IOS devices, however, the desire to expand the range of indications from single
crowns to more complex prosthetic reconstructions including removable restorations with edentulous
mucosal tissues has grown [13]. Clinical and technical protocols (combining IOS and dental model
fabrication) are required to cover such complex indications in a digital workflow. Rapid prototyping is
a technique to construct and build any geometry using 3D printing [14]. The 3D printing process is a
promising solution to generate dental models out of polymers based on lab-side or intraorally acquired
STL files [15]. Dental models reconstructed by 3D printing were considered clinically acceptable
in terms of accuracy and reproducibility compared to classical stone casts [16]; while compared to
CAD/CAM milling, 3D-printed models demonstrated even higher accuracy [17].

Three-dimensional printing is a relatively new technique in dentistry, and consequently, detailed
information on the dimensional accuracy and stability of 3D printed models with regard to time and
storage is not available [18]. Initial laboratory studies evaluated the accuracy of 3D-printed full-arch
dental models [19–22] but did not consider the impact of aging of the models.

Therefore, this in vitro study aimed to investigate the impact of model aging on the dimensional
stability of 3D-printed dental models. The hypothesis was that the period of storage time has no
significant influence on the accuracy of printed models.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Study Setup

A maxillary full-arch reference model (Model ANA-4, Frasaco GmbH, Tettnang, Germany) with
abutment tooth preparation for a three-unit FDP in positions 24–26 was scanned ten times using an
IOS device (TRIOS Pod, version 19.2.4, 3Shape, Copenhagen, Denmark). All IOSs were performed by
an experienced single operator. The IOS system was calibrated prior to each scan, and the scan strategy
followed the manufacturer’s instructions. Scan data were directly exported as STL data sets (n = 10).

Afterwards, TRIOS STL files were converted into 3D printable data sets using the built-in model
builder tool of the desktop scanner (Netfabb, version 2020.2, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland).
Standardized parameters were defined for 3D-printed models with a base height of 4 mm and a
thickness of 3 mm with two stabilizing bars. A base plate with hexagonal cell design with a height of
2 mm, wall thickness of 0.8 mm, and cell size of 1.5 mm was selected for all models (Figure 1).

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1. Conversion of TRIOS standard tessellation language (STL) files into 3D printable data sets
with (a) model builder software including two stabilizing bars (b) virtual preparation for 3D printing
using a base plate with hexagonal cell design.
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Based on each of these IOS data sets from the TRIOS STL files, ten dental models were 3D printed
(P 30, version 2019.2.11, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland) using a light-curing 3D printing
material with 385-nm wavelength technology (SHERAPrint-model plus “sand” UV, SHERA, Lemförde,
Germany). This polymer is specifically formulated for the production of high-precision dental models.
The printing model platform was cleaned with isopropanol and placed in the 3D printer. Afterwards,
the models were removed from the platform and placed in an ultrasonic bath for cleaning. The models
were then blown dry with compressed air, checked for excess material, cleaned again if required,
and left to rest for 30 min before further processing. Finally, the models were exposed to a burst of
light with wavelengths of 280–580 nm to cure the polymer.

The 3D-printed models were stored under constant conditions at 20 ◦C and 50% humidity without
direct light exposure and successively digitized with laboratory desktop scanner (Series 7, version
13.1.3.33179, Institut Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland) after storage periods of 1 day, 1 week, 2 weeks,
3 weeks, and 4 weeks.

2.2. Accuracy Analysis

A total of 50 STL files (ten 3D-printed dental models scanned at five timepoints) were evaluated for
accuracy by means of trueness (means) and precision (standard deviations). For accuracy measurements,
the original maxillary full-arch reference model was digitized using the same laboratory desktop
scanner that was used to digitize the 3D-printed models after aging. Based on the manufacturer’s
information, the power of the laser diode is 5 mW with a laser wavelength of 660 nm and the accuracy
is specified with 7 µm.

The STL file of the reference model was imported into a 3D analysis software and matched
pairwise with the 50 STL files of the 3D-printed models (Final Surface® version 2019.0, GFaI e.V.,
Berlin, Germany). A best-fit algorithm of the 3D analysis software was applied for accuracy testing of
the superimposed model pairings using a 2D distance analysis of the abutment teeth in areas 24 and
26 at indexed landmarks at the finishing lines. For visualization, a color mapping function of the 3D
analysis software was used with a graduate scale in µm (Figure 2).

 

α

Figure 2. Visualization of the superimposed 3D-printed model with the reference by means of color
mapping (Final Surface® version 2019.0, GFaI e.V., Berlin, Germany).

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out to evaluate the impact of aging on the accuracy of the 3D-printed
dental models. Descriptive statistics were calculated for means with standard deviations (SD) including
minimum and maximum values. Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests were used for all comparisons. The level of
significance was set at α = 0.05. Calculations were made with the open-source software “GraphPad
Software” (http://www.graphpad.com).
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3. Results

The descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1. The deviation analysis of the 3D-printed models
#01–#10 compared to the reference model demonstrated overall homogenous intragroup results for
distance calculations at each isolated timepoint. Taking into account the entire investigation period,
the range of mean deviations was very close for all tested 3D-printed models, revealing minimum to
maximum distance values of 1 to 12 µm.

Table 1. Deviation (in µm) of the 3D-printed models #01–#10 from the reference model after aging of 1
day; 1 week; and 2, 3, and 4 weeks (SD = standard deviation, Min =minimum, and Max =maximum).

1 Day 1 Week 2 Weeks 3 Weeks 4 Weeks

#01 2 2 3 5 6
#02 1 2 2 3 5
#03 2 3 2 7 8
#04 2 2 3 4 9
#05 4 3 6 6 9
#06 4 6 5 7 10
#07 5 7 6 8 12
#08 5 5 7 7 9
#09 3 4 7 8 9
#10 5 6 8 9 12

Mean 3.3 4.0 4.9 6.4 8.9
SD 1.3 1.9 2.2 1.9 2.2

Min 1 2 2 3 5
Max 5 7 8 9 12

Considering the factor of aging of the 3D-printed models, the most accurate result was for
1 day with a mean deviation of 3.3 ± 1.3 µm. A continuous decrease in accuracy was observed
with each further aging stage of the tested 3D-printed models from 1 day up to 4 weeks (Figure 3).
The time-dependent difference was statistically significant after 3 weeks (p = 0.0008) and 4 weeks
(p < 0.0001), respectively, when comparing with 1 day.

Figure 3. Deviation analysis of the tested 3D-printed models after defined aging represented by the five
timepoints for mean values including standard deviations (SD) in micrometer (µm) with significant
differences after * 3 weeks (p = 0.0008) and * 4 weeks (p < 0.0001).
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4. Discussion

This in vitro investigation aimed to analyze the impact of aging on the dimensional stability of
3D-printed dental models. The present findings revealed a time-dependent significant change in
dimensions after 3 and 4 weeks of aging. Therefore, the hypothesis that the period of storage time has
no significant influence on the accuracy of 3D printed models had to be rejected.

The present study setup was carried out with an exemplary tooth-supported three-unit FDP
in regions 24 to 26 for deviation analysis of the prepared abutment teeth. For fabrication of a
manually veneered FDP, the overall time required-comprising the sum of clinical and technical work
steps, including impression taking, try-in, potential adjustments, and seating of the reconstruction,
is approximately 2–3 weeks [23]. During this period of time, the dental technician must rely
on the dimensional stability of the dental cast. Based on this supposed working schedule,
the present investigation considered five timepoints up to 4 weeks of aging for accuracy analysis of
3D-printed models.

The focus of the present study was to investigate the dimensional changes of the 3D-printed
models related to the prepared abutment teeth representing short-span analysis rather than full-arch
comparisons. The obtained results for accuracy during aging up to 4 weeks were very consistent
for intragroup comparisons at each isolated timepoint. Analyzing longer spans, i.e., cross-arch
reconstructions, the accuracy testing might reveal different results for intra- as well as intergroup
comparisons. Even though significant differences of the 3D-printed models were observed after 3
and 4 weeks of aging, examination of the distance analysis revealed negligible changes of 1 to 12 µm
for minimum to maximum values. Therefore, the question of clinical relevance remains, provided
that the prosthetic reconstruction can be completed on the model within 3 or 4 weeks and that the
models have been properly stored during this time (constant conditions at 20 ◦C and 50% humidity
without direct light exposure). It must be critically emphasized that the dimensional changes of the
3D-printed models were small and comparable to investigations analyzing the accuracy of dental stone
casts obtained from classical impression taking [24,25].

Ideally, dental master casts for the manufacturing of retrievable prosthetic reconstructions, such as
screw-retained implant-supported FDPs or removable dental prostheses, can be reused in case of a
potential emergency in the future. Tested 3D-printed models demonstrated a continuous decrease of
dimensional stability. We cannot extrapolate beyond the 4-week duration of this study; therefore, it is
not possible to predict with certainty whether these changes will continue or stabilize somehow over
time. Thus, 3D-printed dental master models should be considered as single-use product, at least for
the manufacturing of definitive prosthetic reconstructions. Nevertheless, the existing digital data sets
can be stored and reused for the production of “fresh” dental models if necessary.

The bottleneck of accuracy is the process chain of STL files. The interface management guaranteeing
a loss-free data transfer from the IOS device to the software of the virtual model builder and to the 3D
printer is the key for success. The findings are therefore only representative for the combination of the
equipment and materials used in this investigation and cannot be transferred to workflows of other
manufacturers. Further investigations are necessary to analyze different setups of IOS > software >
3D printer including materials used and additional prosthetic indications. The following has to be
considered: what are the impacts of the polymer and the 3D-printing technology, or is it a combination
of both?

In general, the translation of laboratory findings into clinical (routine) protocols must proceed
with caution. In the present study, the in vitro study setting can only be transferred with digital
impressions in the upper jaw. It must be taken into account that in vivo digital impressions are different
considering the localization. In contrast to the maxilla, the mandible exhibits characteristic inherent
mobility during dynamic movements, in particular during mouth opening. The transfer of laboratory
results from full-arch scans to an in vivo patient situation is difficult, specifically in the mandible.

While in the past, conventional workflows with classical impression techniques and plaster model
production have been continuously optimized, there are still no explicit recommendations for digital
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workflows with IOS, further STL processing, and consecutive fabrication of 3D-printed dental models.
Due to the various commercially available 3D printers with different quality levels and the diverse
light-curing polymers in the material segment, the field of digitally produced dental models is very
complex and subject to constant change without generally defined standards [15,26]. Kim et al. (2018)
reported on significant differences for the analysis of full-arch dental models manufactured with
different 3D printing techniques [27]. In addition, Nestler et al. (2020) have shown that inexpensive 3D
printers were no less accurate than more expensive ones [19]. However, the authors did not clarify
what is the meaning of “inexpensive” compared to “expensive”, especially when a global market is
considered. Three-dimensional printing generates not only enthusiasm but also great uncertainty.
Therefore, future research must focus on the definition and establishment of evidenced-based standards
in the field of 3D printing techniques in dentistry. Otherwise it is not possible for both dental technicians
and dentists to distinguish which workflows with which equipment and material combination can
deliver reliable results [28].

5. Conclusions

Three-dimensionally printed dental models for the production of three-unit FDPs demonstrated
very accurate results. However, a significant decrease in dimensional stability of the models was
observed after 3 weeks of aging under constant conditions. Based on these findings, it can be concluded
that 3D-printed dental master models should not be used for the fabrication of definitive prosthetic
reconstructions more than 3 to 4 weeks after 3D printing. Nevertheless, the changes observed due
to aging in this study were small and comparable to the variation seen in conventional plaster cast
models that are used in routine practice today.
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Abstract: Digital impression devices are used alternatively to conventional impression techniques

and materials. The aim of this study was to evaluate the precision of extraoral digitalization of three

types of photosensitive resin polymers used for 3D printing with the aid of a digital extraoral optical

scanner. The alignment of the scans was performed by a standard best-fit alignment. Trueness and

precision were used to evaluate the models. The trueness was evaluated by using bias as a measure

and the standard deviation was used to evaluate the precision. After assessing the normality of the

distributions, an independent Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare the trueness and precision

across the material groups. The Mann–Whitney test was used as a post-hoc test for significant

differences. The result of the analysis showed significant differences (U = 66, z = −2.337, p = 0.019)

in trueness of mesiodistal distances. Upon visual inspection of the models, defects were noticed on

two out of nine of the models printed with a photosensitive polymer. The defects were presented

as cavities caused by air bubbles and were also reflected in the scans. Mean precision did not vary

too much between these three photosensitive polymer resins, therefore, the selection of 3D printing

materials should be based on the trueness and the required precision of the clinical purpose of

the model.

Keywords: 3D printed dental models; polymer resin; extra-oral scanning

1. Introduction

In-office dental 3D printing helps improve the efficiency of forward-thinking practices
all over the world. By leveraging existing technologies that exist in digital dentistry, 3D
printing enables better responsiveness to patient needs, significantly reduces manufac-
turing times, and opens up new treatment options. With low operating costs, minimal
maintenance, and user-friendly design, these products make it easy to bring digital den-
tistry and 3D printing together in dental practice. 3D printing dental models and digital
wax-ups reveal anatomical details, high precision for exceptional measurements, patient
education, and dental laboratory collaboration. A large selection of dental 3D printing
materials are designed, developed, and tested for high performance in digital dentistry.
3D printing resins are built to achieve equivalent or superior results than conventional
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dental materials while providing better value for money [1]. Digital impression making
using intraoral and extraoral scanners may be an approach to improve the accuracy of
dental restorations, as, by their nature, these processes tend to eliminate the error caused
by conventional impression making and gypsum model casting [2]. There are only a few
studies published on the accuracy of printed models compared with plaster models [3–6].
These studies concluded that the printed models can be used as a replacement for plaster
models, but it is unclear whether the samples used in these studies were sufficient to
draw definitive conclusions. Given 3D printing’s promising potential and increased use
in dentistry, it is essential to evaluate the accuracy of 3D printed dental models [7]. An
accurate printed model is fundamental for dental diagnostic purposes.

With the introduction of computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manu-
facturing (CAM) technologies in dentistry, virtual models of teeth are required. Digital
processes are applied for prosthetic-driven backward planning of implant surgery, or-
thodontic measurements, and treatment planning combined with surgical planning. Data
acquired by intraoral scanning, computed tomography, cone-beam computed tomography,
and extraoral surface scanning can be fused [8–10]. Digital three-dimensional (3D) models
are created by scanning impression and plaster models using desktop scanners or otherwise
by cone-beam computed tomography. These methods have been widely accepted in clinical
orthodontics and are advantageous due to the compact storage space, their potential to
expand applications for treatment planning, and their easy customization [11,12].

The majority of the literature has focused on the reproducibility error of obtaining the
3D datasets either indirectly via sequential dental models [13–16] or directly using digital
scanners when analyzing the accuracy of the 3D modes. However, the superimposition or
alignment of the two datasets is not trivial and is also prone to error [17]. The alignment of
the scans is performed by minimizing the mesh distance error between each corresponding
data point. In our study, a standard best-fit alignment [18] was used. This method uses an
iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm to align scans, with each software using a slightly
different algorithm and does not involve operator-based decisions. The alignment is
performed by minimizing the mesh distance error between each corresponding data
point [18–20].

The precision of a 3D Printer NextDent™ using three different photosensitive poly-
mer resins for three-dimensional (3D) printings with the help of GOM ATOS Capsule™
structured light optical scanner was examined in this study.

2. Materials and Method

A power study assuming 80% power and an alpha of 0.05 showed that 3 pairs of
printed models for each material group were needed to show statistical differences of
0.5 mm in measurements with a 0.2 mm standard deviation [21].

A typodont model (Frasaco™ Gmbh, Tettnang, Germany) containing 16 mandibular
permanent teeth (Figure 1) was chosen as a reference model. With the aid of GOM ATOS
Capsule (Zeiss™ Gmbh, Braunschweig, Germany), which is an optical precision measuring
machine, the reference model was scanned. This device used 2 12Mp CCD cameras and a
fringe blue light projector to scan the surface. Spatial referencing was done via uncoded
markers, while the stereo camera technology provided an overdetermined system of
equations for each measurement. It was able to measure the reference markers with a
deviation of 3 µm to 5 µm. Its result was a 3D mesh created by polygonizing the large
number of triangulated points captured by the cameras. The scan of the reference model
was used as a benchmark for comparison later in the study.
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distances were measured using the GOM Inspect 2020™ (Braunschweig, Germany) soft-

Figure 1. Model used for the reference comparison.

Three photosensitive resins were used in the study from 3 different producers. The
name and brand of producers were intentionally omitted because of commercial purposes
and were generally named Producer 1, Producer 2, Producer 3. The material from Producer
1 had a price range of 300$ to 400$ per 1 kg container, Producer 2 from 200$ to 300$ per
1 kg container, and Producer 3 under 100$ per 1 kg container. Three models were printed
from each material using the reference model scan.

A NextDent 5100 (Soesterberg, The Netherlands) 3D printer was used, having the
following settings: Build volume 124.8 × 70.2 × 196 mm (4.9 × 2.8 × 7.7 in), resolution
1920 × 1080 pixels, pixel pitch 65 microns (0.0025 in) (390.8 effective PPI), wavelength
405 nm. This printer used light (wavelength of 405 nm) to cure the resin. The resulting
9 models were scanned with the same 3D scanner as the reference model in similar light
and temperature conditions. An observer repeated the measurements at a 1-week interval.
As the model made by Producer 3 was shinier, the decision was made to cover the models
with an antireflective powder. To preserve the measurement conditions, all models were
covered irrespective of the material. The meshes resulting from scanning were exported
in STL format. The STL file resulting from the scan of the reference model was used for
printing the models from the 3 materials.

Later in the study, the meshes of models were compared with the reference scan,
and distances were measured using the GOM Inspect 2020™ (Braunschweig, Germany)
software package. The printed model and the reference model surfaces were pre-aligned
through a standard best fit method. This method globally minimizes the deviations between
the 2 surfaces. As this method only superimposes the 2 surfaces to get a globally acceptable
deviation, a local best fit method was used to align the 2 surfaces in the teeth area (marked
with red in Figure 2). This method minimized the deviations between the 2 entities in the
region of interest for this study.

In the subsequent stage of the study, a comparison between the 3D printed model
surface and the reference model surface was performed, outlining the deviations between
them. Figure 3 shows these comparisons for each model grouped by material. Positive
deviations were noticeable in the molar regions (yellow and red), while negative deviations
can be visible in the incisor and canine regions (blue). On average, these deviations ranged
from −0.06 to 0.06 mm.
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(a) (b) 

ranged from −0.06 to 0.06 mm.

Figure 2. (a) Local best-fit alignment done in the region of interest between the 3D printed model and the reference surface;
(b) the scanned surface (grey) and the reference surface (blue) overlapped.ranged from −0.06 to 0.06 mm.

Figure 3. Surface comparison of the three printed models with the reference model for each material: (A) Producer 1;
(B) Producer 2; (C) Producer 3.

For each model, the buccolingual width and mesiodistal width of each tooth were
measured and the length of the arch curve. The dental arch width was also measured
(the inter-canine, inter-premolar, and inter-molar distances) from the interior and exterior
surfaces of each tooth and the height of each tooth (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Measurements done on the models: (A) The buccolingual width, (B) the mesiodistal width, (C) the arch curve
length, (D) arch width (exterior), (E) arch width (interior).(F) 3D printed model surface

The buccolingual tooth width was measured using a section plane to better quantify
the deviations between the models (Figure 4A). To obtain the section plane, the crown
heights of molars 38, 48, and incisor 41 were measured. The midpoints of the distances
from the mucogingival junction to the occlusal surface of each of these 3 teeth were used to
create the plane (Figure 5).

  

Figure 5. Section plane used for the buccolingual width measurements.

Surface points were placed on opposite sides of each tooth in the buccolingual di-
rection, and the distance between the points was measured (Figure 6). Repeatability was
ensured by using the same measurement program for all models.

The mesiodistal distance (Figure 4B) was more difficult to determine because of the
way the model was scanned and printed. The stereoscopic scanner that was used was
not able to scan until the point where the teeth touch on the real reference model. As
a result, the gaps in the mesh were filled, creating a continuous surface. An exception
was the distance between incisor 33 and premolar 34 that was wide enough to permit
the creation of 2 distinct surfaces on the reference model. The mesiodistal distance was
determined such that it is on either side of the measured tooth but not in the filling area
from between the teeth. Measurements were made only in the midplane created for the
buccolingual measurements.
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measurements. According to ISO 5725, trueness refers to “the clos

erence value” while “precision refers to the closeness of agreement between test results” 
–

𝑠 =  √∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑠 =  𝑎𝑏𝑠(�̅� − 𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑚)𝑥𝑖 �̅�𝑛 = 3𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑚

Figure 6. Section measurements in the buccolingual direction for each tooth.

The arch curve was determined through the midpoints of the buccolingual distance of
each tooth on the midplane (Figure 4C).

The dental arch width was determined by measuring the inter-canine, inter-premolar,
and inter-molar distances both from the exterior and interior surfaces of each tooth, as
presented in Figure 4D,E. The height of each tooth was measured from the marginal gingiva
to the occlusal surface of each tooth (Figure 4F).

Trueness and precision were used to evaluate each variable of the arch and tooth mea-
surements. According to ISO 5725, trueness refers to “the closeness of agreement between
the arithmetic mean of a large number of test results and the true or accepted reference value”
while “precision refers to the closeness of agreement between test results” [21]. Trueness is
a measure of systematic error while the precision of random error [22–24]. The standard
deviation was used to evaluate the precision, while bias was used to evaluate trueness:

s=

√

∑
n
i=1(xi − x)2

n

ias= abs(x − xnom)

where: xi is the measured value on a model for a specific characteristic. x the mean of
measurements for the 3 models printed from the same material. n = 3 is the number of
measurements. xnom is the nominal value from the reference model.

3. Statistical Analysis

The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess the normality of the distributions. An
independent-samples Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare the precision and trueness
values across the material groups. In the cases of significant results, a Mann–Whitney test
was performed between each group pair. The level of significance chosen was α = 0.05. The
analysis was done in IBM SPSS v26, and the data were preprocessed in Microsoft Excel 365.

4. Results

Upon visual inspection of the models, defects were noticed on two out of three of the
models printed with material from Producer 3. The defects presented as cavities caused
by air bubbles. The defects were also reflected in the scans, as presented in Figure 7. As
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a result of the placement of these defects, some values of the mesiodistal distances were
unable to be computed as the defects were in the exact region of the measurements.

–
–

–
α

–

(χ
= 0.490) or trueness (χ

Figure 7. Defects, shown in red circles, in two models printed with the material from Producer 3 visible in the resulting scan.

A Kruskal–Wallis test was conducted to determine if there were differences in precision
and trueness values for arch distances between groups with materials from different
manufacturers: Producer 1, Producer 2, and Producer 3. Distributions of precision values
were not similar for all groups, as assessed by visual inspection of a boxplot (Figure 8).
Although there were variations, median precision values were not statistically significantly
different between the different material groups, for either precision (χ2(2) = 1.428, p = 0.490)
or trueness (χ2(2) = 0.202, p = 0.904).

The differences in precision and trueness values for buccolingual distances between
groups with materials from different manufacturers: Producer 1, Producer 2, and Producer
3 were assessed. Through visual inspection of the boxplot, it was concluded that the
distributions of precision values were similar for all groups. Although there were variations,
median precision values were not statistically significantly different between the different
material groups, for either precision (χ2(2) = 2.327, p = 0.312) or trueness (χ2(2) = 4.349,
p = 0.114).
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different material groups, for either precision (χ = 0.312) or trueness (χ

tween the different material groups, for either precision (χ
(χ

Figure 8. Distributions of precision values (left) and trueness values (right) for arch distances between the three material groups.

The same test was used to determine if there were differences in precision and trueness
values for tooth height between groups with materials from different manufacturers:
Producer 1, Producer 2, and Producer 3. Distributions of trueness values were similar
for all groups but different for precision values, as assessed by visual inspection of the
boxplots (Figure 9). Median precision values were not statistically significantly different
between the different material groups, for either precision (χ2(2) = 0.391, p = 0.822) or
trueness (χ2(2) = 0.145, p = 0.930). The precision and trueness mean (with the 95% CI) and
standard deviations for the measurements are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for precision and trueness for the three materials for each type of measurement.

Measurement Indicator Variable Producer 1 Producer 2 Producer 3

Arch distances

Trueness
Mean

(95% CI)
0.083

[0.042, 0.124]
0.073

[0.027, 0.119]
0.080

[0.042, 0.118]
Std. Dev. 0.083 0.092 0.077

Precision
Mean

(95% CI)
0.033

[0.018, 0.048]
0.022

[0.013, 0.031]
0.024

[0.13, 0.034]
Std. Dev. 0.030 0.018 0.021

Buccolingual
measurements

Trueness
Mean

(95% CI)
0.024

[0.015, 0.033]
0.040

[0.25, 0.55]
0.023

[0.015, 0.030]
Std. Dev. 0.017 0.028 0.014

Precision
Mean

(95% CI)
0.015 [0.011, 0.019]

0.017
[0.012, 0.021]

0.020
[0.015, 0.026]

Std. Dev. 0.007 0.008 0.01

Mesiodistal
measurements

Trueness
Mean

(95% CI)
0.087

[0.060, 0.113]
0.103

[0.067, 0.138]
0.061

[0.014, 0.108]
Std. Dev. 0.050 0.066 0.088

Precision
Mean

(95% CI)
0.022

[0.009, 0.034]
0.019

[0.009, 0.029]
0.056

[−0.008, 0.120]
Std. Dev. 0.023 0.019 0.112

Tooth height

Trueness
Mean

(95% CI)
0.046

[0.029, 0.063]
0.043

[0.027, 0.058]
0.045

[0.027, 0.062]
Std. Dev. 0.032 0.029 0.032

Precision
Mean

(95% CI)
0.014

[0.009, 0.019]
0.011

[0.007, 0.015]
0.010

[0.007, 0.013]
Std. Dev. 0.010 0.007 0.006

Arch curve length
Trueness Length 0.143 0.121 0.029
Precision Length 0.036 0.012 0.01
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Figure 9. Distributions of precision values (left) and trueness values (right) for tooth height between the three material groups.

The results for the buccolingual and mesiodistal measurements had a lower spread
for precision than for trueness, except for the material from the third producer for the
mesiodistal measurements (as seen in Figure 10).

[−0.008, 0.120]
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Figure 10. Buccolingual (left) and mesiodistal (right) measurements for the three material types.

The distributions of values for precision and trueness were tested for normality using
both the Kolmogorov–Smirnov and the Shapiro–Wilk tests. The results of the tests were
mixed, some values being normally distributed while others not. In addition, some outliers
were identified. As a result, the decision was made to use non-parametric methods for
further analysis as they do not make any assumptions regarding the distribution of data,
and they are more robust to the presence of outliers than parametric methods.

Differences in precision values for the mesiodistal length between groups with materi-
als from different manufacturers: Producer 1, Producer 2, and Producer 3 were assessed.
Precision values were not distributed similarly for all groups, as assessed by visual in-
spection of a boxplot. Median precision values were statistically significantly different
between the different material groups (χ2(2) = 6.370, p = 0.041. Subsequently, pairwise
comparisons were performed using Dunn’s procedure with a Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons. This post-hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences
in precision values between the material from Producer 1 and Producer 3 and between
Producer 2 and Producer 3, but when applying the Bonferroni correction, the statistical
significance disappeared. The decision was made to follow up with a Mann–Whitney test
for the two pairs that resulted in a significant difference.

A Mann–Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences in precision
values for the mesiodistal distance between materials from Producer 1 and Producer 3.
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Precision values were statistically significantly higher for the material from Producer 3
(Mean rank = 20.38) than for the material from Producer 1 (Mean rank = 12.63), U = 66,
z = −2.337, p = 0.019, using an exact sampling distribution for U [23].

The same test was run to determine if there were differences in precision values for the
mesiodistal distance between materials from Producer 2 and Producer 3. Precision values
were not statistically significantly different, U = 76, z = −1.960, p = 0.050. Although the
precision values for the material from Producer 3 were higher (Mean rank = 19.75) than for
the material from Producer 1 (Mean rank = 13.25), the p-value was marginally significant.

Distributions of the precision values were not similar, as assessed by visual inspection
for either of the two tests.

Differences in trueness values for the mesiodistal length between groups with mate-
rials from different manufacturers: Producer 1, Producer 2, and Producer 3 were tested.
After a visual inspection of the distributions of trueness values, it was determined that
they were not similar. Median precision values were statistically significantly different
between the different material groups, (χ2(2) = 10.050, p = 0.007. Adjusted p-values are
presented. Subsequently, pairwise comparisons were performed using Dunn’s procedure
with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. This post-hoc analysis revealed
statistically significant differences in trueness values between the material from Producer 1
(Mean rank = 27.69) and Producer 3 (Mean rank = 15.56) (p = 0.043) and between Producer 2
(Mean rank = 30.25) and Producer 3 (0.009), but not between materials from Producer 1
and Producer 2 (p = 1.000). This shows that the material from Producer 3 has a significantly
lower bias for the mesiodistal distances than materials from Producer 1 and Producer 2.

5. Discussion

In this study, printed models obtained from digital scans made with an extraoral
scanner were used because extraoral scanning is increasingly used to make digital dental
models, and some of the errors that can occur in the traditional impression-taking pro-
cedure can be avoided. Digital models have several advantages compared with plaster
models, such as ease of data storage and data transmission, provide both visual and tactile
information, and can be used for diagnostic, therapeutic, and education purposes. The
goal of this study was to assess the trueness and precision of dental models obtained by
the extraoral scanning technique, fabricated using three different types of polymer resin
with a 3D printer. The accuracy of various 3D printed models has been validated only by a
few studies. In one such study, Hazeveld et al. [6] decided to fabricate dental models using
three types of rapid prototyping in order to analyze the accuracy of these models. They
used digital calipers to measure the size of the teeth, focusing on measuring the mesiodistal
height and width. It failed to measure the buccolingual width, which is also influenced by
the method of printing and polymerization. This might have affected the fit of orthodontic
appliances and individualized trays. In another study, Murugesan et al. [25] also made
dental models using three types of rapid prototyping and also used digital calipers to
measure the teeth in order to assess the accuracy of the models. The use of digital calipers
in measuring the teeth might have led to errors in measurement due to the difficulty in
finding the tooth of a reference point. Their models were printed by different printers,
which might have also led to inconsistencies and errors in measurements. We tried to
address both shortcomings by applying 3D software to validate the trueness and precision
of the dental models made by the 3D printers and by establishing more clear reference
points on the gingival areas and the teeth. We consider that the careful establishment of
clear reference points played an important and decisive role in getting good results. Highly
repeatable measurements have been reported by Salmi et al. [26], but in this study, they
used a 10.0 mm reference point.

Another important factor when scanning 3D printed models is represented by the
scan spray (antireflective powder). This powder helps in lowering the reflection of light of
the printed models. In the 3D color map of the experimental group, the labial and buccal
surfaces of the 3D printed models in all experimental groups displayed a homogenous
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pattern of the blue area, which represented shrinkage. This might be explained by the
characteristic of the surface in these areas, which was usually smooth and allowed the
polymers to contact evenly. The opposite situation was present on the occlusal and in-
terdental surface with its pit and groove regions, where an uneven pattern of shrinkage
was observed.

As far as we know, the differences between 3D printed models and a reference model
have never been carefully examined in order to prove they are clinically acceptable. One
possibility might be that the dimension differences have no impact on clinical applica-
tions [3,27]. As specified in Hirogaki, Y [28] from a clinical perspective, a 0.3 mm dimension
difference in dental models might be accurate enough. Depending on the treatment method,
different clinical standards should be used for determining the accuracy and adequacy
of dental models. The choice of 3D printing technology must be determined by its in-
tended application. Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that 3D printed models, which are
clinically acceptable for orthodontic purposes, may not necessarily be acceptable for the
prosthodontic workflow or other dental applications requiring high accuracy [26,28].

When using 3D superimposition techniques, the risk of bias and applicability concerns
are low as high accuracy desktop scanners are utilized, and CAM is the only identified
source of error. However, it is worth noting that increased risk of bias and applicability
concerns for index tests are recorded for studies that use linear measurements because of
human error when performing physical linear measurements with no information provided
on the calibration of the examiners. We believe that the dental models produced via 3D
printing may be good enough for clinical purposes. It can be expected that the costs of
printing dental models will decrease, and the costs will possibly become comparable with
the conventional fabrication of plaster models. Increased use of CAD/CAM techniques
for making customized orthodontic appliances with appliance printing techniques can be
expected. However, in order to fully analyze the clinical efficacy and the accuracy of the
3D models, more studies are needed.

6. Conclusions

There were significant discrepancies in the trueness of mesiodistal distance measure-
ments between the 3D printing polymer resins. Producer 1 and Producer 2 were more
precise than Producer 3 material, with the Producer 1 photosensitive polymer displaying
the highest accuracy. Our results show that the material from Producer 3 has a significantly
lower precision (a higher spread) for the mesiodistal measurements than the material from
Producer 1. For the comparison between the materials from Producer 2 and Producer 3, the
results are inconclusive as the p-value is marginally significant (p = 0.05). Mean precision
does not vary too much between these three photosensitive polymer resins, therefore, the
trueness and the required precision of the clinical purpose of the model should be deciding
factors in choosing the proper 3D printing materials.
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Abstract: Plasma-polymerized allylamine (PPAAm) coatings of titanium enhance the cell behavior
of osteoblasts. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate a PPAAm nanolayer on zirconia
after a storage period of 5 years. Zirconia specimens were directly coated with PPAAm (ZA0) or
stored in aseptic packages at room temperature for 5 years (ZA5). Uncoated zirconia specimens
(Zmt) and the micro-structured endosseous surface of a zirconia implant (Z14) served as controls.
The elemental compositions of the PPAAm coatings were characterized and the viability, spreading
and gene expression of human osteoblastic cells (MG-63) were assessed. The presence of amino
groups in the PPAAm layer was significantly decreased after 5 years due to oxidation processes. Cell
viability after 24 h was significantly higher on uncoated specimens (Zmt) than on all other surfaces.
Cell spreading after 20 min was significantly higher for Zmt = ZA0 > ZA5 > Z14, while, after 24 h,
spreading also varied significantly between Zmt > ZA0 > ZA5 > Z14. The expression of the mRNA
differentiation markers collagen I and osteocalcin was upregulated on untreated surfaces Z14 and
Zmt when compared to the PPAAm specimens. Due to the high biocompatibility of zirconia itself,
a PPAAm coating may not additionally improve cell behavior.

Keywords: zirconia implant; human osteoblasts; cell viability; cell spreading; gene expression;
plasma-polymerized allylamine; X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

1. Introduction

To replace missing teeth, dental implants made of titanium are a valuable treatment option.
However, in recent years, titanium implants have been critically discussed regarding the release of
titanium particles and biologic complications [1]. There are some indications that Ti ions released from
the implant surface upregulate the expression of chemokines and cytokines in human osteoclasts and
osteoblasts. Consequently, osteoclastogenesis is induced, which may contribute to the pathomechanism
of aseptic loosening [2,3]. Dental implants made of zirconia can be considered promising alternatives
to titanium implants [4–6]. Clinical data are available, reporting survival rates of 95.4% after 3 years [4]
and 98.4% after 5 years in situ [5].

Permanent osseointegration, indicated by the formation of a direct bone–implant contact, is the
most important requirement for the clinical success of an implant [7]. The endosseous part of the implant
is shaped as screw to achieve a certain primary stability after insertion. Additionally, most implant
surfaces are micro-structured, which is reported to enhance osseointegration [8]. For zirconia
implants, different approaches are undertaken to structure the endosseous surface such as sandblasting,
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acid-etching, laser structuring, additive sintering or injection molding [9–11]. The currently available
surfaces providing long-term clinical data for zirconia implants are sandblasted followed by acid
etching [4,12] and, optionally, heat treated [5].

Another approach is the creation of a biologically active implant surface by applying an additional
functional layer, which has been done for titanium surfaces [13,14]. Nitrogen-rich surface chemistry
is known to promote cellular attachment because it contains polar groups [15]. The most common
plasma precursors used to generate amine functionalities on biomaterials are allylamine [16–18],
ethylendiamine [19], cyclopropylamine [20,21] as well as mixtures of hydrocarbon-containing gases
and molecular nitrogen [22]. Due to the presence of positively charged carriers such as NH2 groups
on the surface coating [23,24], the net negative charged eukaryotic cells are attracted. For instance,
plasma-polymerized allylamine (PPAAm) coatings have been applied on titanium [25–30], titanium
alloy (Ti6Al4V) [22], porous calcium phosphate [31] and yttria-stabilized zirconia (Y-TZP) [32] to
improve their hydrophilic properties by generating positively charged amine groups. The resulting
zeta potential changed from negative into positive values, e.g., untreated titanium: −82.3 mV and
PPAAm-coated Ti: +8.6 mV (pH 7.4) [33]. On all tested materials, the cell spreading of human
osteoblastic cells MG-63 was accelerated by the PPAAm coating. PPAAm-coated titanium plates have
also been inserted in the muscular neck tissue of rats, revealing lower macrophage-related reactions in
the mid (14 d) and late (56 d) phases of the study than uncoated titanium specimens [29]. However,
the PPAAm coating is susceptible to aging. Within 7 days after coating, 70% of the primary amino
groups of the PPAAm layer were already converted into amides. Zeta potential remained positive and
even increased with prolonged storage of 200 d from 13.9 ± 1.2 mV to 26.3 ± 0.5 mV (pH 6.0), probably
due to the increased density of imines, nitriles and acid amides [30]. Nevertheless, the cell spreading
of human osteoblasts on PPAAm-coated titanium alloys that were stored over 360 d was accelerated
compared to uncoated specimens [30]. To evaluate the differentiation behavior of osteoblastic cells,
gene expression of differentiation markers such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP), collagen type 1 (COL)
or osteocalcin (OCN) are measured. COL and ALP are considered early differentiation markers in
the osteoblast lineage, while the transcription of OCN is enhanced in a later differentiation stage.
The purpose of the present study is to test whether a PPAAm coating on zirconia is stable up to
5 years, which is the common shelf life of ready-for-sale implants. The reaction of human osteoblasts
to the PPAAm coating on zirconia has therefore been assessed by evaluating cell viability, spreading,
cell morphology and gene expression.

2. Materials and Methods

Zirconia discs with a diameter of 13 mm and a height of 2 mm were produced. The discs were
machine overdimensioned in the green state, sintered and isostatically hot pressed in order to get
disc-shaped specimens. The zirconia was composed of 93.0 wt% ZrO2, 5.0 wt% Y2O3, 0.1 wt% Al2O3,
1.9 wt% HfO2; its grain size was 0.3 µm (MZ111, CeramTec, Plochingen, Germany). Four different
surfaces were produced according to Table 1: ZA0: as-sintered zirconia, heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C,
PPAAm coating, ZA5: as-sintered zirconia, heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C, PPAAm coating, aged 5 years
in sealed package, Zmt: as-sintered zirconia, heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C, Z14: sandblasted Al2O3

105 µm, etched for 1 h in hydrofluoric acid 38–40%, heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C. Z14 is the endosseous
surface of a clinically tested implant [5] (cer.face 14, Vita, Bad Säckingen, Germany) and served as
the clinically relevant control. Z14 displayed the following roughness parameters: arithmetical mean
(Ra) = 1.47 ± 0.0.6 µm, maximum height of profile (Rz) = 10.85 ± 0.67 µm [34]. Specimens were heat
treated at 1250 ◦C for 1 h to achieve a higher tetragonal phase of zirconia and consequently increase
its resistance to aging. The surface of Zmt (Ra = 0.33 ± 0.0.2 µm, Rz = 2.71 ± 0.24 µm [34]) served as
a substrate for the specimens treated with PPAAm (ZA0 and ZA5). Those specimens were coated
with a thin (approximately 40 nm) PPAAm layer using a low-pressure plasma reactor (V55G, Plasma
Finish, Germany) according to the following two-step procedure: (1) activation of the substrates by
a continuous wave oxygen/argon plasma (500 W, 50 Pa, 1000-sccm O2/5 sccm Ar) for 60 s and (2)
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deposition of PPAAm by microwave-excited (2.45 GHz) pulsed plasma (500 W, 50 Pa, 50 sccm Ar)
for 480 s (effective treatment time). Prior to flushing the reactor with allylamine, the precursor was
carefully purified of air by evacuating and purging with N2. Substrates were treated in a downstream
position 9 cm from the microwave coupling window. ZA0 and ZA5 were then immediately stored in
aseptic packaging until use. Specimens of ZA5 were stored in aseptic packaging at room temperature
for a period of 5 years. Prior to all experiments, Z14 and Zmt specimens were cleaned in an ultrasonic
bath, 70% ethanol for 5 min, distilled water for 5 min, sterilized in a heating chamber at 200 ◦C for
2 h (FED-240, Binder, Tuttlingen, Germany) and stored in sterile petri dishes that were wrapped with
aluminum foil for at least 2 weeks. The specimen surfaces were then characterized in terms of their
elemental composition and visualized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Table 1. Pretreatment of zirconia surfaces of the respective groups.

Group Surface Pretreatment

ZA0 heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C, plasma-polymerized allylamine coating September 2018
ZA5 heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C, plasma-polymerized allylamine coating August 2013
Zmt heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C
Z14 sandblasted Al2O3 105 µm, etched 1 h hydrofluoric acid 38–40%, heat treated for 1 h at 1250 ◦C

2.1. Specimen Characterization

2.1.1. Elemental Composition (XPS)

The elemental surface composition was analyzed by high-resolution scanning XPS. The spectra
were acquired using an Axis Supra delay-line detector (DLD) electron spectrometer (Kratos Analytical,
Manchester, UK) equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). The analysis area was
approximately 250 µm in diameter during the acquisition, obtained by using the medium magnification
lens mode (field of view 2) and by selecting the slot mode. The core level spectra of each element,
which were identified in the survey spectra, were collected at a pass energy of 80 eV by applying
an emission current of 10 mA and a high voltage of 15 kV. Charge neutralization was implemented by
a low-energy electron injected into the magnetic field of the lens from a filament located directly atop
the sample. For each sample, spectra were recorded on three different spots and randomly distributed.
Data processing was carried out using CasaXPS software, version 2.3.22PR1.0 (Casa Software Ltd.,
Teighnmouth, UK). Due to sample charging, the binding energy scale was corrected for all samples
by setting the carbon C1s binding energy to 285.0 eV. Concentrations are provided in atomic percent
(at%). The labeling of primary amino groups was performed with 4-trifluoromethyl-benzaldehyde
(TFBA, Alfa Aesar, Haverhill, MA, USA) at 40 ◦C in a saturated gas phase for 2 h. The density of
the amino groups, the ratio of NH2 to carbon atoms (NH2/C), was determined from the fluorine
elemental fraction.

2.1.2. SEM Imaging

The specimens’ surfaces were gold-sputtered and visualized with a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) using mixed secondary electrons (SE) and backscattered electrons (BSE) modes at 15 kV
(ESEM XL30, Philips, Eindhoven, the Netherlands).

2.2. Cell Behavior

2.2.1. Cell Cultivation

The human osteoblastic cell line MG-63 (American Type Culture Collection ATCC, CRL1427)
was cultivated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM + GlutaMAX-l + 4.5 g/L DGlucose +
Pyruvate; gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) with the addition of 10% fetal calf serum
(FCS superior standardized S0615 0879F, Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) and 1% antibiotic (gentamicin,
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ratiopharm, Ulm, Germany) to 70–80% confluency up to passages 8–21 [35] at 37 ◦C in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2. Cells were detached with 0.05% trypsin/0.02% ethylenediaminetetraacetate
(EDTA, PAA Laboratories GmbH) for 5 min at 37 ◦C. After stopping trypsinization by the addition of
a complete cell culture medium, an aliquot of 100 µL was put into 10 mL of CASY ton buffer solution
(Roche Innovatis, Reutlingen, Germany) and the cell number was measured in the counter CASY Model
DT (Schärfe System, Reutlingen, Germany). Specimens were seeded with the appropriate cell number
and incubated in 24-well plates (Greiner Bio-One, Frickenhausen, Germany) for the respective time
intervals. All cell experiments were performed independently three times using different cell passages.

2.2.2. Cell Viability

The mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity of MG-63 cells on the respective specimens was
measured by 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTS) assay to determine
cell viability. A drop of 120 µL cell culture medium containing 5 × 104 MG-63 cells was carefully
placed on each specimen (n = 2 per group) and incubated for 20 min to ensure cell attachment on the
specimens. Afterwards, 1 mL of cell culture medium was added per well and the specimens were
incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C. Specimens were transferred to a new 24-well plate with MTS solution
(CellTiter 96 ONE-Solution Cell Proliferation Assay, Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and culture medium
(1:5) was added to each specimen. Blanks containing a specimen of each group with culture medium
but without cells and a control group with cells growing on polystyrene were additionally tested.
After 80 min, supernatants were transferred to a 96-well plate (for each specimen 3 × 80 µL were
analyzed). The optical density (OD) was recorded at 490 nm with a micro-plate reader (Anthos,
Mikrosysteme, Krefeld, Germany). Relative cell viability was calculated using the following equation:

Relative cell viability = (ODspecimen − ODblank specimen)/(ODcontrol − ODblank control)

2.2.3. Cell Spreading

Cell spreading was assessed on all surfaces after 20 min and 24 h, respectively. In total, 106 cells
were suspended in 250 µL diluent C and their cell membranes were stained with PKH-26, a lipophilic
membrane dye (PKH-26 general cell linker kit, Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) for 5 min at
37 ◦C using a dilution of 2 µL PKH-26 + 248 µL diluent C. After stopping the staining reaction using
FCS, cells were washed with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS), resuspended in cell culture
medium and 3 × 104 cells were seeded per specimen. After 20 min or 24 h, cells were rinsed twice
with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich), fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for
10 min at room temperature (RT), rinsed with PBS and embedded with mounting medium (Fluoroshield
with DAPI, Sigma-Aldrich) and a cover slip. Cells were examined with a water immersion objective
(C Apochromat 40×, 1.2 W, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) at a wavelength of 546 nm using
a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM780, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany; ZEN 2011 software
black version, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The mean spreading area in µm2 of 40 cells per
specimen was then calculated using image processing software (ImageJ, v2.0.0, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA).

2.2.4. Cell Morphology

The morphology of 4 × 104 cells on the respective specimens after 20 min and 24 h was
visualized using SEM. Cells on the specimens were rinsed with PBS after the respective time intervals,
fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) for 30 min at 4 ◦C, rinsed
with PBS, dehydrated with ethanol (30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, abs.), dried in a desiccator with silica gel
and gold-sputtered.
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2.2.5. Gene Expression

On each specimen, 3 × 104 cells were seeded (n = 2 per group) and cultivated for 24 h or 3 d,
respectively. Total RNA was purified using the NucleoSpin RNA kit (Machery-Nagel, Düren, Germany)
after the cell lysate of the 2 specimens per group was pooled. The RNA concentration for each group
was measured using NanoDrop 1000 (Peqlab/VWR, Erlangen, Germany).

After isolating total RNA, first-strand cDNA was synthesized from at least 400 ng total
RNA by reverse transcription with SuperScript II (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany)
using 2.5-µM random hexamers (Life Technologies) (MiniCycler, MJ Research/Biozym Diagnostik,
Hess, Germany). cDNA of each group, resulting from the reverse transcription, was diluted
with RNase free H2O 1:2.5. Twelve-µL Mastermix. composed of 10-µL TaqMan Universal
PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies), 1-µL RNase free H2O and 1-µL Assays-on-Demand
gene expression assay mix (Life Technologies) for the detection of either alkaline phosphatase
(ALP, #Hs00758162_m1ALPL), collagen type 1 (COL I, #Hs00164004_m1COLA1) or osteocalcin
(OCN, #Hs01587813_g1BGLAP) and for glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase as an endogenous
control (GAPDH, #Hs99999905_m1GAPDH, housekeeping gene) was analyzed with 8 µL of cDNA.

Quantitative real-time PCR assays were performed with a 3 × 20-µL reaction mix per group,
marked and monitored with the ABI PRISM 7500 sequence detection system (Applied Biosystems,
Darmstadt, Germany). Relative mRNA expression for each marker protein was calculated based on
the comparative ∆∆CT-method, normalized to GAPDH as an endogenous control and calibrated to the
control cells grown on polystyrene after 24 h.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as the mean and its standard deviation. Values were analyzed for normal
distribution using the Shapiro–Wilk test. For normally distributed data, one-way ANOVA was applied
followed by a post-hoc Fisher least significant difference (LSD) test to determine differences between
groups. Values of gene expression were analyzed with Student’s t-test. The level of significance was
set to α = 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Specimen Characterization

The elemental surface compositions of the coated samples, ZA0 and ZA5, determined with
XPS, are listed in Table 2. The PPAAm coating on ZA0 is mainly composed of carbon and nitrogen,
which were the constituents of the precursor used for the plasma polymerization (except for hydrogen,
which cannot be analyzed by XPS), as well as a marginal fraction of oxygen that originates from
post-oxidation processes. For the aged PPAAm coating (ZA5), a remarkably higher portion of oxygen
was determined compared to ZA0 and, furthermore, traces of zirconium, silicon, fluorine and chloride
at a total amount of <1 at% were detected. The amino group density of NH2/C was found to be 3.4%
for the as-deposited PPAAm coating (ZA0) and 0.3% for the 5-year aged layer (ZA5).

Table 2. Elemental composition of plasma-polymerized allylamine (PPAAm)-coated zirconia surfaces
(ZA0) and aged surfaces (ZA5) determined with XPS.

C (at.%) N (at.%) O (at.%) N/C (%) O/C (%) NH2/C (%)

ZA0 74.5 ± 2.1 22.9 ± 2.3 2.6 ± 0.3 30.7 ± 3.8 3.5 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.1
ZA5 73.9 ± 0.8 13.9 ± 0.8 11.4 ± 0.3 18.8 ± 1.3 15.4 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1

The high-resolution XPS C1s spectra of ZA0 and ZA5 are shown in Figure 1. The PPAAm C1s
peak of ZA0 can be fitted with three components: one at 285.0 eV, characteristic for C−H or/and
C−C aliphatic bonds, another at 285.9 eV assigned to C−NH, and a third component at 286.8 eV,
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which corresponds to C–O, C–O–C, C = N or nitriles. In contrast, the highly resolved C1s spectrum of
ZA5 shows drastic changes in the shape of the C1s peak with two further components at 287.9 eV and
289.0 eV attributed to C = O and O−C = O, respectively.

 

Figure 1. XPS C1s high resolution spectra of PPAAm after preparation (ZA0) and aging in a sealed
aseptic packing at ambient conditions for 5 years (ZA5).

SEM images of specimens are displayed in Figure 2. No differences between the surfaces of
Zmt, ZA0 and ZA5 could be observed in SEM images. Granules can be observed on all surfaces.
Z14 displayed a rougher surface with micro-rough lacunae due to sandblasting with Al2O3 particles
(105 µm) and hydrofluoric acid etching.

 

Figure 2. Specimen surface morphologies (SEM 10,000×).

3.2. Cell Behavior

Cell viability after 24 h was significantly higher for Zmt than for all other specimens (p < 0.001)
(Figure 3a). Cell spreading after 20 min was significantly highest for Zmt = ZA0 > ZA5 > Z14,
while, after 24 h, spreading was also significantly different between Zmt > ZA0 > ZA5 > Z14 (p < 0.001)
(Figure 3b), possibly influenced by the increased roughness of Z14.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Mean relative cell viability and standard deviation after 24 h in% normalized to the control
cells grown on well bottoms. Statistically significant differences in specimens compared to uncoated
zirconia specimens (Zmt), determined with a post-hoc Fisher LSD test, are indicated with * (p < 0.001).
(b) Human osteoblastic cell (MG-63) area after 20 min and 24 h on differently treated zirconia specimens.
Statistically significant differences in specimens compared to the control Zmt of the respective group
of either 20 min or 24 h, determined with a post-hoc Fisher LSD test, are indicated with * (p < 0.001),
n = 40 cells per group × 3 independent experiments, mean ± standard deviations.

The cell morphology visible in SEM images in Figure 4a was in accordance with the spreading
determined with LSM. After 20 min, cells start to change from spherical into planar shapes; this process
proceeds even further on the smooth surfaces of ZA0, ZA5 and Zmt compared to Z14. After 24 h,
cells appear to be spread further on Zmt than on all other surfaces. Exposed nucleoli can be observed in
the center of the cells on surfaces ZA0, ZA5 and Zmt. Due to the higher roughness on Z14, cells are less
spread, but they are extended into the microstructures, where they anchor their filopodia (Figure 4b).

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 4. (a) MG-63 cells on differently treated zirconia surfaces. First row: spreading after 20 min
(SEM, 5000×, bar 5 µm); second row: spreading after 24 h (SEM, 1000×, bar 20 µm). (b) MG-63 cell
filopodia formation and interaction with the substrates Zmt and the micro-structured endosseous
surface of a zirconia implant (Z14) (SEM, 10,000×, bar 2 µm).
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The gene expression of early osteogenic marker ALP and late markers COL and OCN is displayed
in Figure 5. The relative mRNA of ALP was significantly reduced on all specimens after 3 d when
compared to the control cells grown on well bottoms for 24 h; COL remained stable and OCN was
significantly increased for all specimens except ZA5. Significant differences when compared to Zmt at
the respective time intervals are displayed in Figure 5 (p < 0.05).

 

 

Figure 5. Relative mRNA expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP), collagen type 1 (COL) and
osteocalcin (OCN) in MG-63 cells on zirconia surfaces ZA0, ZA5, Zmt and Z14. The relative mRNA
expression is normalized to the control cells grown on well bottoms after 24 h (=1.0), statistically
significant differences in Zmt after 24 h or 3 d, respectively, determined with Student’s t-test, are indicated
with * (p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to determine whether a PPAAm coating on zirconia is stable
for up to 5 years and still able to improve the osteoblast reactions compared to previously reported
results on titanium [25–29], porous calcium phosphate [31] and Y-TZP [32]. Surprisingly, the control
surface of the as-sintered and heat-treated zirconia (Zmt) was the substrate that accelerated initial cell
behavior. In contrast to previous findings for Y-TZP [32], in this study, a coating with PPAAm on the
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Zmt surface did not have an additional positive effect on the cells and even reduced their viability
and spreading capability. The five-year aging of the PPAAm surfaces resulted in the oxidation of the
coating, which, however, did not affect cell behavior differently than for freshly coated specimens,
as also previously reported for titanium [30].

PPAAm films on ZA0 exhibited a N/C value of almost 32%—close to the theoretical N/C value
of 33% for the precursor allylamine—which indicates the presence of nitrogen-containing functional
groups at the surface. Additionally, XPS analysis revealed no further elements originating from the
zirconia substrate (i.e., Al, Hf, Y, Zr), which confirms the homogeneous coverage of the substrate with
a nanometer-thin PPAAm film. Amine-bearing plasma polymer coatings are susceptible to oxidation
when stored under ambient conditions [30]. Hence, for PPAAm-coated specimen ZA5, stored for
5 years, the uptake of the oxygen content and a considerable depletion of the amino group density
were determined by XPS.

The SEM images of the specimens revealed a surface structure with rounded granules sized
around 100 nm. Due to the sandblasting and etching with hydrofluoric acid of Z14, niches were formed
and surface roughness consequently increased. Since the thickness of the PPAAm layer is around
40 nm, the surface textures of ZA0 and ZA5 are comparable to the control Zmt.

Cell viability was significantly highest for Zmt than for all other surfaces. It has been previously
seen that viability on smooth surfaces is increased compared to micro-structured surfaces [34].
The presence of the PPAAm layer also reduced cell viability when compared to the control without
a coating. However, the viability of cells on the PPAAm-coated surfaces was comparable to Z14 and
was above 80%; consequently, no toxic effect was initiated by the PPAAm coating when considering
ISO standard 10993-5, which indicates no toxic effects for cell viability > 75%. The biocompatibility
of a PPAAm coating on titanium has previously been tested in a rat model and no increased local
inflammation compared to uncoated specimens was observed [29].

The initial cell spreading of MG-63 osteoblasts has been identified as the main factor that is
highly accelerated by the PPAAm coating on titanium surfaces [27,30,31]. However, spreading on
zirconia could not be improved when the coating was applied in the present study and was even
lower than on uncoated specimens after 20 min as well as after 24 h. In contrast to the present study
using 10% FCS, previously, no serum was added to the cell culture medium when cells were seeded
on the PPAAm-coated specimens. Serum proteins improve initial cell adhesion and the spreading
of osteoblasts on zirconia [36] and the addition of fetal calf serum to the culture medium may have
masked the potential effects of PPAAm. That spreading was generally higher on smooth than on
micro-roughened surfaces has been previously observed for osteoblasts on zirconia [37,38], as well as
on titanium [39]. Adequate spreading is a crucial factor for the proliferation of adherent cells because
maximum extracellular matrix contact with the whole cell body is aspired to maintain osteoblastic
function [40,41].

The cell morphology visible in SEM images was in accordance with the measured cell areas in
LSM images. On Z14 surfaces, cells anchored their filopodia on the micro-roughened surface and
spread into the depths of the niches; hence, the cell area appeared smaller than for cells on all other
surfaces, as previously seen for primary human osteoblasts (HOB) [38].

For the gene expression of RNA markers, the downregulation of ALP after 3 d, stable COL
and upregulated OCN in MG-63 cells, as observed, can be considered typical reactions in osteoblast
maturation. COL and ALP are early differentiation markers in the osteoblast lineage; hence, mRNA
expression of these markers is increased in preosteoblasts and declines during osteoblast maturation [42].
mRNA expression of COL was significantly increased for cells on Zmt when compared to PPAAm-coated
specimens after 24 h. OCN is first expressed at very low levels and, later in osteoblast maturation,
transcription is enhanced [43]. In the present study, after 3 d, this was noticeable for ZA0 but further
progressed for Zmt and Z14. In general, gene expression on Zmt and Z14 was comparable. Another
study compared the gene expression of the same markers of human primary osteoblasts on machined
as well as on sandblasted, etched and heat-treated zirconia [38]. ALP and COL mRNA expression of
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primary human osteoblasts on both zirconia surfaces was downregulated after 3 d. OCN was further
upregulated for cells on the machined surface than on the sandblasted, etched and heat-treated surface
after 3 d [38]. These gene expression results support the finding of the present study that smoother
zirconia surfaces are favorable for initial cell behavior. Contrary to previous findings on titanium,
calcium phosphate and Y-TZP, a coating of zirconia with PPAAm in the presence of serum in the culture
medium does not improve cell behavior further. Five-year aging of PPAAm-coated zirconia resulted in
the oxidation of the layer, but did not affect cell behavior differently than for freshly coated zirconia.

5. Conclusions

Within the limitations of this study, it can be concluded that zirconia coated with PPAAm does not
additionally improve osteoblast behavior in cell culture experiments due to the high biocompatibility
of zirconia.
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Abstract: Three dimensional (3D) printing allows additive manufacturing of patient specific scaffolds

with varying pore size and geometry. Such porous scaffolds, made of 3D-printable bone-like calcium

phosphate cement (CPC), are suitable for bone augmentation due to their benefit for osteogenesis.

Their pores allow blood-, bone- and stem cells to migrate, colonize and finally integrate into the adja-

cent tissue. Furthermore, the pore size affects the scaffold’s stability. Since scaffolds in maxillofacial

surgery have to withstand high forces within the jaw, adequate mechanical properties are of high

clinical importance. Although many studies have investigated CPC for bone augmentation, the ideal

porosity for specific indications has not been defined yet. We investigated 3D printed CPC cubes with

increasing pore sizes and different printing orientations regarding cell migration and mechanical

properties in comparison to commercially available bone substitutes. Furthermore, by investigating

clinical cases, the scaffolds’ designs were adapted to resemble the in vivo conditions as accurately

as possible. Our findings suggest that the pore size of CPC scaffolds for bone augmentation in

maxillofacial surgery necessarily needs to be adapted to the surgical site. Scaffolds for sites that are

not exposed to high forces, such as the sinus floor, should be printed with a pore size of 750 µm to

benefit from enhanced cell infiltration. In contrast, for areas exposed to high pressures, such as the

lateral mandible, scaffolds should be manufactured with a pore size of 490 µm to guarantee adequate

cell migration and in order to withstand the high forces during the chewing process.

Keywords: calcium phosphate cement; pore size; augmentation; additive manufacturing

1. Introduction

Maxillofacial surgeons are often challenged by complex bone defects caused by trauma,
tumors, inflammation or long lasting edentulism. In many cases, the reconstruction of
bony structures is necessary for the rehabilitation of the shape, function and aesthetics
of the orofacial system. For this purpose, different materials, such as ready-made bone
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substitution materials (e.g., granulate, membranes or cones) or autologous bone, are used.
An eligible bone substitute with outstanding properties is the autologous bone graft [1].
However, this requires harvesting from other anatomical sites, which is associated with
donor site morbidity and limited capacity [2–5]. For this reason, the necessity to develop
new synthetic bone substitute materials is increasing.

Three dimensional (3D) printing is an emerging technology in the medical field that
offers new opportunities for tissue engineering and the reconstruction of bone [6–8]. Based
on three-dimensional imaging, patient specific scaffolds can be manufactured additively.
Different materials can be used for this purpose; one of them is calcium phosphate cement
(CPC). CPC is a hydroxyapatite forming, synthetic bone substitution material, which
mimics the inorganic part of human bone. Due to its material properties, such as its pasty
consistency, biocompatibility and biodegradability, it has gained the attention, not only
of scientists, but also of many clinicians [9–11]. CPC is osteoconductive, which means
it is capable of guiding the growth and proliferation of osteoblasts on its surface. While
the synthesis of other bio ceramics involves high temperature sintering, CPC can set and
harden at room or body temperature at a nearly neutral pH. Its clinical benefit has been
proven in several trials [12–15].

For successful bone reconstruction, the bone substitution material has to be perma-
nently integrated into the defect site. This can be achieved by way of two mechanisms. The
bone substitution material can be resorbed and replaced by the organism’s host bone [16].
Materials such as bovine collagen, or autologous as well as allogenic bone grafts, become
integrated in this way [16,17]. The duration of this mechanism depends on the material’s
biodegradability. For other materials, such as BioOss® or CPC, the human body needs
years to perform complete remodeling [18,19]. The functional integration of these materials
is realized in a different way. Through integrated macro pores, blood-, bone- and stem cells
infiltrate those scaffolds directly after implantation. This leads to the incorporation of the
scaffold after a few months. Therefore, the pores in these bone substitution materials play
a major role in a successful outcome. Bigger pore sizes, which may increase the infiltration
of cells, come along with a smaller scaffold surface. The printing orientation also affects
the surface area of the scaffolds. By printing the strands at a 45◦ angle to the scaffold’s
edges, the surface can additionally be increased. A smaller surface could lead to decreased
osteoconductivity of the scaffold. Additionally, wider pores and a smaller surface mean
less stability. In maxillofacial surgery especially, the stability of bone scaffolds is crucial
since high pressures emerge during the chewing process.

Using 3D printing, the size of the pores can be adapted to a specific purpose. In regions
such as the maxillary sinus, the scaffold’s stability might play a secondary role, whereas on
the alveolar ridges, high stability is absolutely essential due to the high forces that emerge
during the chewing process [20,21]. Considering these aspects, a defined pore size of CPC
scaffolds for maxillofacial surgery could be of substantial clinical relevance. The optimal
compromise between porosity, surface and stability needs to be determined. Many studies
have investigated and approved CPC as a promising bone substitution material, but the
ideal porosity of CPC scaffolds for specific indications has not yet been described [15,22,23].
This study aims to find the above mentioned optimal compromise between porosity, surface
area and scaffold stability. We therefore investigated CPC scaffolds with six different
porosities (0.1 mm, 0.23 mm, 0.36 mm, 0.49 mm, 0.62 mm and 0.75 mm) and two printing
orientations (90◦ and 45◦) in vitro, and compared the results with commercially available
bone grafts. The scaffolds were colonized with human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC)
and were investigated regarding the depth of cell infiltration. Furthermore, the influence
of strand arrangement and pore size on the scaffolds’ stability was studied. Moreover,
in order to replicate the various in vivo conditions as accurately as possible, individual
cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) based CPC scaffolds presenting different parts
of the maxillofacial region were printed and analyzed regarding their stability. In this
regard, we hypothesized that an increasing pore size significantly influences not only
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migration but also the graft´s stability. Our results show the importance of the external
and internal structure, especially for individual scaffolds in maxillofacial surgery.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Virtual Scaffold Planning

Cubic shaped and individual scaffolds were digitally planned. For individual scaf-
folds, geometries were designed based on patients’ cone beam data, in the manner of
backward planning. First, the prosthetic restoration was set into the ideal position, deter-
mining the position needed for the dental implant. Based on the dental planning, boundary
conditions were defined using cone-beam data (CBCT) for the individual scaffold to be
designed. These boundary conditions represent geometric elements, such as planes or
curves, that limit the dimension of the scaffold from a medical point of view and define the
principal location of design features to be integrated (holes, cavities, etc.). Subsequently,
the CPC scaffold was designed around the dental implant according to all clinical and
geometric specifications. The use of patient data was approved by the local ethical review
board (IRB00001473; file reference: EK1450420019).

2.2. Scaffold Fabrication

The scaffolds were fabricated from plottable CPC paste (INNOTERE Paste-CPC),
manufactured by INNOTERE GmbH (Radebeul, Germany), by using a 3D plotting device
(KOSY4, Elektronik and Mechanik GmbH, Thalheim, Germany), and were sterilized with
γ-irradiation (25 kGy). For colonization studies, cubic-shaped scaffolds (10 × 10 × 10 mm)
were plotted utilizing a 310 µm needle with a plotting speed of 8 mm/s and an air pressure
of approx. 4 bar. The inner geometry of the cubic-shaped scaffolds was adjusted as
follows: 3 layers with a strand-to-strand distance of 0.3 mm and a further 36 layers with a
strand-to-strand distance as follows: 0.43 mm (Scaffold A), 0.56 mm (Scaffold B), 0.69 mm
(Scaffold C), 0.82 mm (Scaffold D), 0.95 mm (Scaffold E) or 1.08 mm (Scaffold F). Layer-
to-layer orientation was 90◦ or 45◦ in relation to the scaffolds’ edges. To test the stability,
individualized scaffolds were plotted using the same technique. The inner geometry of
the individualized scaffolds was adjusted as follows: the drilling axis was aligned parallel
to the direction of fabrication (Z-axis). The filling pattern was then set at −45◦/45◦. After
plotting, scaffolds were incubated for 72 h in a water-saturated atmosphere (humidity 95%,
temperature 37 ◦C), followed by three intensive washing steps in acetone to remove residual
oil from the CPC paste. Afterwards, the scaffolds were dried under a fume cupboard. Bio-
Oss®Blocks (Geistlich Biomaterials Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH, Baden-Baden, Germany)
were used as a control group. The blocks were bisected into 10 × 10 × 10 mm cubes for
Zwick testing and colonization.

2.3. Scaffold Characterization

The shape and macro porosity of the printed scaffolds were initially studied by stereo
microscopic investigation using a Leica M205C equipped with a DFC295 camera (Leica,
Wetzlar, Germay). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed to assess the
microporosity and colonization of the scaffolds. For this purpose, the samples were coated
with gold using a Cressington Sputter Coater 108 auto (Crawley, UK). The following
process sputtering parameters were applied: p = 0.1 mbar, I = 30 mA and a target-sample
surface distance of 55–60 mm. Surface morphology and cell colonization were imaged
with a Philips XL 30 ESEM scanning electron microscope (Philips Electron optics GmbH,
Kassel, Germany) utilizing an SE detector. For the image acquisitions, depending on the
material and imaging type (overview or detail), the voltage varied from 10 kV to 20 kV
and the working distance varied from 4.5 to 20 mm. The mechanical characterization was
performed via a uniaxial compressive test with a speed of 100 NM in the vertical direction
by using a Zwick universal testing machine (Z010 equipped with a 10 kN load cell; Zwick,
Ulm, Germany). Compressive modulus and compressive strength were calculated from
the obtained data (n = 5) and representative curves are shown.
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2.4. Colonization

After 24 h of re-equilibration to culture conditions in DMEM, scaffolds were seeded
with hMSC at a density of 1 × 106 cells per scaffold, in order to study colonization.
Therefore, cells were expanded in DMEM containing 15% fetal calf serum (FCS), 1% L-
glutamate and 1% Pen/Strep (all from GIBCO, Germany).

For seeding, the immersed scaffolds were placed into 5 mL tubes and a 5000 µL cell
suspension containing 1 × 106 cells. Scaffold colonization was performed by way of a
rotation method over a period of 6 h, as previously described by Korn et al. [24]. Tubes
were rotated every 30 min by 540◦, while being stored at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Finally,
the scaffolds were placed in 24-well plates, covered with culture medium and incubated
for up to 12 weeks. The medium was replaced twice a week. Live/Dead staining was
performed by using a Live/Dead Cell Staining Kit II (Promocell, Germany) according to
the manufacturer´s instructions. For fluorescence microscopic analyses, colonized scaffolds
were fixed using 4% formaldehyde. Actin cytoskeletons and cell nuclei were stained with
AlexaFlour 488® phalloidin (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) and DAPI (Sigma Aldrich,
Taufkirchen, Germany). All microscopic investigations were performed with a Keyence
BZ9000E (Keyence, Neu-Isenburg, Germany). For the determination of cell number and
LDH activity, frozen samples were thawed, followed by cell lysis with PBS containing 1%
Triton X-100. During cell lysis, each sample was sonicated for 1 min at 80 W. One aliquot
of the cell suspension was used to determine LDH activity via Cytotox96 kit (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer´s instructions. The LDH activity was
correlated with the cell number using a calibration curve. Total DNA was quantified for the
calculation of cell number using a calibration curve of cells. Therefore, DNA was quantified
via Quantifluor assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer´s
instructions. All measurements were performed by using a spectrofluorometer (Infinite
M200pro; Tecan Trading AG, Männedorf, Switzerland).

2.5. Statistics

For statistical analyses, GraphPad Prism 6.0 software (San Diego, CA, USA) was
used. All experiments were performed at defined time points using replicates as indicated
in the figure captions. The results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni adjustment of p-values was
performed to analyze statistical significance. Therefore, p ≤ 0.05 was considered to indicate
statistical significance.

3. Results
3.1. Scaffold Fabrication and Mechanical Testing

Cube shaped scaffolds with six different strand distances, resulting in six different
macro porosities, possessed a well-defined porous structure (Figure 1).

Comparing the CPC scaffolds, significant differences in the mechanical properties
were observed (Figure 2). Data are shown in Table 1.

The results showed that the energy absorption of the different scaffold types is greatly
reduced with increasing pore size (Table 1). This intense decrease is also shown in the
compressive strength data (Figure 2c). Nevertheless, all investigated scaffolds, indepen-
dently from pore size, showed a higher energy absorption and strength in comparison to
the control group (BioOss®).
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Figure 1. Three dimensional (3D) plotted scaffolds with different pore sizes. Strand-to-strand-
distance µm/pore size µm: (a) 430/100; (b) 560/230; (c) 690/360; (d) 820/490; (e) 950/620;
(f) 1080/750. Scale bars: 2 mm.

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

Figure 2. Mechanical properties of CPC scaffolds A–F (see also Table 1) with different pore sizes in
comparison to BioOss®. (a) Representative compressive stress–strain curves. (b) Young’s modulus
and (c) compressive strength determined from the curves (* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, **** p ≤ 0.0001,
mean ± standard deviation, n = 5).

Table 1. Mechanical properties of 3D printed scaffolds A–F with different strand-to-strand distances
and pore sizes and control.

Scaffold
Strand-to-Strand-

Distance (µm)
Pore Size

(µm)
Young’s Modulus #

(MPa)
Compressive Strength #

(MPa)

A 430 100 870 ± 117 31.3 ± 6.8

B 560 230 870 ± 101 28.3 ± 1.3

C 690 360 749 ± 110 14.5 ± 2.0

D 820 490 586 ± 118 8.3 ± 1.8

E 950 620 477 ± 73 7.4 ± 0.9

F 1080 750 444 ± 44 5.2 ± 0.6

Control 7 ± 4 0.5 ± 0.007
# mean ± standard deviation (SD), n = 5.

3.2. Colonization of Scaffolds

In order to enable colonization within porous scaffolds, it is important to equilibrate
the scaffolds for 24 h in a cell culture medium before seeding. Following the equilibration,
the scaffolds were seeded with hMSCs and incubated for up to 12 weeks in order to study
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colonization. Determination of DNA and LDH was performed to evaluate the proliferation
of cells cultivated on the scaffolds (Figure 3). After four weeks, cells completely covered the
CPC strands of the topmost layer, but the cell number of the CPC scaffolds was significantly
lower in comparison to the control (BioOss®). After 12 weeks, the cell number of scaffolds
A, B and C was significantly lower in comparison to the control, while scaffolds D, E and F
showed a colonization comparable to that of BioOss®.

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

Figure 3. Proliferation of MSCs on/in the scaffolds depending on the various porosities after
4, 8 and 12 weeks in comparison to BioOss® (strand-to-strand-distance µm/pore size µm: A:
430/100; B: 560/230; C: 690/360; D: 820/490; E: 950/620; F: 1080/750; ** p ≤ 0.01, **** p ≤ 0.0001,
mean ± standard deviation, n = 5).

Live/Dead staining was carried out to assess the viability of the cells. Through
the culture period, the density of living cells (stained green) increased. Furthermore,
microscopically, a widespread colonization of scaffolds was observed earlier in those with
a higher pore size in comparison to those with a smaller pore size. The cells covered the
superficial cement strands and also those in subjacent layers. Scaffold D, with a strand-to
strand-distance of 820 µm and a pore size of 490 µm, exhibited a colonization similar to that
of the control (BioOss®) (Figure 4). In all cases, no dead cells (stained red) were detected.

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

 

Figure 4. Colonization of cubic scaffolds with MSCs: Scaffold B (a), Scaffold D (b) and BioOss®

(c) after 28 days. (Live/Dead-staining).

Microscopic SEM evaluation of colonized scaffolds after 28 days revealed that, similar
to the Life/Dead staining, cells completely covered the scaffold strands. For Scaffold D
especially, cell clusters bridging the interspaces between strands were observed (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. SEM imaging of CPC scaffold D non-colonized (a) and after 28 days (b) in comparison to
BioOss® (c).

3.3. Scaffold Design for Intraoral Applications

In addition to the above mentioned scaffolds with strands laying 90◦ in relation to
the scaffold’s edges, we printed scaffolds with strands laying 45◦ related to the scaffold’s
edges to enhance the surface area (Figure 6).

 

Figure 6. Three dimensional (3D) plotted scaffold with defined pore size (0.49 mm) and strand
distance (0.82 mm): (a) strand orientation 90◦ related to edge, (b) strand orientation 45◦ related to
edge, (c) BioOss®; scale bars: 1 mm.

For this purpose, we used a pore size of 0.49 mm and a strand-to-strand-distance
of 0.82 mm. Since the chewing process causes the application of forces from different
directions, we investigated both strand orientations applying uniaxial strength from above
and laterally. Young’s modulus (Figure 7b) was estimated from the initial slope of the
stress–strain curves (Figure 7a) in the elastic region. Compressive strength (Figure 7c) was
evaluated from the stress–strain curves (Figure 7a). Data are presented in Table 2.

The results have shown that the energy absorption of the different scaffold types
varies not only depending on strand orientation but also on the direction that the strength
is applied from. Scaffolds with a 90◦ strand orientation seem to be more stable compared
to 45◦ scaffolds (Figure 7c).

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

Figure 7. Mechanical properties of CPC scaffolds with different strand orientations in comparison
with BioOss®. (a) Representative compressive stress–strain curves. (b) Young’s modulus and
(c) compressive strength determined from the curves (** p ≤ 0.01, **** p ≤ 0.0001, mean ± standard
deviation, n = 5).
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Table 2. Mechanical properties of scaffolds with different printing directions in comparison to
the control.

Scaffold Young’s Modulus # (MPa)
Compressive Strength

Resistance # (MPa)

90◦ 586 ± 118 8.3 ± 1.8
90◦ lateral 159 ± 11 3.6 ± 0.3

45◦ 191 ± 77 5.3 ± 1.7
45◦ lateral 145 ± 101 1.2 ± 0.7

Control 7 ± 4 0.5 ± 0.007
# mean ± standard deviation (SD).

It also seems as if the compressive strength resistance of both strand orientations is
significantly lower when the strength is applied laterally. Nevertheless, all investigated
scaffolds have shown a higher energy absorption in comparison with the control group
(BioOss®).

3.4. Preliminary Investigations of Individual Scaffolds for Clinical Cases

For the manufacturing of patient-specific scaffolds in order to reconstruct individual
bone defects, a high-resolution model of the defect site is necessary. Based on patients’
computed tomography data, irregular shaped macroporous scaffolds were designed in
close collaboration with maxillofacial surgeons via digital backward planning. For this
study, we analyzed different clinical cases—sinus floor elevation and onlay osteoplasty—in
different regions, shapes and sizes (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Digital backward planning based on CBCT data. (a) Sinus floor elevation in region 26, (b) bilateral onlay graft
in the posterior mandible (white: prosthetic restoration; yellow: dental implant; orange: bone contour; blue: planned
CPC scaffold.
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According to the anatomical requirements of the defect site, the digital planned
scaffolds were printed by INNOTERE GmbH (Radebeul, Germany). Since blood and
bone cells are expected to migrate into the scaffold from the prepared adjacent bone, the
bone-facing part of the scaffolds was printed with the approved pore size of 0.49 mm and a
strand distance of 0.82 mm. To avoid fibroblasts or keratinocytes infiltrating the scaffold
from the soft tissue facing side, this part was printed with a strand distance of 0.3 mm
(Figure 9) to achieve a similar effect to that of using the membrane technique.

 

Figure 9. Individual scaffold for sinus floor elevation (a–c) and two onlay grafts in the lower jaw
(region 36, 46: (d–f); region 47: (g–i)).

The mechanical properties of the individual scaffolds were tested by conducting
uniaxial compression tests. Data are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of patient individual scaffolds and control group.

Scaffold Young’s Modulus # (MPa)
Compressive Strength

Resistance # (MPa)

Sinus lift 135 ± 21 1.7 ± 0.3
Onlay A 239 ± 45 1.2 ± 0.3
Onlay B 127 ± 22 1.0 ± 0.2
Control 7 ± 4 0.5 ± 0.007

# mean ± standard deviation (SD).

Young’s modulus (Figure 10b) was estimated from the initial slope of stress–strain
curves (Figure 10a) in the elastic region. Compressive strength (Figure 10c) was evaluated
from stress–strain curves (Figure 10a). The results showed that the energy absorptions
of the sinus lift scaffold and onlay B are comparable, while onlay A showed a higher
energy absorption. Nevertheless, all investigated scaffolds, independently from their
shape, showed a higher energy absorption and strength in comparison with the control
group (BioOss®).
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Figure 10. Mechanical properties of individual scaffolds in comparison with BioOss®. (a) Representa-
tive compressive stress–strain curves. (b) Young’s modulus and (c) compressive strength determined
from the curves (* p ≤ 0.05, *** p ≤ 0.001, **** p ≤ 0.0001, mean ± standard deviation, n = 5).

4. Discussion

This study aimed to determine the optimal porosity of CPC scaffolds for bone aug-
mentation in maxillofacial surgery according to specific indications. Regarding stability
and cell infiltration, the data presented suggest that pore sizes of 750 µm allow for a sig-
nificantly higher increase in cell colonization compared to smaller pores after 12 weeks
(see Figure 3). Furthermore, the stability of the CPC cubes increases up to a pore size of
100 µm with an observed compressive strength of 31.3 ± 6.8 MPa and a Young’s Modu-
lus of 870 ± 117 MPa (see Figure 2). Nevertheless, individual CPC scaffolds, which are
closer to clinical conditions, have shown a much lower compressive strength resistance
depending on the respective site of destination. Thus, in certain cases, the porosity of
individual scaffolds in maxillofacial surgery needs to be adapted with an acceptance of the
concomitant decrease of cell infiltration.

Bone augmentation is performed when bony defects compromise the function and
aesthetics of the orofacial system [25–28]. One of its main functions is to grind food as the
first step of digestion. This is conducted by frequently repeated contraction of the chewing
muscles. The chewing muscles belong to the strongest muscles in the human body. During
the chewing process, forces beyond 200 N emerge depending on the region within the oral
cavity [20,21]. The highest pressure can be measured in the lateral region of the jaws since
this is the chewing center [20]. In other sites, such as the sinus floor, the anterior parts
of the jaws or parts of the facial bone, the pressure is much lower [20]. Assuming a full
dentition with an average chewing surface of approx. 6 cm2, this corresponds to a pressure
of approx. 0.4 MPa per tooth.

By Zwick universal testing, uniaxial compression can be applied to the test object. This
makes it an appropriate testing procedure to resemble the in vivo situation, as teeth and
the adjacent bone are stressed in a similar way. By testing standardized CPC cubes, 32 MPa
was measured as the highest compressive strength withstood by scaffold A, which had
a strand-to-strand distance of 430 µm and a pore size of 100 µm. This easily exceeds the
essential requirements (0.4 MPa) for an in vivo application. Compared to the control group
(BioOss®), which is commonly used for bone substitution, the applicable compressive
strength of scaffold A was 60 times higher.

Nevertheless, the colonization experiments have shown that pore sizes of 100 µm
(scaffold A) are too small to let cells quickly migrate into the scaffold. Due to the small
pores, instead of infiltrating, cells instead colonized the scaffold’s outer surface.

As depicted in Figure 3, in our case, a porosity of 750 µm (scaffold F) seems to be
the best for cell infiltration. Nevertheless, cell numbers observed in the control group
(BioOss®) were still superior from week 4 onwards. The reason for this could be the surface
of BioOss®, which mimics the surface of natural bone better than CPC does (Figure 11). As
seen in Figure 11, the CPC’s surface is smooth, whereas the surfaces of BioOss® and natural
bone have many micro irregularities. These irregularities lead to an enhanced attachment
area for cells.
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Figure 11. SEM imaging of CPC scaffold D (a,b), BioOss ® (c,d) and natural bone (e,f).

However, this advantage seems to decrease over time. Up to week 12, the difference
in cell numbers between BioOss® and the CPC scaffolds with high porosity decreases
continuously until they are nearly the same after week 12 (Figure 3). The influence of surface
roughness on cell adhesion and function has been discussed in several studies [29,30]. The
observed micro irregularities not only offer more surface for cell binding, but they also
strengthen the adsorption of proteins and the extracellular matrix, which enhances the cells’
adhesion and function. This effect was observed for different biomaterials and cells [31–33].
To improve the early cell adhesion on CPC scaffolds, the CPC could be enriched with
nanoparticles such as bioactive glass, as shown by Richter et al. [34]. Thereby, the CPC’s
surface could be enriched with irregularities to better resemble natural bone.

In contrast, due to a decreased surface and increased strand-to-strand distance, a
higher porosity goes along with a significant decrease of the compressive strength resistance
and Young’s Modulus. As depicted in Figure 2, scaffold F (pore size 750 µm) shows a
compressive strength of 5.2 ± 0.6 MPa, which is much higher compared to that of the
control group (0.5 ± 0.007 MPa). In Figure 5, it is shown that the porosity of scaffold
D seems to be similar to that of BioOss®. Nevertheless, scaffold D is much more stable.
This superior stability of the CPC scaffolds compared with BioOss® may be caused by
the differences in their architecture. Microscopically, a natural spongious bone, similar
to the architecture of BioOss®, can be observed. As shown in Figure 6, the spongious
trabeculae are arranged irregularly in contrast to the strands of the CPC scaffolds. This
regular arrangement of the CPC strands may be the reason for the higher compressive
strength resistance. The pressure can be evenly deviated above the whole surface.

The Young’s Modulus of the observed CPC cubes ranged from 444 ± 44 MPa to
870 ± 117 MPa. Human bone has a Young’s Modulus of about 4.42 MPa as shown by
Boughton et al. [35]. It is worth noting that Boughton et al. investigated cortical bone
samples from femoral necks, the mechanical properties of which may differ from jaw and
facial bone. Furthermore, the donors from which the bone was harvested had a mean age
of 69 years. Due to the fact that age and chronic diseases have a significant impact on bone
density, architecture and mechanical properties [36], these values may not be comparable
to the jaw bones of patients undergoing maxillofacial surgery.

Nevertheless, the Young’s Modulus of natural human bone seems to be much lower
in comparison to the observed CPC scaffolds. The orofacial system is in permanent motion
and underlies continuous dynamics. In such dynamic systems, differences of the Young’s
modulus can be crucial. They could lead to micro movements between scaffold and bone
and thereby compromise the scaffold’s integration. Here, BioOss® is much closer to natural
bone, due to its natural origin and closely mimics natural bone tissue. In contrast to this,
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the CPC scaffolds consist of artificial tri-calcium phosphate and are manufactured by using
amorphous paste. This may be why they are more brittle and less elastic. Besides the
differences in the Young’s Modulus, a high brittleness could compromise the intraoperative
handling since the scaffolds have to be fixed with titanium screws. If the scaffolds are too
brittle, they may break when the screw is inserted. This could probably be avoided by
integrating a screw channel preliminarily and thereby decreasing the stress in the CPC
while inserting the screw (as shown in Figure 9). Nevertheless, a pore size of 750 µm seems
to be adequate for facilitating a high infiltration of cells and still meeting the mechanical
requirements in the orofacial system. These findings were, however, observed in regularly
shaped, cubic CPC scaffolds.

Knowing that this design might fail in simulating in situ settings with complex shaped
defects, we additionally investigated clinical cases. Three cases were selected that displayed
typical intraoral regions with mechanical requirements different to those of a bone scaffold
(Figure 8): sinus floor elevation, onlay osteoplasty located posterior to the remaining teeth
(onlay A) and onlay osteoplasty embraced by remaining teeth (onlay B).

Sinus floor elevation is a procedure that is used to create a sufficient base for dental
implants in the posterior maxilla [37–39]. This is realized by inserting the bone substitution
material through a bony window that has to be cut into the lateral wall of the maxillary
sinus. During the healing period prior to implant insertion, it is not affected by pressure
or movement. Due to these highly protected conditions during the healing period, a CPC
scaffold for sinus floor elevation does not need to withstand a high compressive strength.
Therefore, in such cases it could be advantageous to choose large pore sizes to gain the
maximum cell infiltration. According to our findings, 750 µm would be the appropriate
pore size in this case. Nevertheless, due to its pyramidal and compact geometry, the
scaffold reaches high compressive strength resistance (1.7 ± 0.3 MPa) and therefore exceeds
the essential requirements of the maxillary sinus. Considering this, even larger pore sizes
could be assumed for such cases. The control group also seems to be a good choice for sinus
floor elevation. As discussed above, the low compressive strength resistance of BioOss®

can be neglected. According to Figure 3, BioOss® would even allow for a faster and larger
increase of cell colonization on its surface compared to CPC scaffolds. This advantage of
BioOss® could probably be compensated for by coating the CPC scaffolds with collagen as
shown by Lee et al. [40]. Moreover, there are several advantages that favor CPC scaffolds.
In contrast to BioOss®, CPC scaffolds can be individually designed based on a CBCT scan.
Patient-specific geometries can be printed [24,41,42], thus they will fit perfectly to the defect
site. The surgeon saves time during surgery since there is no need to prepare or adapt
the scaffold intraoperatively. The planning of the augmentation is conducted before the
surgery, which minimizes the risk of over- or under treatment. Additionally, CPC scaffolds
can be printed with a graded porosity. Thus, the outer “soft tissue facing side” of the
scaffold can be printed densely so that fibroblasts are not able to immigrate. Usually for
this purpose additional membranes need to be placed to cover the defect site [43–45]. These
membranes always come with the risk of early dehiscences and inflammation [46]. To
summarize, for sinus floor elevation, CPC scaffolds with a pore size of 750 µm seem to be a
sufficient tool.

Onlay osteoplasty in combination with dental implants is a standard procedure for
the functional rehabilitation of highly atrophic jaws [27]. For onlay osteoplasty, the surgeon
prepares a mucoperiosteal flap and fixes the bone substitution material directly to the
defect site. In these cases, the bone scaffold is located submucosally. Hence, it is exposed to
motions and forces directly after surgery. In this study, we simulated two clinical cases:
region of teeth 46 and 47 (onlay A: Figure 9D–F) and region 36 (onlay B: Figure 10G–I). Both
sites are under permanent pressure due to their location in the chewing center. Remarkably,
there is an important difference between both cases. Onlay A covers an area of two teeth
and there are no teeth posterior to the defect. Therefore, it needs to hold those forces that
emerge in the chewing center on its own. In contrast, onlay B covers the area of one tooth
and is embraced by teeth, anteriorly and posteriorly. The adjacent teeth may protect the
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scaffold from high compressive strength. Nevertheless, both scaffolds need to resist a
higher compressive strength compared to that resisted by the sinus floor scaffold. Zwick
testing of onlay A and onlay B revealed that the favored pore size of 750 µm is not stable
enough to withstand the forces during the chewing process. The same effect was shown
with a pore size of 620 µm (data not shown).

The pore size that was found to be strong enough to withstand the forces in the
chewing center and also showed excellent colonization data was 490 µm with a compressive
strength resistance of at least 1.0 ± 0.2 MPa. The individual scaffolds with pores of 490 µm
have a Young’s Modulus of 239 ± 45 MPa and 127 ± 22 MPa for onlay A and onlay
B, respectively. As mentioned above, the Young’s Modulus of human bone is approx.
4.42 MPa [35]. The mandible, especially, is known to be flexible and moved by different
surrounding muscles. Unfortunately, the mechanical testing has shown that even very
wide pore sizes, such as 750 µm, cannot affect the Young’s Modulus to the extent that it
would be comparable to human bone (Figure 2B). Nevertheless, CPC scaffolds with pore
sizes of 490 µm seem to be a solid option for onlay osteoplasty in the lower lateral jaw.
The superior compressive strength resistance compared to the control group especially
makes CPC scaffolds an appropriate alternative to autologous bone, which is mostly used
for onlay osteoplasty. Nevertheless, this study has certain limitations. The outer soft
tissue facing layer was printed as densely as possible to prevent the migration of mucosal
cells. Our experimental setting does not clarify whether our scaffold design fulfills this
requirement properly. Furthermore, there are various other patient specific aspects that
influence the integration of the scaffolds, such as certain comorbidities or lifestyle habits.
Moreover, the degradation time of scaffolds is of high clinical relevance and it could be
hypothesized that pore size also affects degradation time. To answer this question, an
in vivo study would have to be conducted.

5. Conclusions

Our findings suggest that the pore size of CPC scaffolds for bone augmentation in
maxillofacial surgery should be adapted for the planned site. CPC scaffolds for augmen-
tation sites that are not exposed to high forces, such as the sinus floor, could be printed
with a pore size of 750 µm to benefit from the enhanced cell infiltration. In contrast, CPC
scaffolds for bone augmentation in areas exposed to high pressures, such as the lateral
mandible, should be planned with a pore size of 490 µm. This pore size facilitates adequate
cell infiltration and simultaneously meets the mechanical requirements in these highly
stressed areas.
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